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HOW PHILOSOPHY IS PRESENTED:
AN INTRODUCTION
STEPHEN LEACH and JAMES TARTAGLIA

There may be something gravely wrong with this issue of Human Affairs. So suggests
Laura Cull Ó Maoilearca. For philosophy is not something that precedes its presentation.
Philosophy and the presentation of philosophy are one and the same.
Athenian Stranger: What are we reading?
Roman Stranger: It’s an essay by Stephen Leach, a fine fellow. He’s written
it to introduce a symposium that was held on the topic of how philosophy is
presented.
Athenian Stranger: That’s an odd topic! Still, I think I’ll go along to find out
what they have in mind, where’s it being held?
Roman Stranger: You mistake me, sir. These are strange times. The
symposium has already taken place and exists only in writing. (And not even
on paper, but rather as illuminations on screens powered by electricity). None
of the contributors even met. Rather, they read a notification of the topics of
interest and then wrote their essays alone, over the course of many months in
some cases.
Athenian Stranger: I wouldn’t call that a symposium! Why would they do it
like that? Is there a plague raging?
Roman Stranger: There is, but they’d have done it that way anyway. As I
said, these are strange times.
Athenian Stranger: I see. So where can I find the notification that inspired
them?
Roman Stranger: You’ll find it at the start of the first of these essays, unique
in that it does at least contain a semblance of philosophical conversation,
one which took place between the person Leach just mentioned, Laura Cull
Ó Maoilearca, and James Tartaglia, who is Leach’s colleague and the coinstigator of all this.
Athenian Stranger: I shall take a look. In the meantime, let’s continue with
Leach’s essay.
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But that would seem to leave no room for solitary thinking. We can, however, grant
that there is more to philosophy than presenting and re-presenting the classics of the
philosophical canon in the classroom. That may be uncontentious but it is a point that
many of the contributors to this issue find it worth their while to make, before departing
from each other in an interesting variety of directions.
In the final speech in her dialogue with James, Laura seems to suggest that there is
a lot of philosophy that goes on outside of the university classroom. That is true but a
lot of that surely consists of just the first one or two steps of arguments that are taken
up and then dropped, almost immediately, over and over again. Teenagers seem to be
an exception. When they are not engaged in what Grant Bartley terms “the exaltation of
stupidity,” they often seem to pursue philosophical arguments with greater stubbornness
and determination than most adults. But sometimes arguments are put aside and
philosophical attitudes are simply tried on like new clothes.
All of which occurs without much awareness of any philosophical tradition. In some
ways that may be just as well. Fourteen-year-olds (with their blindness to pomposity),
telling their parents that what they say was said already three hundred years ago, and
much more eloquently, is not an especially welcome picture. But that is probably too
flippant. Whereas teenagers tend to earnest pomposity adults, by comparison, tend to
flippancy.
Roman Stranger: Leach’s attitude to teenagers is hard to pin down. With one
hand he berates them, yet with the other he applauds their doggedness in the
pursuit of philosophy.
Athenian Stranger: Yes, but why the concern with teenagers? The reason,
perhaps, is that he despairs at the lack of philosophy in adults, and sees in the
youngsters’ doggedness a hope that they might develop differently.
Roman Stranger: A hope for the next generation, I think you’re right. Let’s
allow the fellow to continue.
Ermanno Bencivenga, however – like Nietzsche – is something of an eternal teenager,
in that he seems to defend the idea of trying on “narrative elements” in much the same
way as trying on new clothes. In his words: “A narrative element is essential to philosophy,
because nothing gets going in it without some vision, some story about what the world
or the story is like. The argumentative element can only structure the story from the
inside; it can never prove it true. And, whatever clarification arguments provide for the
story, the latter remains in all its dangerous glory, ready to originate new arguments and
spawn new visions.” For Bencivenga, arguments are like stitching. Of course, the stitching’s
important – without logical inference we would not be able to trace the consequences of
the story – but the stitching is not the first thing that we notice, nor should it be.
Athenian Stranger: Stories are useful for conveying images that fix the mind
on truth, but they’re quite different from thoughts. Life is not a story, but what
you think and how you think determines your life.
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Good clothes tell a story – and a story is unavoidably ambiguous – able to both conceal
the body and to draw attention to it. This is an ambiguity that has to be accepted, and
celebrated.
Roman Stranger: Is he saying that narratives are garments for thoughts? And
do I detect erotic undercurrents?
Logic alone cannot tell us about the world. There are those who claim it can, and their
influence can be seen in philosophy that is distinctively unvisionary, pedantic and nitpicking. But do not be intimidated, says Bencivenga: the Emperor wears no clothes.
Roman Stranger: Did anyone really say that logic alone can tell us about the
world? If there are such people then the contempt Leach expresses is fully
justified.
Athenian Stranger: I assume so, Leach is a trustworthy, upright fellow, but
here’s another matter. If your interpretation is right – if he was indeed saying
that narratives are garments for thoughts – then it seems that he is opposed
to pure thought, since he sees wearing no clothes as a rebuke. I find that very
odd indeed – and not just the preference for dress over nakedness … even in
erotic matters, apparently. For as we both know, narratives are only a means to
an end, the end being to teach and exalt the philosophical life. You don’t use
narratives yourself, as I understand it, and that’s perfectly fine by me.
Grant Bartley argues that seeking deep truth depends on communication: “Without
communication there’s no cultural history for an isolated mind working alone always
has to start from scratch.” The counter-argument could be made that philosophy always
does have to begin from scratch. It is not a collaborative endeavour, in the manner of, for
example, natural science.
Roman Stranger: I feel Leach’s counter-argument is inspired by a
misinterpretation. Bartley meant only that philosophical thought must build
on what came before. My own thought has never progressed beyond yours and
I wouldn’t want it to, there would be no need.
Athenian Stranger: Thank you for saying so.
As editor of Philosophy Now, Grant Bartley is in the frontline of the battle against
dumbing-down. And what he says about dumbing-down I would accept, not only from
the evidence of his experience – having to reject ‘original’ arguments that, without
knowledge of the philosophical classics, unknowingly repeat arguments that were
originally made many years ago and more eloquently – but also from personal experience
of philosophy on television. One of us is just old enough to remember Bryan Magee’s
philosophy programmes, shown on BBC2 between January and April 1978.
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Athenian Stranger: Why does he say ‘one of us’, if this is Leach’s own
essay?
Roman Stranger: He’s trying to make the reader believe it was co-written
with his colleague, Tartaglia, since that’s the normal procedure in these
matters – and also, one suspects, because he thinks it adds weight to his
words. This age of electric screens and isolated writing is full of deceit, you
know? Within such a context this is all quite innocent.
When these are compared to programmes made by Alain de Botton, there seems little
doubt that television, at least, has dumbed down. The format of Magee’s programmes –
two talking heads – would simply not be countenanced by the commissioners.
“If in doubt, pitch lower,” argues Bartley; but I am not so sure. I am fairly confident
that when I watched Magee’s programmes as a fourteen-year-old I would not have
understood all that was being said. I probably over-estimated how much I did understand
but there were certainly parts that I would have been glad to listen to again. That I did not
quite understand all of it was part of the attraction. What I did understand made me wish
to understand more.
Roman Stranger: That’s certainly been my experience in reading your work.
I understood little of it when I first encountered it in my mid-20s back in
Egypt, but it inspired me to pursue the philosophical life nonetheless. Now I
have my own school of philosophy, in a lovely house in Rome, and I am able
to follow your path of thought in all its intricate detail.
Athenian Stranger: Again, thank you.
As Dewey says, in Michelle Sowey’s essay: “the most important attitude that can be
found is […] the desire to go on learning.”
Roman and Athenian Strangers [in unison]: Here, here!
Sowey, like Grant Bartley, is engaged in the battle against dumbing down – she is a
teacher of philosophy in schools – leading “friendly excursions into disequilibrium”. She
formulates five criteria for judging the likely effectiveness of a philosophical stimulus: that
it activates emotion; induces perplexity; challenges intuitions; ignites controversy; and
elicits reasoned argument. Wisely, she refrains from specifying what sort of exercises are
suitable for which age groups. For this, she tells us, cannot be determined a priori. It is a
matter of practice and judgement.
Roman Stranger: Now here’s a little background information which you
might find interesting. One of the commentators on Sowey’s text asked that
she might add an indication about intended age groups. This was put to her
and it seems she declined. Leach is commending that decision.
Athenian Stranger: I didn’t find that terribly interesting, to be honest; let’s
continue.
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Her five criteria, it seems to us, might also be applied to judge the effectiveness of
philosophical stimulus among those who have left school. But how desperately needed is
her work. It is appalling that most children leave school without knowing anything about
the validity and soundness of an argument. In philosophy, a narrative element may be more
important than logic but, as Bencivenga recognises, like stitching, logic is important too.
Richard Rorty said that the study of logic was relatively unimportant. In his view it
was like the study of Old English in a Department of English Literature, understandably
obligatory but not an area of paramount interest. He probably had in mind advanced
logic; the basics are, in our view, more important than he credits.
Roman Stranger: Leach was definitely impressed by Sowey’s contribution,
that much seems clear.
Athenian Stranger: He’ll have a difficult job stating where basic logic ends
and advanced logic begins, however.
We are reminded of an (unverified) story told about a very eminent philosopher – a
narrative about logic. Somehow, at some time when the ‘Moonies’ (the Unificationists)
(followers of Sun Myung Moon) were rapidly growing in number in the 1970s and 1980s,
and were the subject of concern about ‘brain washing’ their converts, they came into
contact with this philosopher who was, by the way, a notorious atheist. The philosopher
accepted their offer of hospitality and enjoyed a number of holidays at Unificationist
gatherings around the world and recommended their excellent hospitality to a number
of his astonished colleagues. At long last, it was announced that the great man had at last
agreed to address the Church. Excitement mounted. To have him as a convert would be
a coup indeed. But it was not to be. Having endured as many sermons as he could, to all
round bemusement, the philosopher stood up and gave a lecture on basic logic. In the
circumstances, he could not have chosen better.
Roman Stranger: I think Leach’s attitude to logic is as Janus-faced as his
attitude to teenagers.
Athenian Stranger: Agreed.
Jeremy Barris argues that some forms of philosophy share the logical structure of jokes,
and that this should be embraced. He notes that when we examine what follows from a
concept with logical necessity there is often an incongruent shift of sense. He here puts
his finger on why Schopenhauer described the ontological argument as “this charming
joke”. Schopenhauer was thereby dismissing the ontological argument but, if Barris is
right, then the joke-like structure of the ontological argument is not in itself reason to
dismiss it. (Bencivenga would no doubt point out that it provides no reason to accept it
either.)
Athenian Stranger: Is philosophy being derided? I spent my life combatting
that kind of thing, I thought that today, at least, I would be among
philosophers only.
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Roman Stranger: You are. Philosophers themselves have learned to deride
philosophy, which is the greatest philosophical joke of all. But I think you
mistake Barris’s intentions, which were not to deride philosophy, but rather to
illustrate something of its nature.
David Skrbina would agree with Barris that Plato’s humour is part of his message and
that this is rarely appreciated. Skrbina suggests that there is much to be said for thinking
of philosophy as a “living dialogue”. It is in the context of a living dialogue that we best
understand a teacher’s intentions. There is a sense in which writing, for all its advantages,
takes us away from this dialogue; and digital devices remove us one step further.
[James’ experience of technology in teaching is more positive than Skrbina’s – eg. shy students
with their screens turned off daring to ask questions.]
Athenian Stranger: It seems they recognise the shortcomings of their
method, then. The main problem with writing philosophy is that you can’t
respond to the person reading it. If writers knew what their words would
make their readers think, they might regret them, wishing they had written
something quite different instead.1
Roman Stranger: Quite so. The advantage of writing, namely that it
can reach so many people, is bought at the expense of a lack of focus and
responsiveness.
Brylea Hollinshead and Michael-John Turp are in sympathy with David Skrbina and
with Laura. They point out that the contemporary approach to philosophy “assumes a
clear distinction between the activity of philosophy and its presented product” but that
much more prestige is accorded to the presented product. This was not the case in the
ancient world nor in the eastern traditions of Buddhism, Taoism and Confucianism, all of
which placed much more emphasis on doing.
However, as Massimo Pigliucci points out, practical philosophy is now making a
comeback; and there is no logical incompatibility between theoretical and practical
philosophy.
Athenian Stranger: So strange that he sees the need to point to mere
compatibility. Why would anyone practice theoretical philosophy if there were
no practical implications? What would be the point?
But, as Markus Weidler explains, Heidegger would hate all of this talk of openness
and accessibility. He would damn it all to hell. He maintained that: “To make itself
understandable is suicide for philosophy.” According to Heidegger, journalism veils the
1

Indeed. I must thank my unexpected guests for their attention to my draft essay, but, in my defence,
they read only my draft, that is to say, little more than preparatory notes. However, in honour of
my guests – and of philosophy as a living dialogue – as far as possible, I’ll try to leave my words
unchanged. S.L.
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true meaning of words, and he saw no reason for philosophy to follow journalism. Rather,
in style, like Leni Riefenstahl, Heidegger alludes to the divine. Weidler explains this with
(journalistic?) clarity. He does not, we should hasten to add, suggest that we follow
Heidegger’s example.
Roman Stranger: Strong words! So this Heidegger fellow didn’t teach,
then? And presumably he didn’t write either, for nobody would be able to
understand him.
Athenian Stranger: I suppose that must be true, but then why would anyone
speak of him? I’ll have to read the essay.
Aaron James Wendland suggests that Heidegger should have been considerably more
relaxed about journalism. He argues that the relationship between academic and public
philosophy is benign and dialectical. Public philosophy translates esoteric ideas into
accessible prose; the ideas are applied to daily life, an action which then provokes new
problems that are themselves examined by academic philosophers – a virtuous circle.
As Hans-Georg Moeller, Rory O’Neill and Chiang Hio Fai put it: “Philosophy is not,
as Martin Heidegger somewhat conceitedly presumed, in any privileged relationship with
language.” Once we put aside this idea we can more readily understand philosophy in
relation to its historical context and we can ask why theory has had so much of the upper
hand over at least the last two hundred years and why might this now be changing? Moeller,
O’Neill and Chiang point out that philosophy is always contingent upon the different
audiences for philosophy. Today there is a form of philosophy presented by an expert and
a form of philosophy presented by an influencer. They address different audiences. They
describe how philosophy presented by experts has developed its own self-perpetuating
mechanisms since the latter half of the twentieth century. Areas of specialisation, peer
review, academic rankings – the mechanisms whereby philosophy looks at itself and polices
itself – these are all relatively late developments (imported from the natural sciences).
It might be added that, in some respects, the standard scholarly apparatus of
footnotes and referencing is more appropriate to natural science than to philosophy.
It enables each generation of scientists to build on the previous generation’s work: a
distinction is maintained between data and interpretation that enables old data to still
be of use even after the old theory has been undermined. There is nothing akin to this in
philosophy. In philosophy, though examples are becoming rare, a book can still be written
without any footnotes. (How time-consuming they are! But, there are a few journals that
do not impose a house style. They demand only internal consistency within each article.
The result is – whisper it quietly – not a mess!)
Athenian Stranger: It seems Heidegger did present understandable views, we
must have been getting the wrong end of the stick.
Roman Stranger: Apparently so. Did you gain any understanding of the
culture of philosophy which Leach was describing?
Athenian Stranger: I think so, and it sounds appalling. Tell me, who will
read this?
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Roman Stranger: Very few … very few indeed. Leach and Tartaglia have
read it all, many times. The authors may read some of the other essays, and
some may even read them all. Very few others will, if any at all, although
some essays will be read by a select few, in part or whole.
Athenian Stranger: What was the point of producing it then?
Roman Stranger: Well, the authors will list the publication of the essay
as an achievement on their résumés. The length and quality of these help
people to progress in their careers, and many measure their own personal
worth in accordance with them; the institutions that employ philosophers
always do. Some of the essays may be referred to in other essays, and in this
way they will help others to build their own résumés. More importantly, you
might think – certainly you and I would – the process of writing provides a
focus for the authors to think intensely, an opportunity, for a time, to live a
philosophical life. As for Leach and Tartaglia, I think this is in part a gesture
of despair at how philosophy is presented in these strange times, but also an
act of hope, however desperate – hope of the kind seen when Leach looks
optimistically towards teenagers.
Moeller, O’Neill’ and Chinag´s essay is fascinating but it ends on a note that is slightly
downbeat: “A critical philosophy of today […] can analyse these conditions and
dispassionately acknowledge the limitations they impose on overly enthusiastic
philosophical ambitions.” Elly Vintiadis would argue that we should not limit our
ambitions before we have even begun to do philosophy. She argues that although it
should never be the case that ‘anything goes’, we cannot say that there is just one single
correct approach to philosophy and the presentation of philosophy, and it is not in any
way the case that easier or more accessible philosophy is better philosophy; but it is the
case that it is fun to explore different possibilities.
Heinrique Shneider expresses the hope that recent signs that Western philosophy
is again remembering practice – including a new awareness of the importance of
presentation, perhaps – might also signal an openness to engage with Chinese
philosophy. For, as he reminds us, in Chinese philosophy theory and practice were never
divorced as they were in the West.
And nor, we might add – with Dan O’Brien’s paper in mind – were art and writing so
divorced as in the West.
Athenian Stranger: There’s the hope you were talking about.
Roman Stranger: Indeed. I’m surprised Leach says so little about O’Brien’s
paper, behind the scenes he and Tartaglia were speaking rather highly of it; a
most welcome case of ‘practicing what you preach’, I heard the latter say.
The ignorance of Eastern philosophical traditions in the West is epitomised by the claim
repeatedly made that Montaigne was the originator of philosophy’s most common form
of presentation, the essay. The Japanese Buddhist Kenkō (influenced by Chinese Daoists)
wrote essays in the fourteenth century.
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Kenkō’s introduction to his essays would certainly have been appreciated by
Montaigne: “What a strange, demented feeling it gives me when I realise I have spent
whole days before this inkstone, with nothing better to do, jotting down whatever
nonsensical thoughts have entered my head.” In both traditions, a certain measure of
idleness seems to have been necessary at the essay’s conception. In that respect, perhaps
Montaigne and Kenkō are closer to each other than they are to us.
Athenian Stranger: Ah, so this fellow Montaigne is responsible for the
pickle they find themselves in.
Roman Stranger: No, that’s not what Leach is saying. Montaigne wrote
the most wonderfully engaging essays, and I believe him to be Leach’s
philosophical master.
Athenian Stranger: Not Sextus?
Roman Stranger: One or the other.
Athenian Stranger: If the essay format is not serving them well anymore,
having become so standardised and restrictive as to squeeze the life out of
philosophical thought, and having no readership except for those who profit
from writing the things, then why do they not find a new way of presenting
philosophy?
Roman Stranger: That may prove to be the great problem of their century –
not a philosophical problem, but a problem for philosophy and philosophers,
and, more indirectly, for a populace so starved of philosophy that they look to
science and religion to satisfy their needs, where it is often a shabby affair.
How strange that their favoured form of presentation should have become so ubiquitous
in such different times. Hopefully, surviving the ‘publish or perish’ demands of academia,
there is still something of their spirit in a discipline that asks the idle question – what
might not be but is?

School of Social, Political and Global Studies
Keele University
Keele
Staffordshire
ST5 5BG
United Kingdom
Emails: s.d.leach@keele.ac.uk
j,tartaglia@keele.ac.uk
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A DIALOGUE ON / IN PERFORMANCE PHILOSOPHY

LAURA CULL Ó MAOILEARCA1 and JAMES TARTAGLIA2

This dialogue was produced by an email exchange, with each email limited to 200 words.
The exchange took place between 21 January and 9 June, 2021. No edits were allowed
once ‘send’ had been pressed and there was to be no other correspondence between the
participants for the duration of the dialogue. The Call for Papers for this special issue of
Human Affairs was the starting point and there was no other pre-planning.

Call for Papers: How Philosophy is Presented
Philosophy has been presented in many ways throughout its history, via poetry, oral
traditions, dialogues, fiction, science fiction, films, online articles and encyclopaedia entries,
podcasts, videos, social media and emails, cartoons. There is now a Performance Philosophy
movement that explores specifically artistic presentations, such as through music and dance.
Plato, Descartes, Spinoza, Nietzsche, Wittgenstein and Heidegger all presented their views
in very distinctive ways. Sartre denied having stylistic ambitions for philosophy, saying the
aim is only that each word ‘signify a concept and that one only’. Some might agree that
clarity and precision are the only requirements of good philosophical presentation, with
the medium employed all but irrelevant so long it allows these objectives to be fulfilled.
Others might point to the need for interaction – dialogue, objection, clarification, debate
– as essential to how philosophical ideas are conveyed. In light of the Covid-19 pandemic,
many professional philosophers have been presenting philosophy to their students online – is
the physical presence and interaction that the students will miss an irrelevance to the ideas
they will be taught? Does presentation matter in philosophy? Does it matter in a distinctive
way? Does presentation reflect the individual philosopher’s conception of what philosophy
is, and what it is good for? Is there anything distinctive and universal to be said about how
and why presentation matters in philosophy, as opposed to other academic disciplines?
Should philosophers care more about presentation than they currently do? Should they care
less? Are certain media more apt for the presentation of philosophy than others? Can the
medium undermine the message (e.g. a critique of internet technology on a YouTube video)?
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Should literary or otherwise artistic merit ever sway us in philosophy? Can it ever be a valid
objection to a philosopher that they are boring?
Laura:
For me, the use of the term ‘presentation’ in this context seems to suggest that the ideas
of philosophy are already formed by some other, prior process and are only then, later,
‘presented’ to others. All of the formats, modes or contexts which are then mentioned – from
books to online teaching – therefore seem to be framed as instances of communication,
where the form is conceded to colour or shape the content, but according to a model where
‘content’ and ‘form’ are still considered separable. For me, the idea of ‘performance’ and
specifically of performance philosophy includes a focus on the performativity of form itself.
Ideas are always enacted and performed in specific contexts, forms, bodies, relations and
so forth; the book or the lecture is itself a thinking, an event of philosophizing, not (only)
a representation of a thinking that has happened elsewhere. From this perspective, it is
less a matter of choosing the right ‘medium’ in order to convey readymade philosophical
ideas effectively. It is more a question of experimenting with how different media (forms,
processes, events and so on) enable particular modes of thought, including – crucially –
collective or collaborative thinking, with others and across difference.
James:
Yes, it does suggest that the content and the presentation of that content are separable. That’s
what I’d naturally suppose, but I’m really not sure, I haven’t made my mind up on this issue
– but I’m hoping to over the course of this dialogue. To see why I’m inclined to suppose
this, take a well-known example of some philosophical content: no amount of knowledge
of the physical world can tell you what’s it’s like to be a bat. There’s an idea there, the
philosophical content, which is conveyed from lecturers to students year after year, all
around the world; there are plenty of online videos to pick it up from and it’s probably been
explained in cartoons too. The idea can be presented many ways, then, but it is readymade
for us, simply because Thomas Nagel ‘made’ it in the 1970s (let’s just say … the provenance
of the idea is disputed). The original ‘performance’ would be pretty boring to observers,
I’d imagine – Nagel at his desk, reading and re-reading, making some notes, sitting back to
think, etc. Much of it would have been a private performance in his mind.
Laura:
I suppose I would want to question what you mean when you say that “there’s an idea there”.
I would question that sense of “an idea” (singular) as a self-identical, readymade object that
is then “conveyed” or “(re)presented” in multiple ways. For me, it is not “the same” idea
(‘propositional content’) that just circulates; ideas are inherently relational (even if that
relation is one of self to self… who knows if that essay is what Nagel meant to say?). That is,
I would say that the idea differs from itself and is irreducible to some static or essential form.
The idea is performed anew in the event of Nagel’s embodied thinking, in his own speech
and writing, in its encounters with readers, in the reduced explanatory form you have given
it here cut out from its context and so on. The question of provenance is very interesting in
that respect. This may sound like a bit of a Derridean kind of linguistic relativism, but as you
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know, I’m coming more from a Deleuzian perspective which locates difference at all levels
within the physical world.
James:
One person’s idea of Pegasus might be that he was the flying horse of Greek mythology that
sprang from the blood of Medusa, whereas another’s might end at the fact that he’s a flying
horse. If someone thinks he’s a unicorn, they’re wrong but in the right area, while someone
who thinks he’s a sea monster hasn’t grasped the idea of Pegasus. If there were no core to
ideas then I can’t see how successful communication would be possible, or why we’d feel
frustrated when others don’t ‘get’ what we’re trying to say. But grasping an idea is a process
which will be different in different people; that’s something we can agree upon without
getting into wider issues about meaning. Perhaps the idea of Performance Philosophy can be
understood as the initiation of this process in an audience through performance; possibly in
the performers too. But I feel you may have a more liberal sense of ‘performance’ in mind
than me, one not restricted to familiar performance arts, like music. My concern is that all
philosophical events will then count as Performance Philosophy, such as my lectures to my
students this week – I don’t think they should.
Laura:
Here we are on stage: acting out this rehearsed drama. You play the part of John Searle. Your
line is: “Given that there is successful communication, there must be a core to ideas”. Then
I play Jacques Derrida. My line is: “Given that every communication can be deconstructed,
there cannot be anything self-identical (a ‘core’) to ideas”. But since we know how that
drama ends, I’m grateful you seek common ground in the question of process. For me,
performance is less a matter of you ‘grasping’ my idea, and more about the co-creation
of ideas. And yes, I work with an expanding (non-self-identical) sense of performance
from Performance Studies, rather than exclusively on performing arts. There are a number
of reasons for this: including the capacity to register the fluidity between performance
in arts contexts and the performativity of identities in social contexts, but also to include
performance beyond Eurocentric arts conventions. I don’t really have concerns about lack of
definition: the objection that anything and everything can be a performance in its expanded
sense. This objection has been raised about PS since the 70s. I’m more interested in the
plural, localised instances where what counts as performance gets renegotiated.
James:
I’m glad we’re not doing the Searle / Derrida play. A contemporary version could hardly
ignore Derrida no longer being behind his text, or that picture on the internet of Searle
posing with a gun. I think the significance of your preference for the co-creation of ideas,
and my preference for co-created mental processes occurring when ready-made philosophical
ideas are presented and grasped, is that I’m sceptical of new philosophy occurring in a
performance setting and you are not; and that, I suspect, is because we’re operating with
different conceptions of ‘philosophy’ and ‘performance’. But we’re not just talking about
Performance Philosophy in this email exchange, right? We’re also supposed to be doing
some, aren’t we? That makes me want to do something surprising, arresting, add some
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artistic flair – perform! It’s all about timing, maybe I’ll get there. This format has an
advantage and a disadvantage, for me. It has the advantage for philosophy, because I can
spend as long as I like thinking things through and editing before I press ‘send’, and a
disadvantage for performance, because I’m not a poet and I’ve only got text.
> INTERVAL <
1. Exercise adapted from Meters (1972) by Allan Kaprow
carrying a cube of ice in the mouth
carrying a cube of ice in the hand
walking on
swallowing the melting ice till it’s gone
calling out: now!
walking on
waiting for the hand to hold no ice
calling out: now!
walking on
waiting for the hand to dry
calling out: now!
walking on
Write 100 words: “What happened?”
2. Exercise adapted from Creative Evolution (1907) by Henri Bergson
If I want to mix a glass of sugar and water, I must, willy-nilly, wait until the sugar melts.
This little fact is big with meaning. For here the time I have to wait is not that mathematical
time which would apply equally well to the entire history of the material world, even if that
history were spread out instantaneously in space. It coincides with my impatience, that is to
say, with a certain portion of my own duration, which I cannot protract or contract as I like.
It is no longer something thought, it is something lived. It is no longer a relation, it is an
absolute (Bergson, 1911, p. 10).
Write 100 words: “What happened?”
> END <
James:
Kaprow was alone. With his left hand, he picked up two cubes of ice that had inexplicably
been left on a fence post, then walked down the deserted suburban street, placing one cube
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in his mouth. When the cube was small enough to swallow, he did so, and spluttered out
‘now’. Nobody heard him, poor fool. When nothing solid remained in his hand, he shouted
out, more clearly this time, ‘now’. He shouted ‘now’ a third time when his left hand felt dry.
This made no contribution to the meaning of life, so cosmically, nothing happened. Futility
gnawed his soul.
The sugar lump is not a conjunction of qualities, like white, hard, and sweet, but requires
their unification. Even if we imagine underlying substance, the qualities must be relationally
unified with it, so we presuppose relation. But relations presuppose qualities, and qualities
relations – each can be something neither together with, nor apart from, the other. Relations
are not independent realities, and cannot require their terms to have double characters, such
that they are both supported and made by the relation. So there’s no sugar lump to melt,
nothing happens. Time is not an absolute, for time dissolves in The Absolute.
Laura:
Kaprow was never alone. As he impatiently waited for the ice to melt, he found himself
swept up by the feeling that his ‘Now’ was but one among others. All these other movements
beating to other rhythms: the melting, the evaporating, the perspiring, the decaying, the
growing, the photosynthesising… So many changes, but no things which change underneath.
So many changes, but no need for some virtual support either.
How could anyone consider such a populous place ‘deserted’? Kaprow wondered.
Unpeopled perhaps, but he found that there was almost a cacophony of different beats to
be heard if one listened closely enough. Not to mention the whole nonhuman audience that
heard him in their own ways when the time finally came to call out ‘Now!.’ True enough, the
blackbird did not hear Kaprow on that particular day. She was more interested in listening
to the sound of a worm moving under the surface of the ground. A worm who, in turn, was
earlessly listening both to the vibrations of the artist’s footsteps and to the tremors of the
blackbird as she landed on the lawn above.
‘Poor fool’, thought Kaprow, as he recalled the falling tree of the philosopher’s
imaginary.
James:
They came in through the old door, it was dark, the corridor narrow, but once they’d climbed
to the platform there was an electric lightbulb. Those girls – I’ll never forget them – offering
the visitors wine … one was frying banana fritters and there were bananas dangling from
the ceiling. You can stick a banana to a wall and sell it as art, or ‘un-art’, as I like to say –
that’s been done! I loved the ‘60s. But even now I’m not alone, not really. I thought I was
for a minute when enacting my ice-cube happening, that freaked me out. But no, I’m part
of a living, breathing world, full of spirits, full of rhythms. Reality pulsates with the rhythm
of life! What was it those foolish philosophers said about a tree falling in a forest when
nobody’s around? It makes a ‘sound’, in the sense that the air vibrates, but it doesn’t make
a ‘sound’, in the sense that there’s no human experience caused by the vibrations. But who
cares about vibrations? I’m alone after all, the others and their experiences have melted like
ice, human experience is all I ever cared about. I can’t go on, it’s unbearable.
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Laura:
I can’t go on, it’s unbearable. What is the purpose of this? What is this for? What is the
‘for’ behind the ‘this’ that gives this its meaning? Is this a double conversion mission: two
evangelists each trying to win the soul of the other for the cause? If so, better give up now.
I will never change your mind nor you mine. (And what of yours, dear reader?) So much
is already decided in advance, before the beginning, and yet – we go on, we must go on.
So if this is not conversion, then what? Is this trying to find compromise or recognition
of common ground, however small? Is this to agree to disagree, as they say – or to value
disagreement in itself as the very site of the political without any expectation of ever arriving
at consensus? Disagreement as what we share, in the end. Or could it be that this – this toand-fro, this exchange without resolution – is an end in itself? This is this; it is what it is: but
what ‘it’ is is a movement. “I can’t go on like this. / That’s what you think.” It goes on and
there ‘we’ are.
James:
‘The movement is a battle of wills’, thought Kaprow, ‘it’s like Nietzsche said: my own
mind is a struggle between different wills, fighting for dominance. The will that triumphed
would be me, but there’ll be no triumph, the movement never stops.’ He opened his eyes
and realised he was lying flat on his back – the girls were looking down at him, concerned.
‘What’s going down, Daddy-o?’ asked the one frying the banana fritters. ‘I think I’ve had
a downgoing’, he murmured. ‘Hey, that music’, he asked, ‘what’s that groovy music?’ ‘It’s
Joe and Wayne playing “This is This” – here, check it out, Baba Cool!’ He sat up and started
reading the album cover – This is This!, by Wayne Shorter and Joe Zawinul, recorded in
1986. ‘That can’t be’, he said, getting to his feet with alarm, ‘this is 1964!’ There was a
scream and the dancing stopped. A sinister figure had been spotted in the shadows, holding
a gun. ‘Who are you?’ demanded Kaprow, with all the bravery he could muster. ‘I’m John
Searle’, snarled the man, and he really didn’t look amused. ‘What the hell made you think
that worm could hear your footsteps, for pity’s sake?’
Laura:
“Those girls” were getting bored with all the posturing, so they left them to it and went for
a walk. ‘The point is,’ she said, ‘no one knows what philosophy is.’ [pause] ‘Right’. ‘And
so what counts as philosophy – or better, philosophies plural – is always being produced:
negotiated and re-negotiated in this crazy field of power relations’. [pause] ‘Right’. ‘So, I’m
like: how do we include the jazz in that process? And like, really on its own terms? Do you
know what I mean?… like: How can we listen to the philosophies that come from jazz itself,
rather than just holding it up to some other idea of what philosophy is and being like ‘nope,
that’s not philosophy, this is’. Or like, ‘that could be philosophy, but only if it’s a bit more
like this’. I mean, I know it sounds a bit circular, but that’s the movement, right? What can
we learn about philosophy from jazz?’. ‘Right, or from worms! [laughs]’. ‘Right’ [laughs].
‘No, but seriously…. Worms.’ [pause]. They continued in silence for the next couple of
blocks, listening to the sound of the wind and the emerging image of a worm philosophy that
was manifesting itself in-between them.
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James:
Pressure, heat, friction, goal. Satisfaction, heat, friction, goal. Buzz, danger-goal, friction,
goal satisfied. Can’t see anything – not blackness, NOTHINGNESS of visual experience
nullified. Tallulah and Jen shuddered. ‘That worm philosophy is too heavy’, said Jen, ‘Not
going there again!’ They’d walked far from the entrance to Kaprow’s cave, and looking
back over the sunlit fields, they saw Pollyanna running to catch them up. ‘What’s going
down?’ she asked, still panting. ‘We freaked ourselves out with worm philosophy.’ ‘No such
thing’, said Pollyanna, ‘you need language for philosophy and that takes you out of the world
of a worm.’ Jen arched her back with disdain. ‘Nobody knows what philosophy is’, she
snapped indignantly. ‘Only according to new Francocentric philosophy’, replied Pollyanna,
‘throughout the rest of the European traditions, as well as the Chinese, African and Indian
ones, a universalist conception of philosophy as inquiry into a related group of topics of
natural interest to human beings is taken for granted. But if you buy that post-truth thing,
regarding words and interpretation as reality itself, you won’t know what anything is. French
philosophy used to be good, though – Beauvoir would have something to say about you
frying banana fritters for Kaprow, Tallulah!’
Laura:
Tallulah sighed, saying nothing. There didn’t seem much point arguing about it. She thought
about all the things she could say. She could ask why Pollyanna assumed that philosophy
required language. Didn’t that go against the idea of philosophy as inquiry – including into
itself and language? She could point to the exclusionary nature of that definition and how
measuring philosophies according to that standard was not just anthropocentric but excluding
of non-verbal human philosophies too. She could note all the forms of non-verbal inquiry
that could be considered part of philosophy. She could show how the French philosophy
Pollyanna derided wasn’t simply ‘post-truth’. And that even Pollyanna’s attempt to provide a
universal definition of philosophy was both so open that it could not differentiate philosophy
from the arts, and more restricted that it appeared: as soon as one started asking questions
about what counts as “inquiry”, or who gets to decide if something is of “natural interest”.
She changed her mind. She would speak. You never know, she thought. She might surprise
me. “So, Pollyanna when you say ‘language’, I guess you mean human language? And do
you mean words or things like gestures, body language and images too?”
James:
‘Gosh, Tallulah’, said Pollyanna, ‘that was a long pause! You spent that time deciding
whether to bother answering my question, I’ll bet – your sigh and body language gave it away.
Deciding will have consisted in words floating around your inner space, and they’ll have been
English, not Russian, because you don’t speak Russian. Any images involved – very unlikely
there were any – could only have entered that decision because of the significance you gave
them, with words.’ Tallulah sighed again. ‘Look, this won’t be a productive negotiation’, said
Pollyanna with a big grin, ‘let’s go see what those boys are doing back at the cave!’ Tallulah
and Jen thought this was a marvellous idea. When their eyes accustomed to the gloom, the first
thing they saw was Searle looking very animated. ‘I’m loving this performance philosophy,
Allan’, he said, ‘let’s do another one!’ ‘OK’, said Kaprow, ‘the next word is: truth.’
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Allan: Whatever increases my power.
John: Accurate representation.
Jen: Whatever’s considered a justified belief in an ideal community of inquirers.
Tallulah: The real is the true.
Pollyanna: A male construct.
‘More, more!’ said Searle, clapping his hands. ‘OK’, said Kaprow, ‘the next one is:
philosophy’.
Laura:
Consider philosophy an expanding circle.
centre (n.) – from the Latin centrum: “the fixed point of the two points of a drafting
compass”, and from the Greek kentron: “sharp point, goad, sting of a wasp”.
The centre is a middle point of a circle: the point around which something revolves.
The centre is also pointed and sharp – goading moving bodies in a particular direction.
The goad is a traditional farming implement: a spiked stick used to spur livestock.
The Greeks used the proverb “kicking against the goad” to teach the foolishness of resistance
against a powerful authority.
‘Non-philosophy’ is not an anti-philosophy nor a call for the negation of philosophy. Rather,
the ‘non’ in non-philosophy is intended to signal the radical extension of philosophy –
though not according to some rampant imperialism. Instead, non-philosophy entails a
mutation of philosophy by other knowledges – including the arts. Standard philosophy starts
with a concept of what counts as proper philosophy and proceeds by means of application.
Non-philosophy is an experimental practice of thought that seeks to be transformed by its
objects. Non-standard aesthetics is a qualitative extension of art to philosophy: ‘the moment
when thought in its turn becomes a form of art’ (Laruelle 2012).
James:
4/4, medium-up, Bar One: quaver rest, then 7 quavers ascending from D# below the stave
to G above the stave, so: Chord Amaj7#11, Melody D#, G#, C# (‘expanding’), Chord Bb7,
Melody D, F, G, F (‘circle of phi-’), Bar Two: Melody descends from Ab above stave, so:
Chord G7, Melody crotchet Ab, quaver G (‘-los-o-‘), Chord C7, Melody E for the rest of the
bar (‘-phy’).
Why, hello again, Laura!!! Who would have thought so much time would pass? It’s been
15 months since you were telling me about non-philosophy. I’ve been trekking in the Andes
and you’ll be delighted to know that I stuck to my plan. When I arrived at Machu Picchu,
I never once looked at the Incan citadel – but it was there, always behind my back, while I
absorbed the atmosphere.
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Tallulah turned up the volume.
Philosophy was a way of life for the Greeks. Dialogue was training for a life of rational
discourse with yourself and others. To initiate philosophy required performance aimed
at disrupting closed-mindedness. These days I fear philosophy’s becoming more like
professional sport – competitors face-off against each other, already sure of their views,
trying to defeat the opposition.
Laura:
I want to attend, not to how philosophy is presented, but how it is performed: how unequal
power relations produce and are produced by the formation of concepts of philosophy. For
whom was Philosophy a way of life in ancient Greece? Who and what was excluded in
advance by the notion of philosophy as rational dialogue? I think of the inscription that is
said to have been written above the entrance to Plato’s Academy: ‘Let none enter here who
is not a geometer’. The entrance marks the boundary between proper thinking and its others,
and the philosopher is the author of the inscription that dictates the terms for crossing the
threshold. I am less interested in the internal squabbles within Philosophy – these faceoffs on the pitch – than I am in the less visible struggles on the sidelines. Who or what
decides who gets to join the game in the first place and on what terms? Despite the seeming
openness of dialogue to difference, all too often you can only join in to the extent that you
are “like us”, that you play the game according to “our” rules. But who, James, is this “us”:
the standard human / human standard?
James:
To cross the threshold these days, which, unless you are independently wealthy, is the only
route to spending your working life thinking philosophically and improving as you do, you
publish essays, of six to eight thousand words, in journals. PhD students must do this to hope
to get an interview for an insecure fixed-term teaching position. If your paper demonstrates
sufficient knowledge of relevant literature, then makes a point which the reviewers the
editors happened to select happen to like, they might publish it. It’s incredibly unlikely to
be read by anyone who isn’t either a professional or someone wanting to become one. For
everyone else, there are philosophy books and magazines for the public, which rarely present
new ideas, plus discussions and videos online, where there is rarely any quality control and
popularity is the measure of success. If, like me, you think philosophy is very important for
our contemporary world, and you want to expand its circle, then I think it’s natural to be
concerned about the presentation of philosophy, as all the contributors to this issue are. I
think we’ve presented our philosophical disagreements, largely, in a new, unorthodox manner
… and thereby performed in harmony!
Laura:
There is much more to philosophy than professional academic Philosophy as it currently
manifests itself in the Anglophone context. You can spend your life working on/in
philosophy without holding an academic position in this discipline. Questions of quality and
creativity are – I would suggest – as much of an issue inside academic Philosophy as they are
outside of it, and indeed the conventions surround how academically legitimized philosophy
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is performed (and presented, if you will) is part of the problem, in my view. I want to expand
the circle of philosophy in a qualitative sense; but it is also already expanded and expansive
in different cultural contexts and within its own plural histories. Philosophies are thought,
written, performed, read by and otherwise shared by much wider communities of thinkers
operating across disciplinary and institutional thresholds. Academic philosophy in the
dominant mode may only be reading itself, circularly – in which case I fear for its survival.
But there are worlds of transformative possibility already available to it, if it is willing to
suspend its own exclusive power to determine what counts as philosophy per se. For me, this
is not just about dialogue but what conditions it and how it is performed.
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THE NARRATIVE ELEMENT OF PHILOSOPHY

ERMANNO BENCIVENGA

Abstract: A narrative element is essential to philosophy, because nothing gets going in it without some
vision, some story about what the world, or the subject, is like. The argumentative element can only structure
the story from the inside; it can never prove it true. And, whatever clarification arguments provide for the
story, the latter remains in all its ambiguous glory, ready to originate new arguments and to spawn new
visions.
Keywords: story; argument; theory; ambiguity; play.

There would seem to be no room in philosophy for stories: for characters and their
vicissitudes, for the rich environments where the latter take place. Philosophy is a conceptual
enterprise; concepts are related by abstract, logical connections; so philosophy begins when
one drops all colorful, empirical detail and focuses on some argument—an aggregate of
sentences (or thoughts) where a conclusion necessarily follows from some premises. Of
course, in one of the inaugural texts of our philosophical tradition (by its inaugural author),
The Republic, several stories are told, and one of them, concerning prisoners in a cave,
goes on for several pages with all sorts of detail, about the landscape and about actions
performed by the prisoners; but that is supposed to be an inessential illustration of what
really matters. And, sure enough, those pages are followed by several others where the
illustration is decoded: every element of it is assigned a precise, conceptual meaning, and
eventually the illustration can be let go, like the used-up, spent skin of a vigorous snake. The
same is true for Locke’s Indian sage who believed the earth sat on a large elephant, who sat
on a large tortoise, who sat on no-one-knows-what; for Kant’s dove and for Hegel’s owl.
Even the best of us, occasionally, give in to literary temptations; but then, in more sober
words, all Locke meant, and could possibly have meant, is that any reference to a notion
of substance, of something sustaining the lively parade of qualities we are exposed to, is
reference to an unknown. All Kant meant is that only the resistance provided by sensations
allows us to proceed safely in our cognitive enterprises; all Hegel meant is that the dialectical
reconstruction of what is, intended to prove its logical inevitability, can only be initiated after
what is has been, and can be contemplated in its entirety.
Here I would like to challenge this commonsensical view, in two steps. First, I am
going to show that philosophy cannot be without a narrative element, which is (a second
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portion of the first step) inextricably linked with its argumentative one: the two of them are
interdependent. Second, I am going to show that, in an important sense, the narrative element
exceeds the argumentative one: there is always a residue to it that no argument will capture,
and that will originate ever more arguments. What is going to emerge from both points are
some suggestions on how philosophy should be presented—but with a crucial caveat to be
voiced on that last word: “presented” not as something that happens independently of its
presentation; “presented” because that’s what philosophy is, and “presenting” it any other
way would be violating its nature.
First step. Conceptual arguments, by themselves, are powerless. They can establish that
conclusions follow from premises; but then the premises can hardly be established by some
other conceptual arguments. This is so true that, in over two thousand years of philosophical
reflection, it is hard to find any good candidates for the role of a purely conceptual
argument. The most obvious case is Anselm’s proof of God’s existence. Here the only
premise is a definition, which lives in conceptual space, and existence is supposed to follow
from it; but there is no need for me to go into the innumerable objections that have been
raised against this logical move over the centuries. Though there is no universal agreement
on what is wrong with it, there is large agreement that there must be something wrong: that
it cannot be the right move to make; that definitions, and the concepts defined, cannot be the
source of any informative statement. You can call things what you want, but that does not
make them be.
For a more articulate reaction, which will help us get on our way, consider a standard
variant of the cosmological proof. The first premise is not conceptual: it claims that
something or other, a, exists. Then, in order to draw some conclusion from this premise,
we need a second one: everything that exists must have a cause of its existence, either in
itself or in something else. Assuming that a does not cause itself, it will have some other b
as its cause; the same reasoning can be repeated for b, and for anything else c, d, e, … that
is generated in the process. Now we need a third premise: the series of causes cannot go
on to infinity: it must have a first element, something that is its own cause. Here, if we are
Aristotle, we can stop; if we are Aquinas, we need a fourth premise saying that the uncaused
cause is what we understand as God. But notice what we have done: we have sketched the
bare bones of a universe. All there is—the universe—is now to be seen as an ordered system,
in which every element is causally related to some other element, and also as a closed
system, a cosmos, in which after a while you get to the bottom of it all, where the buck stops.
If you take seriously the argumentative pretence, you will raise objections no end: you will
question the principle of causality, the denial of infinite regress, even the impossibility of an
empty universe; Hume does a good job of some of that in his Dialogues concerning Natural
Religion. But I am asking you to explode that pretence: to see the “argument” as an excuse
for providing the sketch I just delineated—to put it provocatively, as a story in disguise.
A less provocative term to describe what I am talking about is “theory,” and I have no
problem with it; but I insist that, aside from the associations they conjure up in people’s
minds, the two words come, for present purposes, to the same thing; and “story” is clearer
about what they come to. There is no way to prove that a story, or theory, is true; in fact, until
a sizable portion of it is told, there is no way to even begin the comparison of it with data that
is required to “confirm” it. The story, or theory, is a creature of imagination: in and by itself,
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it just floats in the air, and the data we attach to it are so many pegs by which we try to fix it
to the ground; but, if a strong wind blows, it might fly nonetheless.
Now consider: is it worth spending time raising objections to Aristotle’s and Aquinas’
cosmological proofs, and to any other arguments any other philosophers have devised, and
painstakingly exhibit them as faulty? Isn’t that tedious, and wouldn’t you have known in
advance, before even starting, that one cannot get a silk purse from a sow’s ear (come to
think of it, that would be a nice story)? I understand the tragic dilemma of publishing or
perishing; but, if this is what not perishing amounts to, wouldn’t perishing (that is, exiting
the profession) be a lot better? (More about this in a bit.)
One might answer in the negative, claiming that we need people to teach philosophy
and, if this is what it takes to select them, they must pay their dues. That answer is possible
because so far I have been asking the wrong questions—or, at least, incomplete ones. I
should ask instead: is it worth spending time doing this tedious work, when we could be
spending it doing engaging, fascinating work, which would issue from simply looking at the
same things from a different angle?
The angle I am talking about is one I already suggested: the “arguments” must be turned
around; their “premises” must be seen as prologues to the stories various philosophers have
been (explicitly, but more often implicitly) telling; and perhaps phrasing them as arguments
is useful, at an early stage, in order to identify exactly what story we want to tell, what
features of the world we are imagining we are definitely committed to—but then, after this
reconnaissance operation, we should get things in the proper order, and place them in the
proper perspective. Then the philosophical tradition, rather than being a collection of crazies
intent on hopelessly drawing blood from a stone (that’s another nice story, though not quite
as good as the one about the sow, or as the one in my native Italian, where blood is to be
drawn from a turnip), would be a collection of terrifically creative guys who constantly
redescribe the obvious in unexpected manners. And the confrontation among them would
not be the reductive, zero-sum game where one cannot be right unless the others are wrong
(which typically leaves us with a sum of zero), but the additive, win-win game where my
charade may be as good as yours, and the more the merrier.
So let us agree that things are in the proper order. By his version of the cosmological
proof, Aristotle is telling you part of what his universe looks like, by his own Aquinas
is adding the one thing about God being the uncaused cause, and much the same is true
for the arguments provided by Descartes, Spinoza, Leibniz, Kant, and other assorted
lovers of wisdom. Now we must face the fact that not all stories are good ones; and,
specifically, stories are no good if, at any point in them, anything can happen. A certain
amount of surprise is welcome; and, if you are a subversive story-teller, you might want
to inject even a modicum of nonsense; but an endless array of nonsense would issue in
another kind of tedium, and you would soon lose your audience. Even a story about an
impossible character—Superman, say, or Calvino’s cloven viscount—must play with the
public’s expectations cleverly: betray some, establish others, and remain faithful to those
that have been established. This is where logic comes in: not to perform the impossible
task of inferring existence from a definition, but to perform the precious one of inferring
consequences from one’s view of the world. If that view includes the principle of causality,
and you cannot find any living cause for some life, you will have to admit the “spontaneous”
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generation of it from inanimate matter; if you believe in a finite universe, you will have to
handle Lucretius’ archer somehow. If you believe that people must be assigned functions in
the republic based on their skills, you will have to allow for women to be rulers.
Logic is absolutely needed for philosophy, as for any good story telling: it must structure
it from within, make a bunch of unconnected hypotheses into a coherent edifice, even force
the rejection of some of them if, contra what one felt at the outset, it is inconsistent with
the rest, or with itself (think of Frege, and of how his one Principle of Comprehension was
revealed, at the most inopportune moment, to entail a contradiction). The argumentative
element is integral to philosophical theorizing (as to all theorizing): it provides elucidation
of what story is actually being told, and sometimes the spark for an evolution of it—which
occurs when one does not want to reject an inconsistent premise, and prefers to adjust it
to the others so that a different edifice is built. But, within this interdependence, a slight
advantage must still be claimed for the narrative element: without logic, one would tell vain,
uninteresting stories, and yet would still tell some (think of postmodern novels); without
stories to be applied to, logic would be worse than vain—it would be stunted, motionless.
To introduce our second step, go back to Plato’s cave. That story, I said, is followed by
a meticulous decoding of it, the impression being that, once we understand what stands for
what, the story can be forgotten. But it is not so simple. For the very same story could receive
other decodings. Perhaps the only way to turn ghosts into realities is by paying disciplined
attention to them, locking oneself in place and identifying regularities in what would
otherwise look like an absurd dance; perhaps the “prisoners” are attending to this serious
office and get understandably annoyed with the irresponsible one among them who quits the
job and takes a walk on the wild side, and returns from it with tales of a beautiful supply of
dreams, which he mistakes for truer realities.
A story is irremediably ambiguous—the very words in which it is couched are—and it
is always ready for a new interpretation that subverts the intentions of its teller. If you want
to speak the more respectable, distinguished language of theories, shall I remind you that
Hilbert proved, in the late XIX century, no definition of geometrical basic concepts to be
possible: they are only “defined” by the relations stated among them by a theory’s axioms—
different axioms stating different relations and hence making those concepts different?
Shall I remind you that there are uncountably many non-isomorphic models of the simplest
mathematical theory, elementary arithmetic; hence when we intend to speak about the
natural numbers 0, 1, 2, … who knows what we are also speaking about? This explains the
recurring inclination of philosophers to coin a jargon of their own, which often makes them
understandable only to themselves (if that) without providing any relief from ambiguity:
if we cannot fix to the ground the balloon of the most rigorous theories, mathematical
ones, what can one hope to achieve in this regard by introducing some horrid polysyllabic
monsters?
Once again, relief comes from turning things around. The creativity of stories, or
theories, is not exhausted when they are told the first time, with whatever amount of detail
their authors are willing and able to supply; others will take those products in hand and spin
them in directions their authors never predicted, and may have hated if they thought of them,
and may have done their best to prevent—except that their best, anyone’s best, is not enough.
This development is not a disaster: it is empowering—it does not diminish the tools at our
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disposal; it increases their number. When Popper argues that Plato’s republic, which Plato
intended as an ultimate vindication of goodness and justice, is a reprehensible totalitarian
regime, we come away richer, with two sets of arguments reaching opposite conclusions
from the same source. Not every story, or theory, is as generous as that: the most fecund,
the ones we keep debating to this day, are to be seen as the inexhaustible matrix of disparate
views, all carefully reasoned out from some aspect of the story, which is given some specific
(and previously unanticipated) interpretation. The narrative element of philosophy, of any
philosophy, is never at an end of what it can offer, or rather: it should not be, since if it is
then what we are looking at is sterile, dumb philosophy. A “definitive” conclusion, if it could
ever be reached, would spell doom for philosophy: would indeed be the end of it.
In light of the above, how should philosophy be presented? Take up again the “publish or
perish” business. The way it works, typically, is as the sad, sore zero-sum game I described:
considering how much has been said about virtually everything, what I need to do is carve
out some little niche for myself, by listing all my competitors, finding some mistakes in their
claims, and insinuating myself in the space I have thus made. Which has two unfortunate
consequences: my own claims will be small, like the space I have made for them, and my
“contributions” will be illegible to the great majority of the population, pestered as they are
by countless references, piles of footnotes, monumental bibliographies (which, incidentally,
age fast, hence soon my contributions will also be obsolete). Sometimes, even the big
ones fall prey to this trap, even when they don’t have to: Marx, to mention one, who did
not pursue an academic career, nonetheless filled hundreds of pages, in his major works,
painstakingly refuting people whom we would not know or care about, had he not talked
about them.
But that is not how most of the big ones operate. The reason why today we can pick
up Descartes’ Meditations, Locke’s Essay, Kant’s first Critique, or for that matter Plato’s
Republic, read them for our pleasure and education, and make whatever sense we want or
can of them, is that these authors, gracefully, just told us what they had in mind—bold, large
theories of the world and of ourselves—and spared us all the reasons why we should be
reading them, and why what they say is better than what the next guy says. Not all of them
are great writers, but they are all honest and straightforward ones; when they are also great,
miracles can happen.
Both Einstein and Stephen Hawking called Galileo the father of modern science. Why?
Galileo was an extraordinary mathematician, physicist, and astronomer; but at his time he
was one of many. And, in his masterpiece, the Dialogue concerning the Two Chief World
Systems, he made two colossal mistakes: he retained a circular motion for heavenly bodies
and rejected the Moon’s influence on the tides. On both counts, his contemporary Kepler
was right. So? The reason is that Galileo was also an extraordinary writer, who could tell the
tale of the new science with vividness, passion, and verve, who could attract and seduce his
readers on his way to convincing them. His dialogue, which he disingenuously describes as
a poem, freely composed much like improvisational work, was anything but: it took him six
years to put together this ingeniously arranged, beautifully worded machine of propaganda.
Despite the Church’s trial and verdict, science was in for a revolution. And much the same is
true of Plato himself: this enemy of rhetoric is a master rhetorician, one of the most effective
in all of history.
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Learn from the example of the big ones. Dream up some vast dream, structure it
internally with logic but do not hope for the hopeless: that logic itself will prove you right.
Then write it not for referees or tenure-committee members, but for those who share your
love—because, remember, philosophy is a form of love. Make it sound relevant to them;
make them want to take your words and run with them, and hatch some other dreams of
their own, ones you could not have imagined. An activity which is a form of love should be
playful and joyous: the most distant possible from the bureaucratic, corporate mumbling that
it got stuck with, and that has already pronounced its social and human irrelevance.
The strange thing is: if you do that, you don’t even have to pay any price. That is what
they would want you to believe, to instill conformism in your minds and practices, to turn
you into one of the pod people; but it is just not true; all it takes to disprove it is the old
strategy of calling the king naked. All it takes is courage, that is; and here I offer myself
as evidence. I am not saying what I am saying here out of sour grapes. I retired from the
University of California as a distinguished professor of philosophy and the humanities, after
forty years of service; I published over sixty books, for the likes of Oxford, Princeton, UC
Press, Springer, and Kluwer, not to mention two dozen major presses in Italy, and about one
hundred articles in journals ranging from Journal of Philosophy to The Journal of Symbolic
Logic to Noûs; but I have hardly ever spent a page criticizing anyone—I have had no time or
patience for that. And, for the past thirty years, after my declaration of intent at the beginning
of my Montaigne book (Bencivenga, 1990), my work has contained no mention of secondary
literature—which I even claimed to have no philosophical significance (Bencivenga, 2001).
So it can be done, and it should be. Philosophy can be presented as if people cared,
because it is something about which they care, whether or not they are aware of it. And
because they deserve it.
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What’s the point of philosophy?
Allow me the licence of defining philosophy as the use of reason to try to determine
fundamental truths. So in terms of its purpose, first there is philosophy as a response to a
core aspect of what it means to be human, that is, as a self-awareness which at the same time
recognises the incompleteness of our awareness. We know that there’s much to know that we
don’t know, so we want to understand; and philosophy is an attempt to explore and provide
the foundations for human understanding. At its most basic, philosophy asks and tries to
answer the questions, ‘Why are we here?’ ‘What is the nature of reality?’ ‘How can I live a
good life?’ and ‘How can I be happy?’ These are foundational questions for people capable
of abstract thought. This means that for human beings, doing philosophy is an intrinsic good,
and so must be facilitated as an intrinsic aspect of being human.
But aside from addressing our natural curiosity from the very foundations, does
philosophy have any practical results? To answer this question, we need to first ask, what is
human history about?
Obviously, there has been social and technological progress in history, or at least social
and technological complexification. But not entirely separate from the fact of humanity’s
intrinsic curiosity, a central part of any positive advance we have made, is our intellectual
development. This is at least an expansion in the range, and also ideally in the accuracy, of
the ideas that human culture has access to. And this is where philosophy shines.
Philosophy has been a driver of human intellectual development. Well, it’s certainly true
that philosophy has been more seminal to human intellectual development than some of her
more ungrateful offspring, some scientists, allow. But in the West, science was begun by preSocratic philosophers, such as Thales, when he inferred the general nature of things from
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observations; in his case, from seeing things apparently being born from water to saying the
basic nature of the world was water. Or there’s Aristotle, who also did not differentiate what
we now call scientific questions from other philosophical questions. He thought that drawing
conclusions based on his observations of the natural world, in particular about biology, was
a natural pursuit for a philosopher. Indeed, before it branched off to become an intellectual
pursuit in its own right, and even for a few centuries after that, up until the early nineteenth
century, science was called ‘natural philosophy’.
In that respect, philosophy is clearly the trunk and the sciences are the branches. Indeed,
it’s a prominent and significant pattern of Western intellectual history that a discipline
will often start as a branch of philosophy before separating off from its parent to live an
independent life. Biology and physics were core interests of Aristotle, as part of his general
interest in everything. Chemistry was initially developed by thinkers seeking the so-called
‘philosopher’s stone’ that would turn lead into gold. Psychology can be traced back through
the intense personal reflections of philosophers such as Rousseau or Montaigne, and
begins in the modern era with the philosopher William James. Economics and semiotics
have philosophical origins too, in political philosophy and the philosophy of language
respectively. And who knows what disciplines of thought are going to be given birth to by
philosophy in the next hundred years or so? Well, by definition, we can’t imagine what’s now
unimaginable. However, if we want philosophy to continue bearing fruit for the intellectual
future of humanity, we had better keep philosophy’s orchard alive.
Moreover, in an age of information overload and pervasive popularism, isn’t there
something to be said for encouraging deep thinking rather than shallow reactions, and a
critical mindset as some defence against media manipulation? I would generally say, the
more we can encourage people to think – specifically, the more an astute questioning and an
awareness of logical fallacies, rhetorical devices and ideological distortions can be nurtured
in any society – the better. Not only will this help people discover faults in what the media
are feeding us, this will also promote non-mainstream thinking, leading to new branches of
thought and further harvests of ideas. Simply following the mainstream may lead to a dead
sea. Philosophical debate forces people to clarify their ideas and their ways of expressing
them; or at least to begin to become aware of some of the issues involved, and that the topic
may be a little more complex than it first appeared.
Another case for the nurturing of philosophy would come from the vital place ethics
has in addressing many contemporary issues, especially in medical or bio-ethics, on topics
such as stem cell research. Moreover, there are still a lot of deep questions that remain
unanswered. So we must keep deep questioning alive! But currently there are also deep
problems with the philosophical vision.
Communication
If the essence of philosophy is the seeking of deep truths through reason, then philosophy
depends on communication, simply because the on-going seeking of deep truths depends
on communication. Without communication there’s no cultural history, for an isolated mind
working alone always has to start from scratch. So for the development of philosophical ideas
there must be communication of them.
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The primary purpose of communication is to transfer information from your mind
into someone else’s mind. This is true whether you do so in order to get someone to do
something, or just in order for them to become aware of certain ideas. But it means that to
the extent that you fail to transfer the information, you’ve failed to communicate. However,
to communicate information to people, you need to put this information in language they can
understand.
I’m convinced that any idea communicated in any mature language can be translated
into any other, at least enough to convey the basic information, if not the poetical nuances.
I’m also convinced that any normally intelligent person can understand any idea, provided,
1) that they’re sufficiently interested to listen; and 2) that it is communicated to them in
language that they can understand. If we put these ideas together, we arrive at the conclusion
that any philosophical idea can be communicated to any person interested enough to listen,
provided we use language that they can understand.
So, in order to develop philosophy or nurture philosophical thinking, we need to
communicate philosophical ideas or ways of thinking; and if we want to develop or nurture
philosophy in our wider culture, then we must communicate philosophy to the wider culture
using the sort of language that the wider culture understands.
The perils of academic philosophy
Unfortunately, there is presently a bottleneck in philosophy right here. As a generalisation,
not an absolute rule, in academic philosophy, where most of the development of
philosophy proceeds, the emphasis is far more weighted towards the precision of
expression of ideas than towards their effective communication. This may be fine when
writing or speaking among academics whom you can assume understand the language
you’re using, but is evidently a problem when writing or speaking to anyone else.
Moreover, it’s not necessarily good to be technical even among academics, as technicality
obscures rather than clarifies.
Often Philosophy Now is submitted papers by academics that are too technical for
public consumption. By this I mean that there’s a lot of jargon and other clever but obscure
polysyllabic words; or there are too many Xs, Ys, a,b,cs, p1s, p2s, or t1s, t2s; or that the
thought is too densely expressed, meaning that the writer doesn’t take the time required to
explain what they mean to anyone who doesn’t already understand them, apparently merely
assuming that the reader will understand their compact expression of their complex idea.
So my first confession to you as a magazine editor, is that being a good philosophy
academic will not necessarily make you a good philosophy communicator. In fact, the
correlation seems to me to be rather the reverse in today’s academic atmosphere. I mean, the
less you’re willing to compromise in the technicality of what you’re saying, the less effective
a communicator you are likely to generally be.
Furthermore, academia lacks a strong ethos of writing well in non-technical terms; that
is, clearly and engagingly. In the Western tradition, the excuse of writing badly and still
being thought to be doing philosophy impressively, goes back I think to Kant and Hegel.
They were both geniuses in the originality and profundity of their ideas, while both being
atrocious prose stylists. It seems that their great minds were too busy generating ideas and
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fitting them into their gigantic systems that they couldn’t spare any run-time in their brains
to think about how these ideas might best be communicated to others; or perhaps, about how
these ideas might sound to others at all. But in not doing so, they’ve provided an excuse for
philosophers to be bad writers.
It doesn’t have to be this way. Intelligent, innovative philosophy can be written clearly,
even beautifully, as both Schopenhauer and Nietzsche well demonstrate. And as I maintain,
any idea can be explained to anybody interested enough to listen, as long as you put it in
terms they can understand. So I’m led to conclude that insofar as a philosopher’s writing
remains technically expressed, to that extent they’re not really interested in communicating
their ideas clearly, and especially beyond the academy, that is, to the wider culture. So one
very real implication of the increasing acceptability of technical and otherwise bad writing
in philosophy, is that there’s a significant and growing alienation between non-academics and
philosophy as it’s practiced by probably its most advanced practitioners. What’s more, this
alienation is largely caused by the way these practitioners generally believe philosophy ought
to be done!
A technically-minded philosopher might respond here that being precise in what they say
requires the complexity of stating the nuances of their thoughts in a technical way. To this I
might reply that communicating 80% of the information in a thought, through simplifying its
expression, is a better result than communicating only 50% of an idea technically expressed
– or even worse, 0% by someone who’s been completely put off reading it! The question is,
how much do you care about communicating your information?
There’s an application for some of you in all this. If you’re teaching philosophy at
whatever level, or using the skills you’ve honed elsewise, in order to communicate your
ideas, you’ll need to pitch your language at a level that your audience will understand. If in
doubt, pitch lower. Even the most intelligent people benefit from having ideas explained to
them in the clearest way possible, because clarity penetrates to the heart.
Let me cite two clichés here. One is from John Searle – that unless you can clearly
explain something, you haven’t really understood it yourself. The other is Albert Einstein’s
adage that “Everything should be as simple as possible, and no simpler.”
The birth of the technical
There are clearly traceable historical reasons for academic philosophy becoming technical in
the way it’s tending to be taught in many Anglo-American universities. This has to do with
the rise of logic and logical positivism around the beginning of the twentieth century. At that
time, logicians such as Russell and Frege saw mathematical proof as the highest standard
of knowledge, and so wished to develop a similarly rigorous philosophical process. That is,
they wanted to be able to precisely express the premises of an argument and through a purely
logical process argue through to a demonstrably logically sound conclusion. This is the idea
behind the development of predicate and other formal logics. Logical positivism was also,
and not, I think coincidentally, developed around the beginning of the twentieth century – by
for instance Russell (again), A.J. Ayer, and the members of the Vienna Circle. The core idea
was that only logically or scientifically demonstrable statements are meaningful, because
only these statements are demonstrably true or false. There was a problem with logical
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positivism, by the way, because it does not fulfil its own standard for meaning, since its
principle is neither logically nor scientifically demonstrable. But philosophy cannot emulate
mathematical precision in any case, because language is necessarily ambiguous in the way
that mathematical symbols are not. Nevertheless, combine the ideals of logicism and logical
positivism with the success of the scientific method, and you get the ideal in philosophy
that the only way philosophy can be intellectually respectable is to emulate the precision of
mathematical equations. And so analytic philosophy has inherited this ideal, tending to strive
for algebraic exactitude as its ideal form of expression.

Philosophy Now
Whether or not this attempt at science-like precision in expression is good for generating
profound and persuasive philosophical conclusions is a point for further discussion that I’m
not going to discuss further, except to say I think, not conspicuously. But what I do want
to pick up on is the fact is that the more a technical ethos has been pursued by academic
philosophy, the more academic philosophy has isolated itself from the rest of humanity. The
reason for this is largely a matter of the first law of communication: to communicate you
must use language your audience understands.
This is where the magazine I edit, Philosophy Now, comes in. What we try to do in
Philosophy Now is communicate philosophy to the general public in an accessible and
interesting way. Or I could say that we put philosophical ideas on trial before the public eye.
Philosophy Now was started in 1991 by the editor-in-chief Rick Lewis when he
saw a gap in the market, in that at that time there weren’t any philosophy magazines
for the general public. Neither were there any desktop publishing packages you could
use to design a magazine on your home computer. This meant that originally articles
literally had to be cut and pasted into position on the page. The prepared pages were then
photographed, and the photographs sent to the printer. For the first few years Rick was
producing maybe three or four issues a year from his bedroom until sales picked up enough
that he could give up his job at BT to go into producing the magazine full time. Now we do
six issues a year.
I joined the magazine in 2006. Remarkably, sales haven’t declined. Perhaps even more
remarkably, and bucking the trend for magazines since the internet, print sales have been
maintained. Meanwhile electronic sales have steadily increased, so now we sell over a
hundred thousand copies a year worldwide.
So philosophy can be sold to the general public, as long as you communicate it to them
in an understandable way. You also need a product with a big enough market, and perhaps
a little faith, or at least, a lot of patience. I think it took Rick Lewis, my editor-in-chief,
five years from establishing the magazine in 1991 until he was selling enough copies to
concentrate on producing Philosophy Now full time.
We’re swimming against the tide of the dumbing down of culture in the race to reach
the lowest common denominator. However, the overwhelmingly positive email response
from our readers shows that there is a hunger for intelligent ideas presented in an accessible
way. And this brings me to the point of the magazine. What we try to do in the magazine is
communicate philosophy to the general public.
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Now, we can assume that our readers have at least a starting interest in philosophy,
otherwise they wouldn’t be reading a magazine called Philosophy Now. What we cannot
assume is that they have any academic training in philosophy, or indeed, any prior knowledge
of the history of philosophy at all. This means that we have to talk to them in as close to
ordinary English as philosophy allows.
Because Philosophy Now is in the idea communication business, and specifically,
because we’re dealing with often quite abstract ideas that may be complicated to explain, a
large part of my job as an editor is clarification. I want to make the prose as clear as possible
so there’s as little obstruction to understanding the difficult ideas involved as possible, and so
that we can communicate them to as many people as possible. Thus, for me, editing articles
is about giving maximum clarity to what our authors are saying without fundamentally
altering the meaning of any given phrase. One ideal is for one to say what one has to say with
grace – which means, to convey the maximum amount of information with the minimum
visible effort.
Editing Philosophy Now
There are many algorithms I use when editing text. Here are some. Application of any of
these points would also be helpful to you in the clarification and so improvement of your
own writing:
Defining unavoidable jargon terms. For example, ‘ontology is the study of the nature
of being’. If necessary, we allow jargon terms such as ‘metaethics’, ‘phenomenology’, ‘the
Other’, and so on; but we require our writers to explain any jargon terms when it’s first used.
However, to minimise the level of unfamiliarity to the reader, jargon use must be kept to a
minimum.
Breaking up long sentences. For example, we often replace an ‘and’ linking two phrases
with a full stop and two sentences.
Word order. Although two different orders of words can both be grammatically correct,
some word orders are intuitively easier to understand than others. Compare the sentence
‘Scotus, in what is probably the most well documented event of his life, was forced to leave
Paris’ with the sentence, ‘In what is probably the most well documented event of his life,
Scotus was forced to leave Paris’. Small differences add up for clarity.
Cutting out superfluous words. I often cut out the word ‘ontological’, for example,
as people often put it in to show how philosophical they are without it adding any extra
meaning; for instance they might write, ‘the ontological nature of being’.
Giving a logical structure and/or narrative flow to the order of points. This includes
bunching linked ideas or parts of an argument together rather than scattering ideas all over
the place. Such scattering is a significant obstacle to your reader’s comprehension, because
it’s making a high demand on their memory when their mental energy would be better spent
understanding and assimilating your argument.
Cutting out unnecessary repetition. You’d need a good reason to repeat a point you’ve
already made.
Checking facts, syntax and spelling. eg a philosophers’ years.
The more you do of these things, the better your writing will be.
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Personal editing
Does it go without saying that a lot of writing is editing and rewriting? If so, it’s too late, I’ve
said it; and if not, it’s a good thing that I did. In fact, I was initially surprised, but after twelve
years I am now just disheartened, at the number of submissions that seem to be just dashed
off and sent off to us without apparently being read through to check for mistakes or to make
obvious improvements in style.
Perhaps you can get away with this if you’re naturally talented. But the rest of us should
go through a piece repeatedly until we’re happy with it, time allowing – bearing in mind
Monet’s dictum that “A work of art is never completed, only abandoned.” It’s a question of
how polished you want your writing to be. The point I’m making is that you must reread your
work to check you’re saying what you thought you were saying when you wrote it down.
After all, you want to present your work in the best way possible, time allowing. Indeed,
I’ve found there to be a very high, although not an absolute, correlation in our submissions,
between the quality of someone’s writing and the quality of their argumentation. I put this
down to the amount of love and care, or at least interest and attention, they put into their
work.
In my own case, I do find that the greatest part of writing is rewriting. I mean in terms
of time and effort, it’s 10% creating and 90% recreating. My own method is to initially write
down all the ideas that occur to me on a topic, at first not particularly worrying about their
order or expression. Only after the initial act of creativity will I attempt to make it all as
presentable as possible. I go through a piece certainly no less than three times, and often as
many as six times or more.
One editorial trick I recommend employing – again, time and opportunity allowing –
is that when you’ve finished editing a piece, put it to one side. Leave it for a week, two
weeks, a month if possible; then reread it. I guarantee that you’ll spot mistakes in reasoning
or unfortunate ways of expressing yourself that you’ll be glad you didn’t make public
with your name attached to them. Another technique I recommend is that when you’ve
finished editing a piece, read it aloud to yourself. This will again help you spot mistakes
and unnecessary clunkiness and obscurity in expression. These methods work well because
they’re both ways of you seeing your work from new angles. The more intensely you work
on something, the closer you are to it and the more likely you are to confirm what you’re
saying and how you’re saying it to yourself, and so the less you see how it might appear to
people coming to it fresh. Both these methods are ways of refreshing your perspective on
what you’re creating.
A more painful method is to give your work to someone whose judgement you trust and
ask them for feedback. But this is always risky, because you might not like what they have to
say.
Acceptance
So what sort of articles are we looking for in Philosophy Now?
Well, we’re a popular philosophy magazine, and we want to stay that way. Our brief is to
give people accessible philosophy. Moreover, we’re working from within the analytical
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tradition, or more broadly speaking, the style of critical philosophical analysis that has
been followed in Western philosophy since Socrates. We will engage with non-Western
philosophy, as long as it too is suitably analytical. And by analytical, I mean, breaking
down and examining the concepts involved in the topic, including spotting and critiquing
assumptions.
You might be surprised to hear that I don’t often agree with the arguments of the people
whose articles I accept to publish. But I’m not looking for perspectives I agree with; I’m
looking for clear and engaging writing and a reasonable and perceptive argument.
Here are some requirements for a good article:
An interesting topic – meaning one of suitable profundity and significance, ideally with
some relevance to the modern world. This category might include modern ethical dilemmas,
consciousness and free will issues, but many more.
Clear & engaging writing style. This is difficult to define. However, if it doesn’t make
you want to read it or you can’t understand it, you know it’s not got it!
The argument has to be a good argument! Evidently logically sound and valid, with
the premises and ongoing major points all persuasively argued for.
Major points and assertions need to be argued for. For example, a lot of submissions
either assume the existence, or the non-existence, of God; but both positions are contentious!
Or a lot of submissions from India assume karma, but again this doctrine would have to be
persuasively justified.
Examples to illustrate major points, especially if the points are rather abstract, as is not
unknown in philosophy. A famous example was, to illustrate the Design Argument for God,
finding a watch on the ground and asking how it could be there. Richard Dawkins subverted
this idea with his Blind Watchmaker.
Engagement with or at least acknowledgement of the history of philosophy. If you’re
going to be discussing stem cell research, or consciousness, free will, or whatever, you had
better show you know that there’s been an ongoing debate about it, and that you have a good
grasp of what this debate has said, too. If you don’t know this, not only are you liable to
end up reinventing a big philosophical wheel, not acknowledging it would make us look
uninformed, or stupid – which I’m keen to avoid, for both professional and personal reasons!
And knowledge of any relevant scientific research helps, too.
A good structure. This typically means a narrative arc. The ideal is a start that grabs the
reader’s attention, perhaps through a brief anecdote or surprising fact; then an introduction
explaining what the topic is about, why it’s interesting or relevant, and how you’re going
to tackle it; then a systematic argument leading towards an apparently logical conclusion,
ideally on the way tackling and overcoming possible objections to the major points you’re
raising.
That’s a lot of things to get right. In fact, one doesn’t have to fulfil the last to be
acceptable; but the more criteria are fulfilled, the better the piece will be; and if a piece
stumbles over one or more of the other points in a catastrophic way, it’s heading for the
trash. The moral here is that one always has to do what one can to present oneself in the best
possible way to have a hope of success; or in other words, strive to get as many things right
about what you’re doing as you can.
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Rejection
Now we receive perhaps ten times as many articles as we have the space to print, but then
again, only about one tenth of them are good enough to print. So finally let me say what sort
of articles we reject.
Apart from being badly written in terms of not meeting the criteria I’ve just highlighted,
there are many other ways things can go wrong. Indeed, the range of ways in which
submissions can be unsuitable to us might be surprising to the uninitiated. Here are only
some of the unsuitable species of articles:
Pieces which contain no philosophy at all, but instead present for instance a scientific
theory or a political analysis,
What we call ‘green crayon’ pieces. These are articles whose assertions, from any
independent perspective, are unhinged. We’ve had submissions claiming to prove that
magnetism is the only force in the world, or that Einstein’s theories are wrong (we get at least
one a year of the latter). Such pieces typically have a cover letter saying how important the
attached document is for the history of thought. Avoid ever claiming anything like that in a
cover letter. If it happens to be true, either your work will speak for itself, or your reader will
be unable to recognise your greatness. I think the green crayon scribblers always think it’s the
latter option in their case.
Indeed, this raises the interesting epistemological question of how one can tell
philosophical greatness when the approach is completely novel. We would probably have
turned down Hegel or Heidegger (etc etc) on the basis of the impenetrability of their writing
styles, and Nietzsche on the basis of his philosophical incoherence (most conspicuously, his
relativism) and the general inadequacy or lack of analytical justification for some of his more
explosive rhetorical hyperbole.
The not mad but evidently over-ambitious pieces. These assert something like, “Here I
wish to show how consciousness works” or “how free will works” or “the truth about ethics
…” and so on. Moreover, they often hope to do so in one or two thousand words. It’s highly
unlikely, though I guess not impossible, that someone can solve in under two thousand words
a problem that hasn’t been resolved in over two thousand years.
The fix-the-world pieces. Similarly, I’ve found that revolutionaries who supposedly spot
what’s wrong with the world and present the solution in a couple of thousand words or so,
rarely have any sort of persuasive rigour to or recognition of nuance in their arguments, or
see possible problems with their solution. In other words, our submitters who intend to fix
the world usually have one basic idea presented with little analysis.
The ‘sloppy genius’ pieces. They can go two main ways. The first is to accidentally
reinvent a philosophical idea that has already been advanced then criticised. This is best
achieved by thinking about an issue without having any awareness that there has been an
ongoing debate about it in philosophy, perhaps for centuries. In particular, we get a lot of
articles endeavouring to explain consciousness, often repeating the sorts or things Descartes
or his critics said about the mind three hundred or so years ago. Another area in which this
happens a lot is arguments about God. As I say, benefits of some knowledge of the history
of philosophy include not reinventing a particular philosophical wheel. Also, someone else
has already done the hard brain-work on the problem: the ‘Have you thought about this?’
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and ‘What about this?’ and ‘This is why that’s wrong’ have already been done for you. In
this vein, because its ideas have probably been better expressed elsewhere, and already
intelligently critiqued, supposed ‘new thinking’ that shows no knowledge of the history of
philosophy is very rarely going to be new, or intellectually persuasive – to me, anyway. And
I’m the one you’re going to have to persuade.
The second way of the sloppy genius, is for you to be so taken up with your ability to
have a sustained thought that things like spelling and punctuation go unchecked and out
the window. In fact, such errors are often a telling sign that the writer’s enthusiasm for their
ideas flies far ahead of their talent either for communicating them or for thinking critically
about them.
Pieces that are all opinion and assertion, and no analysis or criticism; or at least, they’re
not analytical or critical enough. However well-written these articles may otherwise be, mere
assertion is not the kind of philosophical analysis we’re after.
The demotic philosophy pieces. These might begin something along the lines of “I’ve
been thinking about the world for a long time, and this is what I’ve concluded …” These
writers are using the word ‘philosophy’ to mean ‘my thoughts’. But again, commonplace
reflections are not generally what we’re after.
Pieces where the writing is so bad that I can’t tell what’s being said. This can occur
through the writer’s functional illiteracy; or through someone not speaking English well
enough to convey their thoughts subtly enough; or at the other extreme, through their mode
of expression being so complex and/or polysyllabic that it is impossible to follow. This last
brings us back to the problem in particular with academic-style writing, where complexity is
too often confused with profundity. But communication decreases as complexity increases.
So again the core question is, who are you trying to communicate to?
Future Communication
One good sign I’ve seen in the past ten years is improved submissions, in terms of both
style and insight (or form and content, if you prefer). Does this indicate that the quality of
philosophy in the wider world is improving?
Unfortunately, it’s too early to rejoice on the basis of this evidence. I think the perceived
improvement instead shows people responding to the increasingly harsh competition to
communicate. Ten thousand books are published every year in the UK alone. That’s only
books. The struggle for publicity has grown into a riot since the net made everyone with a
connection an instant info tycoon. There’s so much information available for free that the
competition to be read or heard is becoming desperate, I’m sure. Evolve or drown, then. And
as aspiring communicators recognise the increasing competition, they raise their game, as
they can.
Maybe the major communication problem in this age of info overload is marketing: getting
people to know you’ve got something they’ll benefit from experiencing. Improving the quality
of one’s material is only one category of response to the information tsunami. Another way
is to sail with the tide and imaginatively appropriate the new technology, just as the arts have
always done. Media expands, and communication expands with it, or becomes increasingly
isolated. So we make YouTube videos and podcasts now. Multimedia is the final frontier.
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There’s always negative elements to progress alongside the positive. Positively with the
net, instant global reach means submissions from around the world, where physical post
might have been a problem. Also, it facilitates editing in real time: feedback is easy, so
submissions can be quickly altered when required. Negatively, I would like to remind you
of the special insidiousness of the echo chamber effect for philosophy. Won’t social media
algorithms reinforcing viewing and reading habits mean philosophers are increasingly
exposed only to opinions they agree with? That’s a specifically anti-philosophical
development isn’t it? It’s a significant subset of the echo chamber effect being an antiintellectual influence on culture generally.
I’ve made a few YouTube videos on philosophical issues, and have had a few hundred
views – as compared with a few hundred thousand, say. I’m vain enough to think that this
indicates the relative popularity of philosophy. For the sake of philosophy, how do we
become known if we’re unknown? Or more generally, how can we get more people not only
interested in, but invested in, philosophy? Not only to use the ideas generated by other minds
(although that’s a good start), but to adopt into their own thinking the processes generating
them, and others? After all, the ideal is for people to become philosophers, not just become
aware of philosophical ideas.
The first thing is to make philosophy attractive to people. The principles I’ve indicated
in this article for quality for magazine articles can be generalised for quality across media,
for instance. What makes for a bad or good article for a popular magazine would also make
for a bad video, or a good; and likewise for good and bad podcasts. Here I’ve considered
only some dimensions of what this might involve, concerning principles of accessible
communication. I’ve been talking in terms of what might be called ‘artistic techniques’ and
‘production values’, rather than in terms of what makes good or bad philosophical insight.
(What makes good and bad philosophical ideas is a crucially interesting epistemological
issue; but as such it belongs to epistemological, not communication, considerations. The
topic needs not only a different article, but a different volume.)
I think it does add to its appeal that philosophy goes against the social media flow.
That flow is apparently against intellectual improvement. Conspicuously for social
media, presently, too often, ‘more thoughtless = more popular’. I think this is because it’s
predominantly a young domain. My conclusion is that the exaltation of stupidity is what
adolescent rebellion amounts to when adolescents can’t hope for anything better. But good
philosophy works to smarten people up, not dumb them down. Hopefully, philosophy’s
against-the-grainism will be to its advantage. If it’s done well, it will stand out in the
internet’s great popularity contest like a tree resisting an expanding river of mud. Insofar as it
is not done well, it will simply become part of the river.
Another evident dimension to increasing the attractiveness of philosophy, is to show
its relevance to peoples’ lives. So, after the philosopher’s specification and/or definition of
the problem, and the definition of the terms specifying the concepts they’ll be analysing,
and their analysis of the concepts, yielding the conclusions, would come the application(s)
of their conclusions, to the world, or to groups of peoples’ or individuals’ lives. And by
demonstrating the practical usefulness of philosophical conclusions, the usefulness of
philosophy itself is demonstrated, too.
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Admittedly, the demonstration of usefulness is pushing the bridgehead beyond where
academic philosophy has traditionally been expected to go. But if the process of philosophy
is to make large-scale impact, and even go viral, academic and other philosophy must
demonstrate at least its interest to the world it would enlist. Perhaps I may be given further
license, to say that philosophers are rational beings who believe that the processes of
rationality have intrinsic value to rational beings. Since (with Aristotle) all humans are
rational beings, the marketing mission of philosophy in the information age is therefore to
demonstrate the value of deep critical reasoning to any inquiring human being. Easier said
than done, I think. But not theoretically impossible. After all, it worked on you. Why?
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UNVEILING AND PACKAGING:
A MODEL FOR PRESENTING PHILOSOPHY IN SCHOOLS

MICHELLE SOWEY

Abstract: As a philosopher and a reflective practitioner of philosophy in schools, I explore two
aspects of presentation which I call unveiling and packaging. Both aspects bear on the work of designing
and facilitating philosophy workshops for school students. I describe unveiling philosophy as a practice of
collaborative inquiry and dialogic argument: social processes that foster thinking skills and dispositions,
an evaluativist epistemology, and a range of constructive norms. I then discuss packaging philosophical
materials in ways that create effective stimuli for thinking. I encourage educators engaged in designing
or curating stimuli to draw on the rich diversity of available media, to focus on the quality of both the
philosophical content and its creative expression, and to ensure that the content connects with students’ life
experiences. I propose five criteria for judging the likely effectiveness of a philosophical stimulus: that it
activate emotion, induce perplexity, challenge intuitions, ignite controversy and elicit reasoned argument. I
offer three detailed examples of high school philosophy workshops to illustrate the practical application of
these criteria, and to illuminate fruitful possibilities for arranging stimuli, including using a ProvocationComplication sequence or arranging stimuli as elements in a more complex puzzle.
Keywords: philosophy in schools, collaborative inquiry, dialogic argument, evaluative thinking, stimulus
for inquiry, reflective practice.

Introduction
I would like to share some reflections on the presentation of philosophy from my perspective
as a workshop designer and facilitator of collaborative philosophical inquiry and dialogic
argument (henceforth CPIDA) among school students. In this work, I help students progress
as philosophers by engaging them in collaborative small-group workshops designed to
develop their understanding and judgement. My intention is to foster the dispositions, skills
and personal resources that students need in order to think well, communicate clearly, and
engage in public reasoning. My philosophy programs therefore differ from others that are
primarily concerned with familiarising students with canonical figures and arguments. While
elements of the history of philosophy sometimes surface in my workshops, my broad vision
is to mobilise CPIDA in the service of preparing students for their personal and civic lives,
and especially for their participation in a deliberative democracy.
I will describe two aspects of presentation as they bear on this work, taking presentation
firstly in the sense of unveiling—that is, revealing a philosophical practice; and secondly in
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the sense of packaging—that is, designing, curating and arranging philosophical materials.
After examining each of these aspects in turn I will offer some detailed examples from my
high school workshops.
Unveiling Philosophy
My workshops present philosophy to students as a collaborative practice of both shared
inquiry and dialogic argument. Entering the dialogic space, students embark on “friendly
excursions into disequilibrium” (Johnson & Johnson, cited in Kohn, 2017) where they
encounter divergent and often challenging points of view. Students come to see the
importance of remaining actively open-minded: welcoming criticism, taking opposing
positions seriously and evaluating them fairly. By the same token, students discover the value
they can contribute as supportive, critical interlocutors who can identify the implications of
their peers’ claims, question their criteria for making judgements, raise objections, and offer
alternative points of view.
With sufficient experience of CPIDA, each student can learn to be their own interlocutor
and engage in an internal dialogue that challenges their own thinking (Reznitskaya, 2012).
Meanwhile, for novice philosophers, thinking together affords opportunities that solitary
introspection does not: opportunities to frame problems better, to test out particular ideas and
arguments, and to overcome cognitive biases and entrenched beliefs.
Even more fundamentally, CPIDA enables students to establish and refine community
norms of effective thinking. If students were flying solo, they would struggle to assess
the clarity, accuracy, coherence, plausibility, significance and relevance of their ideas. As
Ellerton (2015) points out, students may not even realise that these are norms worth valuing,
since such realisations only dawn in the social processes of constructing and evaluating
arguments. Ellerton (2017) further proposes that thinking well is, in part, “about learning
how to think with others, to in effect become part of a broader social cognition that can
achieve more collectively than is possible individually” (p. 11).
Engaging in CPIDA is a key to developing students’ respect for epistemic rigour
and rational engagement—values that each student will subsequently be in a position to
internalise. Without such opportunities to think collaboratively, and lacking the tools to
discriminate among competing knowledge claims on the basis of evidence and argument,
adolescents “typically fall into ‘a poisoned well of doubt’, and they fall hard and deep”
(Kuhn & Park, 2005, p. 113, citing Chandler, 2003). In light of this tendency, cultivating
shared evaluative reasoning is crucial. A driving force in my work is the desire to help
students move beyond epistemological relativism—to help them recognise that while
everyone is entitled to their beliefs, this does not render all beliefs equally reasonable. As
Kuhn (2003) points out, “some opinions are in fact better than others, to the extent that
they are better supported by argument and evidence” (p. 20). Once philosophy is unveiled
as (among other things) an evaluative practice, students begin to understand knowledge as
consisting of judgements that can be evaluated according to criteria—criteria which are
themselves open to evaluation. The practice of CPIDA reveals the value of philosophical
dispositions: being curious, open-minded, amenable to reason, and ready to self-correct.
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Through their practice, students perceive their own accountability. It is not enough
to make their positions clear to their peers, they discover; they must also make their
reasoning clear.
Packaging Philosophy
I come now to the presentation of philosophy as the packaging of materials. In the design of
workshops I am continually engaged in packaging content in ways that most vividly acquaint
students with philosophical problems and lay the groundwork for them to philosophise
together. Philosophical content thus packaged constitutes a stimulus for thinking and—
arranged together with other stimuli and opportunities for philosophical responses—
establishes a structure within which I foster students’ philosophical thinking.
The use of stimuli (sometimes called ‘prompts’ or ‘provocations’) has been a defining
feature of philosophical inquiry with children since the field emerged in the 1970s with
the publication of a series of philosophical novels by Lipman (see Oyler, 2016). These
novels underpinned a primary school curriculum in reasoning. Rooted in pragmatist
ideals of reflective education, Lipman’s curriculum highlighted the classroom community
of inquiry as a milieu for the social construction of knowledge. The past half-century
has seen a proliferation of philosophy in schools programs around the world, many of
which have retained the community of inquiry model even as they have decoupled from
Lipman’s curriculum and embraced alternative stimuli that are more flexible, topical, or
culturally- relevant. Striking the right balance between philosophical content and literary/
artistic merit remains a challenge, given that creators of custom-made stimuli are rarely
highly accomplished in both areas. In the decades after publishing his seminal novels,
Lipman himself objected to deficiencies in many other philosophical stories for children,
remarking: “If I were asked to say what I find to be [their] chief flaws […] I would say
that some of them were all story and no philosophy while others are all philosophy and no
story” (Lipman, 2002, p. 12). Achieving a suitable balance in this regard—where ‘story’ is
interpreted loosely to refer to any narrative or otherwise expressive output—remains in my
view a key priority for designers and curators of philosophical stimuli.
A diversity of packages
Material for a fertile philosophical encounter can be packaged in any number of forms
besides the conventional treatise, essay or scholarly article. Lam (cited in Weinberg, 2020),
academic philosopher and creator of the popular narrative journalism-cum-philosophy
podcast Hi Phi Nation, draws attention to some fundamental differences between the aims
of academic philosophy and those of philosophy for the general public, going so far as to say
that “the design features that make for good academic philosophy might make for terrible
public philosophy”. Much academic philosophy, he observes, is “engineered for epistemic
justification […] [such that] every matter of misrepresentation, uncharitable reading, or
objection, must be anticipated and alleviated”, whereas narrative-driven public philosophy
is engineered for “engagement, attention-holding, tension-creation, and resolution” (Lam,
2020, cited in Weinberg).
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As a genre of public philosophy, philosophical inquiry among children must first and
foremost engage its participants. Workshop designers can choose from materials that are:
• verbal: fictional stories, historical tales, myths, parables, creative nonfiction,
journalism, poetry, anecdotes (Worley, 2014);
• visual: artworks, picture books, comics, graphic images;
• multimedia: documentary films, animated videos, recorded speeches or interviews,
music clips, interactive websites;
• theatrical: Reader’s Theatre, scripted or semi-scripted dialogues, dramatic
performances, puppetry;
• satirical: mock TV advertisements, posters or campaign brochures that promote
fictional goods or services;
• ludic: puzzles, games, or conceptual exploration activities;
• artefactual: evocative objects.
The multiplicity of options is beneficial because, as Garlikov (n.d.) observes, relatively
few students find school material, when presented in textbook or lecture form, sufficiently
interesting or meaningful to bother thinking about in ways that will help them see its point or
extract their own meanings and implications from it.
In my experience, assembling several types of stimuli, each of which sheds light on a
different aspect of a given theme—and supporting students as they investigate each stimulus
in turn—is a blueprint for the most satisfying experiences of CPIDA.
Most of the types of stimuli I have mentioned can be effective vehicles for the
presentation of counterfactuals, imagined scenarios, and thought experiments. In contrast
to the pared-back thought experiments typically found in the academic literature, however,
elaborated scenarios seem to appeal more to young philosophers. Where possible, I
seek stimuli that provide thick descriptions, vivid and believable character motivations,
and a richness of contextual detail that connects the philosophical ideas with students’
life experiences. I find near-future science fiction an especially compelling genre for
activating students’ imaginations and drawing them into the domain of the hypothetical. As
Schwitzgebel (2014) says of science fiction and speculative fiction more generally, “[t]he
specificity of the possibilities considered, and its emotional and imagistic power, engages
parts of the mind that more abstract forms of speculation leave hungry.”
Designing effective stimuli
On the basis of my classroom experience I have identified five criteria for judging the likely
effectiveness of a CPIDA stimulus for use in schools.
The first criterion is that the stimulus activate emotions. This is crucial for engaging
students because, as Immordino-Yang (2016) explains, it is “neurobiologically impossible to
build memories, engage complex thoughts, or make meaningful decisions without emotion
[…] [W]e only think about things we care about” (p. 18). With this in mind, I seek affectivelyengaging stimuli that will kindle empathy, delight, shock, unease, indignation, contempt, or
any number of other emotions. Immersive stimuli that make use of humour and suspense
are notably effective in eliciting students’ emotional responses. If, as Immordino-Yang
and Damasio (2007) argue, “reasoning divorced from emotional implications […] lack[s]
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meaning and motivation and [is] of little use in the real world” (p. 9), then we educators have
every reason to attend to students’ emotional responses to the stimuli we present.
One of Dewey’s (1938/1998) aphorisms affirms that “the most important attitude that
can be formed is […] the desire to go on learning” (p. 49). Since I see it as part of my role as
an educator to induce this desire, I am not content for a stimulus merely to arouse students’
interest; I want it to induce perplexity, which is my second criterion for the effectiveness of a
stimulus. In philosophy, “we’re peering out into the dark and don’t yet have a good sense of
what we’re doing” (Grayling, cited in Edmonds & Warburton, 2012, p. xvii). Accordingly, I
look for materials that will intrigue, puzzle and eventually disorient students, leading them to
an aporetic impasse. To grapple with doubt and confusion is after all the basic philosophical
predicament, and often a precursor to insight and clarity (Worley, 2009).
The Socratic gadfly is a defining image from the annals of Western philosophy. Just as
the Athenian people needed the prick of a stinging fly to stir them into life (Plato, Apology,
trans. 1937, 30e–31a), our students need incisive stimuli that can spur them to rethink their
concepts and values. My third criterion for an effective stimulus, then, is that it challenge
intuitions.
Philosophy thrives on contestation, and students may need some prompting to interrogate
their hunches, entertain counter-intuitive positions, examine received wisdom, and stress-test
their assumptions. A well-made stimulus offers these prompts.
It is often said that a stimulus for philosophical inquiry should give rise to contestable
questions. I go a step further in nominating the power to ignite controversy as my fourth
criterion for an effective stimulus. That is to say, a good stimulus is deliberately divisive: it
elicits disagreement and provokes students to make explicit their various moral or epistemic
commitments. Students begin by staking out their respective territories, and in the course
of dialogic argument—aided by alternative perspectives—they have the opportunity to
moderate or nuance their views. An important function of stimuli in CPIDA, then, is “to
create controversies with which children can then think more deeply” (Worley, 2014, p.
xxi). To this end, I sometimes choose a stimulus that presents a partisan case, advocating
for a particular position, while at other times I choose a dyadic stimulus that presents a
counterpoint of pro and con cases. The former encourages students to produce thoughtful
rebuttals and counterarguments, while the latter places more emphasis on students’
evaluating the arguments given.
Relatedly, my fifth criterion for an effective stimulus is that it elicit reasoned argument.
As Baker (1996) observes, we often “stride into a discussion with our squads of unexamined
opinions innocently at our heels—and, discovering that, yes, we do feel strongly about
[the issue], we grab the relevant opinion and, without dress rehearsals, fling it out into
audibility […] only to discover, seconds later, its radical inadequacy” (pp. 4–5). Since
radically inadequate opinions thrive in the absence of cogent arguments, supporting the
careful development and cool-headed evaluation of arguments is an essential function of
philosophical inquiry. When examining arguments that students themselves have articulated
(or arguments that they have heard their peers voice), the experience is far more compelling
than when they encounter mere toy examples of argument that are abstracted or detached
from real life. For this reason, I think it is worth developing our philosophical stimuli with
the prospect of student-led argumentation in mind.
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Examples from my high school workshops
Each of my student workshops addresses a particular philosophical theme and unfolds over a
period of one or two hours. During that time I present a series of stimuli, allowing space in
between for CPIDA to emerge. In the sections that follow, I offer three detailed examples of
how I curate and arrange stimuli in my high school philosophy workshops. The first example
illustrates how the five criteria described above are reflected in my choice of stimuli. The
second example highlights the utility of a basic pattern I use in workshop design, whereby
an initial provocation is followed by one or more complications of the issue in question.
The third example demonstrates how a more complex interplay among various stimuli can
generate diverse intellectual puzzles for students to grapple with. (Note that deciding the ageappropriateness of any workshop is a matter for the facilitator’s discretion, bearing in mind
the students’ life experiences and emotional maturity.)
Example 1, illustrating the five criteria in practice
Here I draw on the example of ‘The Real-Life Truman Show’, a workshop on therapeutic
deception in the context of dementia care.
I begin the workshop by playing excerpts from a fictional audio drama (Mitchell
& McCorry, 2015) that invites students to imagine how it would feel to experience the
confusion and temporal disorientation of advanced dementia. This activates emotions,
helping students to empathise with dementia patients and begin to think about what kind
of care would honour their dignity. The fictional story also enlivens the issue of therapeutic
deception in the context of dementia care.
Next, I describe some real-life cases in which dementia carers have routinely engaged
in deception, for instance “by suggesting that a loved one has visited [the patient] recently,
while knowing this to be untrue; by playing a recording of a loved one’s voice on a
telephone, presenting it as a ‘live’ conversation; or by stylistically presenting a care home
with domestic interiors that are intended to disguise the institutional nature of the setting”
(Matthews, 2019). I then induce perplexity by raising the central question of the workshop:
If allowing dementia patients to continue believing falsehoods promotes their emotional
wellbeing, is this a sufficient reason to sacrifice the moral norm of truth-telling? I introduce
the concept of epistemic autonomy as a rationale for truth-telling, and I challenge intuitions
by having students reason together about whether—and under what circumstances—this
norm may justifiably be suspended.
Students then watch a short video (excerpted from World’s Untold Stories, 2013) about
Hogewey, a care facility in the Netherlands designed for elderly people with advanced
dementia. Hogewey, which employs all-day reminiscence therapy, has been described as
a gated model village, complete with town square, post office, theatre, hair salon, caférestaurant and supermarket—as well as cameras monitoring residents around the clock, and
well-trained staff working incognito […] [for instance] as post-office clerks and supermarket
cashiers […] Every detail of this ‘fake reality’ has been meticulously designed to ensure that
the residents can experience life as close to ‘normal’ as possible (Niker, 2015).
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I ignite controversy by counterbalancing the video’s positive spin on Hogewey with the
observation that critics have compared the care facility to The Truman Show, a movie in
which the protagonist is unaware that he lives on an elaborate film set. Hogewey’s director
herself draws an analogy to the theatre, in which the nursing care occurs backstage whilst
residents on stage feel as though they are leading an ordinary, non-institutionalised life
(Moisse, 2012). This acknowledgement that Hogewey generates a fantasy world for its
residents is at odds with the denials by other proponents of all-day reminiscence therapy who
argue “it is about creating real environments, not these fake environments that we currently
have as institutions” (O’Flaherty, as cited in Lehman & Bhole, 2017). I induce perplexity
by inviting students to explore what constitutes a ‘real’ environment and why such an
environment may be desirable.
The concluding segment of this workshop involves a card-sorting activity in which
students compare the Hogewey model to a conventional model of dementia care and assess
each model against a range of criteria. This elicits reasoned argument as students appraise
how truthful and respectful each model of care is, and how each model of care is likely to
affect patients’ dignity, epistemic autonomy, wellbeing and freedom.
Example 2, illustrating the Provocation-Complication sequence
Let’s turn now to ‘Stuck in a Loop’, a workshop on free will that exemplifies the
Provocation-Complication sequence: a basic pattern for juxtaposing stimuli within a
workshop. The sequence consists of an initial stimulus that is expected to elicit particular
responses from students, followed by another stimulus that motivates more nuanced
reflection on those responses.
I begin the workshop with Wooldridge’s (1963) account of the maternal behaviour of the
Sphex wasp, whose
elaborately organized and seemingly purposeful routine conveys a convincing flavor of logic
and thoughtfulness—until more details are examined […] [T]he wasp’s routine is to bring the
paralyzed cricket to the burrow [to nourish her unhatched larvae], leave it on the threshold, go
inside to see that all is well, emerge, and then drag the cricket in. If, while the wasp is inside
making her preliminary inspection, the cricket is moved a few inches away, the wasp, on
emerging from the burrow, will bring the cricket back to the threshold, but not inside, and will
then repeat the preparatory procedure of entering the burrow to see that everything is all right.
If again the cricket is removed a few inches while the wasp is inside, once again the wasp will
move the cricket up to the threshold and re-enter the burrow for a final check. The wasp never
thinks of pulling the cricket straight in. (Wooldridge, 1963, pp. 82-83)

I then screen a video clip (excerpted from Pumpkinseed valley, 2016) depicting one such
field experiment involving countless iterations of the wasp’s moving-and-checking routine.
Students observe the wasp instinctively following this rigid, invariable, and ultimately
senseless behaviour pattern, and consider Millikan’s (2004) observation: “The wasp seems
not to understand the purpose of its own activity so as to know when that purpose has been
accomplished” (p. 169).
The verbal account, video clip and Millikan quote jointly constitute an initial
provocation. In response, students engage in CPIDA in response to questions including:
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‘To what extent are we like the wasp?’ ‘Are we similarly locked into rigid and invariable
behaviours?’, ‘Does the existence of instincts, reflexes or automatic behaviours preclude the
possibility of free will?’ and ‘Are we automata, or free agents?’ While some students may
point to habits, fixations, or obsessive-compulsive disorders as evidence of the rigidity of
human thought, most regard our capacities for choice, flexibility and intelligence (among
other traits) as evidence of free will.
We are then ready for our second stimulus, or complication: an evocative visual image
depicting memory loss (Hertzberg, n.d.) accompanied by an audio clip (excerpted from
Abumrad & Krulwich, 2019) in which a woman, Christine, recounts her mother’s episode
of transient global amnesia (TGA). The audio clip includes an excerpt from a recorded
conversation between Christine and her mother, Mary Sue, in the recovery ward. Although
Christine varies her conversational responses slightly, Mary Sue unwittingly but persistently
returns to the same themes, recurrently using identical turns of phrase. At one point Christine
says: “It’s like Groundhog Day in here […] Every two minutes we’re doing a loop […] We
have had the same conversation over and over again for the last two and a half hours.”
In light of this stimulus—which complicates matters, as it highlights unexpected
similarities between human and wasp behaviour where previously the differences were more
evident—students are ready to revisit the territory they explored earlier. They investigate
questions such as: ‘Does the repetitive verbal behaviour shown by patients with TGA imply
that all human behaviour is pre-programmed, even if we don’t realise it?’, ‘Does Mary Sue’s
story change your view on the extent to which we humans are like the Sphex wasp, carrying
out set routines or automatic sequences of behaviour?’, ‘If all relevant conditions were
known, would human behaviour be predictable?’ and ‘Is free will an illusion?’
Example 3, illustrating more complex interplay among stimuli
I want to show in this section how the thoughtful juxtaposition of multiple stimuli enables
students to confront complexities beyond what can be achieved with a basic ProvocationComplication sequence. By way of example, I turn to ‘So Entitled’, a workshop concerning
rights and legal personhood.
The first segment of the workshop is inspired by the work of Suddendorf (2013). I begin
by presenting students with cards, each inscribed with one of 36 putative characteristics
of being human. These include cognitive capacities such as forethought, reasoning, moral
agency, self-control and self-awareness; social behaviours such as engagement in politics,
trade, and a moral community; physiological features such as opposable thumbs, the
FOXP2 gene, and the capacity for vocalisation; and a broad variety of other biological,
developmental, technological and cultural characteristics. In each of their small groups,
students examine a subset of the cards and sort them on a scale indicating to what extent each
characteristic is significant to our entitlement to human rights. A plenary session follows in
which students defend their conclusions. They then investigate which of the characteristics
deemed most significant to rights entitlement are shared by non-human animals, and whether
the animals that share those characteristics should be awarded the same rights as humans.
Next, students watch three short videos. The first, excerpted from Achbar & Abbott
(2004), reveals how corporate executives are able to exploit the legal personhood of
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corporations to escape liability for harms caused in the pursuit of profit. The second,
excerpted from Freid (2018) describes how New Zealand’s Whanganui River, having
been long exploited by government and commercial bodies, was finally granted legal
personhood status, meaning that the “the law now sees no differentiation between harming
the [Whanganui] tribe and harming the river” (Ainge Roy, 2017). The third video, Animals:
Property or persons? (n.d.) makes an argument for the existence of non-human rights and
raises the question of whether certain non-human animals, such as chimpanzees, should
be granted legal personhood. After viewing these videos, the students discuss whether
legal personhood (and thereby rights) should be granted to non-human entities such as
corporations, rivers, and/or chimpanzees. The students further discuss whether rights ought
to be granted on the basis of capacities or on the basis of needs; and whether rights should
always be accompanied by duties or liabilities. Finally, the students ponder where rights
come from, and whether it is contradictory to suppose that rights are both inherent and
negotiated by international communities.
The cards and videos used as stimuli throughout the workshop represent intellectual
puzzle pieces which the students attempt to fit together. There are points of both congruity and
conflict among the ideas that the various stimuli suggest or elicit. For instance, the card- sorting
game and the third video on non-human rights hint at the idea that rights should be granted on
the basis of capacities (such as the capacities for self-awareness, autonomy, language, culture
and planning), whereas the second video concerning the Whanganui river suggests that rights
should instead be granted on the basis of needs (such as the need for protection). Additionally,
the notion that non-human entities should be granted legal personhood is affirmed by the
second and third videos which concern the push for environmental and animal rights, yet this
notion is challenged by the first video which concerns the avoidance of corporate liability.
Whether rights should always be accompanied by responsibilities is also in contention. To
investigate what accountability might mean for non-human persons such as corporations
and rivers, students consider case studies such as the Volkswagen emissions scandal and a
hypothetical scenario in which the Whanganui river floods its banks, destroying artefacts in
a nearby museum. Each stimulus individually raises its own contestable questions, and the
stimuli combine in cross-cutting ways to frame a series of deeper controversies.
Conclusion
I have suggested that unveiling philosophical practice and packaging philosophical content
are two aspects of the presentation of philosophy that bear on the education of school
students.
I have made a case for unveiling philosophy as a collaborative practice of shared inquiry
and dialogic argument. These are social processes that foster thinking skills and dispositions,
an evaluativist epistemology, and a range of constructive norms, all of which can help
students refine their thinking with beneficial implications both for students’ own personal
lives and for civic discourse.
I encourage educators involved in designing and curating philosophical stimuli to draw
on the rich diversity of available media, to focus on the quality of both the content and its
creative expression, and to ensure that the content connects with students’ life experiences.
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I have suggested five criteria for judging the likely effectiveness of a philosophical stimulus:
that it activate emotion, induce perplexity, challenge intuitions, ignite controversy and elicit
reasoned argument. The articulation of these criteria, together with my remarks on the
arrangement of stimuli in either a Provocation-Complication sequence or as elements in a
more complex puzzle will, I hope, be useful to educators whether they are designing new
materials or repurposing existing ones.
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PHILOSOPHICAL PRESENTATION AND THE IMPLICITLY
HUMOROUS STRUCTURE OF PHILOSOPHY

JEREMY BARRIS

Abstract: Philosophy often at least implicitly includes and depends on a logical structure which is
also that of jokes. This is the case when philosophy involves questioning or establishing concepts in their
own right, and when it involves the kinds of metaphysics which ask about reality and the world as a whole
or as such. Taking this humour-like structure into account in presenting philosophy helps, among other
things, to lay open part of the character of philosophy itself, to underscore the radical self-perspective that
is constitutive of philosophy, and to contextualise the often confusing experience of coming to grips with an
unfamiliar philosophical framework.
Keywords: philosophy; humour; jokes; presentation of philosophy; nonsense.

I shall try to show that many, often methodologically requisite, forms of philosophy
inherently share the logical structure of jokes, and that this has important consequences for
philosophy’s presentation. Philosophy shares this structure when it involves questioning
concepts or establishing them in their own right, and also when it involves the kinds of
metaphysics which ask about reality and the world as a whole or as such. Although this
structure is usually only implicit, there are philosophical practices in which it is fully explicit.
I am not suggesting that philosophy is a kind of joke but that one frequent element of
its character, among other contrasting elements, is a kind of joke. This does not mean, for
example, that philosophy is condemned to relative triviality or limited depth. Even on its
own, this humour-like element of philosophy, like many kinds of humour themselves, is
entirely capable of acknowledging, articulating, and engaging with the fully serious and
even tragic dimensions of life. In fact, as I shall discuss, this element is an inherent part
of the profound self-perspective that allows philosophy to address and rectify its limiting
presuppositions.
The Frequent Implicitly Humorous Structure of Philosophy
Wittgenstein famously commented that a philosophical work could be written entirely in the
form of jokes (Malcolm, 1958, p. 29). This idea is intimately connected with his view that
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philosophy is a matter of bumping up against the limits of sense, and in this way discovering
that certain attempted articulations of sense are, after all, literal nonsense. This discovery is
what allows us to delineate the relevant forms of sense in their own right. So, for example,
Wittgenstein writes that, “The results of philosophy are the uncovering of one or another
piece of plain nonsense and of bumps that the understanding has got by running its head
up against the limits of language. These bumps make us see the value of the discovery”
(1958, p. 48e). More generally, he insists in the Tractatus that, “My propositions serve as
elucidations in the following way: anyone who understands me eventually recognizes them as
nonsensical, when he has used them—as steps—to climb up beyond them” (1961, p. 74, prop.
6.54). And in his later work, I think similarly, he comments that, “the clarity that we are
aiming at is indeed complete clarity. But this simply means that the philosophical problems
should completely disappear” (1958, p. 51e). This happens, again, because it emerges that the
sense itself of these problems fails.
Philosophers typically reflect specifically on concepts, and they do so in order to revise
them or at least to reconsider whether they adequately express their claimed content. That is,
they reconsider whether these concepts are in fact the concepts they claim to be. As a result,
philosophical practice necessarily consists partly in discussing concepts in terms that are
not limited to and so do not coincide with their current semantic boundaries. Very often, it
further results in “engineering” or transforming concepts so as to say what they currently do
not say. In either case, this practice necessarily involves incongruous shifts of sense. Since
it is a reconsideration and refinement precisely of the scrutinised concepts, however, it is
carried out according to the constraints established by these concepts themselves. That is,
it is presented as a consistent development of the sense at issue itself. This is another way
of saying that in these contexts this shift of sense in the carrying out and presentation of
conceptual analysis is logically necessary.
Let me clarify that conceptual analysis in the sense under consideration here consists
in reflection on the concept as such. That is, it is not a matter of simply spelling out the
contents of the concept, as in simply semantic or philological analysis, but of investigating,
establishing, or disconfirming which contents are essential to the concept in its unity as the
concept it is. Otherwise, it is not analysis of the concept as such, or in its own right, but
is instead explication of the concept as already given and so unanalysed in its own right.
Consequently, the conclusions of this kind of analysis follow from what constitutes the
concept, and so follow from it with logical necessity. As I have argued, however, this kind of
inference involves an incongruous shift of sense. That is, the analysis of the concept involves
a shift to a sense in important respects incongruent with the sense of which it is an analysis.
This is part of what it means to analyse a concept in terms that, as I argued above, do not
coincide with the concept’s current semantic boundaries. It is precisely this incongruous and
so in some respects incoherent shift of sense, then, which is logically necessary.
But this incongruous shift of sense, necessary in the case of the relevant aspects of
philosophy, is exactly the structure of jokes: incongruity presented under the guise of an
outcome to be expected, and so striking us by surprise.
In order to arrive at the philosopher’s conclusions about the concepts under philosophical
consideration, then, we—and the philosopher herself—are necessarily taken through the
turns of this joke-like logic.
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As Cathcart and Klein (2007) note, “The construction and payoff of jokes and […] of
philosophical concepts are made out of the same stuff. They tease the mind in similar ways”
because they “proceed from the same impulse: to confound our sense of the way things are
[…] and to ferret out hidden […] truths” (p. 2). In this connection, Bertrand Russell (1956)
argues of conceptual analysis that, “you never get back to the acorn in the oak […] It will not
really be the same as the thing we started from because it will be so much more analytic and
precise” (pp. 188-189). This is one form of the “paradox of analysis”: that if what we infer
from a set of statements tells us anything that was not already evident in those statements
without inference, then it does not follow logically from those statements, but instead has
imported something they do not authorise.1 Russell goes on to comment that, “The point of
philosophy is to start with something so simple as not to seem worth stating, and to end with
something so paradoxical that no one will believe it” (p. 193).
Here is an example of whimsical humour from A. A. Milne (1955) that should help to
show this connection between philosophy, nonsense, and humour:
If I were John and John were Me,
Then he’d be six and I’d be three.
If John were Me and I were John,
I shouldn’t have these trousers on. (p. 67)

Christopher Robin is struck by his self-identity, by the fact of being himself. In order
to articulate—and in fact just to recognise—his being himself, he has to delineate it by
contrasting it with the alternative of his not being himself. But this alternative is nonsensical:
if he were someone other than himself, it would not be he who was that someone else.
Engaging in this nonsense, however, allows him to wrestle with and so grasp the concept
and with it the fact of being himself. In this way he “climbs up beyond” the nonsense and,
as it were, uses its leverage to grasp the concept. Here is a sort of distant, and less warming,
analogue from Wittgenstein (1969):
I am sitting with a philosopher in the garden; he says again and again “I know that that’s a
tree,” pointing to a tree that is near us. Someone else arrives and hears this, and I tell him:
“This fellow isn’t insane. We are only doing philosophy.” (p. 61e, no. 467)

Wittgenstein’s point, I think, is that it is part of philosophy’s character to appear insane
in the context of everyday procedures and meanings. That this appearance, as his narrative
suggests, is natural to a philosophical line of thought points to the kind of inherent element
of incoherence I am proposing.
Analogously to the case of conceptual analysis, when we reflect on reality as a whole, we
necessarily transgress the constraints of all possible sense, since those constraints themselves
are included in what we are attempting to get a perspective on.2 Of course, this necessity can
be and often is taken as a reason to reject this kind of attempt as simply unintelligible. I shall
not argue the point here, except to note that, as I have just discussed, what is essentially the
1

On the paradox of analysis, see, for example, Engel (1991), pp. 100, 137f.
This is the context of the quotation from Wittgenstein’s Tractatus above, about using his nonsensical
propositions as steps to climb beyond them.
2
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same problem occurs with indispensable forms of conceptual analysis. Consequently, the
attempt is not so easy to dismiss.3 In the meantime, philosophers often have and do engage in
this kind of reflection.
Karl Jaspers (1997), for example, notes of his own method of seeking the ultimate nature
of reality, “we have used words and concepts which had their original meaning for definite
things in the world; now however they are used to go beyond the limits and are not to be
understood in their original sense” (pp. 111-112). Consequently, “through reason I catch sight
of something which is only communicable in the form of contradiction and paradox. Here a
rational a-logic arises, a true reason which reaches its goal through the shattering of the logic
of the understanding” (p. 112).
What is more, and perhaps less controversially, fundamentally different philosophical
frameworks each offer a unique account of reality as a whole. Because this is an account
of reality as a whole, each entirely excludes the content of any fundamentally different
account. That is, it excludes even the sense of any other account. Consequently, when we
compare different comprehensive philosophies, we necessarily try to relate each of them to
a context that is entirely beyond the constraints of its own sense. This is a context, in other
words, in which the philosophy’s own sense does not exist and reference to that context,
for it, is sheer nonsense. Nonetheless, we necessarily evoke this context. And for the same
reason, we also necessarily evoke such a context whenever we develop, reflect on, or present
a comprehensive philosophical framework on its own. Each of these activities requires us
to work in some way outside the limits of the philosophy; but in its terms there is nothing
meaningful outside those limits.
As Henry Johnstone (1978), for example, argues, because a philosophical position is
all-embracing in this way, any attempt to appeal to facts or evidence independent of the
addressed philosophical position “is doomed, because a philosophical position always is, or
implies, a decision as to what is to count as facts or evidence” (p. 55).4 As a result, Johnstone
argues, the philosopher who reflects critically on and presents a philosophical standpoint
is necessarily capable of being “both totally immersed in his point of view and not totally
immersed in it” (p. 121).
Ortega y Gasset (2002) connects a related insight with humour:
there are certain ridiculous things that have to be said, and philosophers exist for that
purpose. At least, Plato literally stated—in the most formal of ways and in the most solemn
of occasions—that the philosopher’s mission is to be ridiculous. Don’t you think that it is
a task easy to discharge. It demands a courage of a sort that great warriors and the cruelest
of revolutionaries have usually lacked. Both [groups] have usually [consisted of] rather vain
people who got cold feet when, simply, it was a question of becoming ridiculous. Hence,
it would be advisable for humanity to take advantage of the philosopher’s special brand of
heroism. (p. 190, translator’s insertions)5
3

For defenses of the necessity and logical legitimacy of this kind of violation of relevant sense see, for
example, Barris (2012, 2015); Livingston (2012). In Barris (2012), I also address the “resolute reading”
of the Tractatus.
4
For other detailed presentations of this point see, for example, Collingwood (1940); Goodman
(1984); Hall (1960).
5
The reference to Plato is to the Parmenides, where Parmenides tells the young Socrates that when
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Metaphysics deals, as well, with the more limited issue of the being as such of particular
things, and in this case this structure of moving outside the sense of the relevant reality
as such in order to gain insight into that sense coincides with that of violating or moving
outside the constraints of a particular concept in order to gain insight into those constraints.
One example is implicit in the terminology of the essence or being of a thing. This means, in
one arguable formulation, what the thing truly is. But what the thing truly is must be simply
the same as the thing. And yet the thing cannot be entirely the same as its being, or else there
is no meaning to identifying its being in its own right. Here we have a concept whose own
sense does not fully coincide with what it necessarily fully coincides with.
Aryeh Kosman (2013) makes a helpful analogous point in discussing metaphysics as
enquiry into being as a whole. As Jaspers and Wittgenstein both also argue, we can only use
the concepts and language developed in and given their meaning by our life within the whole
and so among its parts. Consequently, Kosman writes, “Metaphysics […] by its very project
of explanation, is doomed to traffic in […] synecdoche, calling upon this or that part of being
to figure being as a whole.” Since what is expressed here is specifically being as a whole,
however, this is a part whose “being as a part depends upon its not being the whole that it is
called upon to figure” (p. 254). Analogously to the case of enquiry into the being of particular
things, a discriminable part or aspect of being is necessarily the medium of expression of
being as a whole: that is, of being as expressly without any such qualifying discrimination.
This point in turn helps us to see more fully what happens in conceptual analysis. The
same logic of conceiving a thing in terms that are expressly not relevant to its concept
occurs more generally in revising a concept so as to say this concept really means that,
different concept. This is not the same kind of thing as saying that a referent which was
identified in this way needs to be identified in that way instead. Here, we are saying that a
concept or, equivalently, a meaning, needs to be identified differently. But unlike a referent,
the identification of a meaning is given by nothing but the constraints of that meaning.
Consequently, this revision says that this meaning itself—that is, necessarily identified as
precisely this meaning it currently is—is really that different meaning. And this in turn is to
say that this meaning is really not the meaning it is.
For example, if we say that mind really is brain, or that the solidity of physical things
really is a massing of unsolid energy, we are saying that what we meant—exactly as we
meant it—is not what we meant. If we are not saying this, then we are not able to pick out
what it is that we are saying is really brain or really energy.
Again, the distinction between sense and reference does not help us to get around this
problem. In discussing the concept as such, we are discussing sense. Further, we cannot
identify the referent without the sense already in place, so the referent plays no role in
establishing the concept as such. As Robert Brandom (2000), for example, puts a more
general version of this point,
it may be questioned whether the concept particular object can be made intelligible without
appeal to the concept singular term. Frege, for instance, implicitly denies this when […] he

philosophy takes hold of him, he will not despise following his thought to places which now strike him
as laughable (1939, 130C-E).
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explains the ontological category of particular objects […] in effect as comprising whatever
can be referred to by using singular terms. (pp. 123-4)

Once we have the concept, of course, we can only establish its contingent details with
reference to the referent; but we cannot explore the match of the very concept with the
referent in this way since there is no specified referent without the concept.
Philosophy, then, often inherently involves a reconsideration of the very sense it is
identifying and communicating. Consequently, on those frequent occasions, it involves a
joke-like paradoxical element of semantic inconsistency.
I should clarify that this element of (or passage through) nonsense does not eliminate
the sense or the cogency of philosophical thought. Instead, as the philosophers I have
mentioned argue, it produces genuine insight into the relevant forms of sense themselves.
But the nature of this type of insight, and hence with it the nature of its logic and method,
are very different from those of most other types. This is a kind of insight that distinctively
results from movement in reflective depth, not in extension or detail, and so constantly puts
its own logic in question. As a result, its consequent violations of its own sense constitute not
a straightforward contradiction but a legitimate self-referential paradox, as in “I am lying.”6
It therefore does not lose its meaning but instead partly presents puzzles about its meaning
and about the meanings of its components. After all, in the clashes of sense in jokes, too,
a recognition of the clear sense of each side of the clash is necessary to the grasp of its
incoherence and its effects of surprise. The incoherence of the clash and the sense of its
elements reinforce each other, rather than simply disintegrating into unmeaning chaos.7
Some Consequences for the Presentation and Particularly for the Teaching
of Philosophy
Philosophers typically do not notice that this incongruity of sense is the case. Presumably
this is partly because we are institutionally indisposed to consider the possibility of
problematic paradox in the very medium of our activity, and partly because we are so
habituated to this state of affairs that it no longer strikes us. Our introductory students,
however, frequently do notice it, and often initially register philosophical thought as
gibberish or as trivially playing with words. People new to philosophy often have to be
taught to understand philosophical reasoning as being a form of reasoning at all, and even
as having coherent meaning. In some important contexts, then, this joke-like incongruity of
sense is part of the presentation of philosophy whether we actively make it so or not.
More generally, the presentation and teaching of philosophy are often necessarily
inadequate and confused to the extent that they do not recognise this joke-like partial
incoherence of philosophy. Conversely, they are clarified and otherwise enhanced by taking
it into account.

6

On the validity of this kind of paradox, see, for example, Livingston (2012), e.g., pp. 30–2; Sainsbury
(1995), chapter 6.
7
For detailed accounts of the way the philosophical form of this kind of paradox can produce
unqualified insight, see Barris (2012, 2015, 2018).
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Among the benefits of taking this humour-like structure into account in presenting
philosophy is that doing so makes explicit and underscores the self-perspective that
is constitutive of philosophy. One form this self-perspective takes is awareness of the
constant possibility of meaningful reconsideration of philosophical insights. This quality of
philosophical thought is brought home by the recognition that each relevant philosophical
claim depends for its development, presentation, and defense on a partly nonsensical
transition of meanings.
Another benefit of taking this humorous structure into account in the presentation
of philosophy concerns a further consequence of philosophy’s characteristic deep
reconsideration of familiar sense. Because of this reconsideration, philosophy necessarily
presents forms of sense that are wholly unfamiliar to its interlocutors: that is, forms of
sense which the new reader or hearer does not yet have the conceptual resources to grasp.
As a result, the encounter with an unfamiliar philosophy is necessarily attended by deep
confusion. Recognition of the joke-like character of philosophy makes explicit preparation
and room for this kind of necessary confusion. Further, it gives it a context that can make
sense of it for the reader or student. As a result, it also offers perspective that can help in
coping with this confusion’s demoralising effects.
As I have argued, however, the conceptual confusion often inherent in encountering a
new philosophy or a new philosophical issue is not simply an effect of its unfamiliarity,
but also of an element of incoherence inherent in the relevant philosophical thought itself.
Consequently, this confusion is not only something to be negotiated, but something to be
engaged in as part of the texture of successfully achieved philosophical thought. That is, it is
to be taken up as an inherent part of the procedure of thinking philosophically.
In other words, thinking philosophically often is partly the living out of a humour-related
attitude and practice.
Explicit recognition of philosophy’s humour-like structure, then, is in fact often essential
to laying open to view part of the character of the relevant philosophical argument or
explication, and so is then essential to more adequate philosophy.
Further, because this humor-like structure is often inherent in philosophical procedure, its
explicit recognition is also essential to laying open to view part of the frequent character of
philosophy itself in general. For both of these reasons, this explicit recognition is essential to
introducing the student to the nature and practice of philosophy in general.
Some Examples of Explicitly Humorous Philosophy
Philosophy, then, is not only better presented by acknowledging its humour-like structure
but is better philosophy for doing so. It is for both of these reasons, I think, that some
philosophers have made the humour-like structure of their thought an explicit part of their
philosophising. Wittgenstein sometimes did this, and Nietzsche and Plato often, as did Daoist
and Zen teachers. I shall give some examples from Plato and, very briefly, from Zen teaching.
In Plato’s Charmides, Socrates, having returned to Athens after some time away, asks
“how philosophy was doing at present, and whether any of the rising young men had
distinguished themselves for wisdom or beauty or both” (153d). He is told that Charmides
had. When the latter arrives with a crowd of admirers, Socrates’ informant comments that
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while Charmides’ face is admirable: “Yet if he would consent to strip […] you would think
he had no face, he has such beauty of form” (153d). And in fact, a little later Socrates “saw
inside his cloak and caught fire,” and momentarily “could possess myself no longer” (155d).
In the meantime, Charmides had
caused much laughter, because each of us who were seated made room for him by pushing hard
at his neighbour so as to have him sitting beside himself, until at either end of the seat one had
to stand up, and we tumbled the other off sideways. (155b-c)

Not coincidentally, the topic of the conversation between Socrates and Charmides is
self-control (sophrosyne). In the ancient Greek context, I would say this means, roughly,
appropriate self-guidance and comportment.
The conjoining of wisdom and beauty in Socrates’ initial question is not arbitrary either,
nor that of their effects in the encounter between Socrates and Charmides. Here I shall
take some perhaps alarming hermeneutic leaps, but I think the consequent interpretation
is sound. The word which “beautiful” translates, kalos, is also translatable by, for example,
“admirable,” “fine,” and “estimable.” Consequently, I suggest that it is well translated by
“appreciable.” Sophrosyne, or appropriate self-guidance and comportment, clearly depends
on recognising and behaving appropriately towards what is to be appreciated in the specific
ways that it is to be appreciated. That is, this virtue and form of wisdom (“wisdom” being
sophia, one of the roots of sophrosyne) depends on the appreciation of what is kalon, whose
meaning embraces “beautiful.”
Personal beauty, then, as something which powerfully calls forth appreciation, is an
important reminder of the kind of thing that a well-guided life is guided by. Certainly, beauty
can lead us astray, attended to carelessly and out of context; but it is a powerful reminder that
there is what is appreciable in the world, and so of what it is that we need to attend to. In this
respect, appreciation of beauty is partly a specifically philosophical recognition: it partly
recognises appreciability as such. Something like this is explicitly the theme of the great
myth about love in the Phaedrus, for example: “beauty [kallos] alone has this privilege” of
retaining the radiance of its ultimate reality and so of reminding us of that ultimate reality
(1914, 249d-250d).8
The events of the meeting between Socrates and Charmides, for their part, graphically
remind us that the appreciation on which wise self-guidance depends is inherently
disorienting. Fully registered, it stops us in our tracks, momentarily blinds us to anything
else and so makes us lose perspective, makes us lose dignity and fall about. This is true not
only of potentially superficial personal beauty, but of anything powerfully appreciable. And
it is especially true of what we appreciate philosophically, because there we appreciate the

8

It is noteworthy here that both Wittgenstein and Plato took “reminders” or “recollection” of what is
ultimate as one formulation of what philosophy essentially does.
It is also interesting in this connection that in the “beauty of form” Charmides is said to have, “form”
translates eidos. This is or becomes Plato’s term of art for his famous Forms or Ideas, the ultimate
realities of things. Even if this was not yet Plato’s usage when he wrote the Charmides, however, it is
relevant here that the same term that comes to apply to ultimate reality readily applies to evident and
even physical structure.
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depths of its appreciability or, in other words, the underpinnings of that appreciability. That
is, we are, as it were, constantly turning to appreciate the rug beneath our feet, or the wheels
of the bicycle we are riding on. Philosophy, as the love and so the seeking of wisdom (philosophia), is often in part inherently a falling about, guided by and partly comprising the act of
grasping meaning and meaningfulness in their own right.
Plato’s humorous presentation of his philosophy, then, shows us that wise self-guidance,
as understood by and practised in the philosophical life, inherently includes intellectual
stumbling about, absence of control, and being bewildered. This humorous presentation
does not merely cast self-guidance in that light but offers, in the context of the ancient
Greek meanings, some significant immediate justification for the point. Plato’s humour,
consequently, is not just sugar to sweeten the message and process but is part of the
substance of the message itself. The philosophical life of loving, appreciating, and seeking
wisdom partly comprises or embodies humorous or humour-like confusion.
Just so, in the Meno, when Meno accuses Socrates of being “both in your appearance and
in other respects […] extremely like the flat torpedo sea-fish; for […] I feel my soul and my
tongue quite benumbed, and I am at a loss what answer to give you” (80a), Socrates explains
that “it is from being more in doubt [aporon: “being at a loss”] than anyone else that I cause
doubt in others” (80c-d).
I suggest that a similar insight is enacted at the end of the Symposium, when Alcibiades
arrives drunk and disrupts the previously orderly proceedings to give a heartfelt speech
castigating Socrates for the inhuman self-discipline Alcibiades is in love with. This mixed-up
disorderliness exhibits a very real side of love, which is the theme of the dialogue and also
the guiding motive of philosophy. Significantly, it is a bewildered disorderliness with which
Socrates is entirely at home. Sonja Tanner (2018) gives a very interesting extended account
of Plato’s humour and its intrinsic relevance to his philosophy, including chapters on the
Charmides and the Symposium.”
Finally, let me give a very brief illustration from Zen teaching.9 In the Zen understanding
everything is exactly as it should be, and it is our task to come to recognise and appreciate
this. But this necessarily means that we equally need to come to recognise and appreciate
the irrelevance of changing ourselves by carrying out this task. As a result, Master Sunchi writes that, “Those who do not understand that mind itself is [already] Buddha are as
if mounted on a donkey looking for a donkey” (in Cleary, 1997, pp. 34-5, my insertion).
Accordingly, Master Yun-men said in one of his talks,
To begin with, I have no choice but to make a fuss in front of you, but if I were seen by
someone with clear eyes, I’d be a laughing stock. Right now I can’t avoid it, so let me ask you
all: What has ever been the matter? What do you lack?
Even if I tell you there’s nothing the matter, I’ve already burdened you, and yet you must arrive
at this state before you will realize it. (In Cleary, 1997, p. 105)

This comment has bearing, I think, on the following story about Shunryu Suzuki:

9

On the central role of humour in Zen, see, for example, Hyers (1973).
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A student, who had just concluded a thirty-day zazen retreat … asked Suzuki Roshi how to
maintain the extraordinary state of mind he’d attained.
“Concentrate on your breathing, and it will go away,” Suzuki said. (Chadwick, 2007, p. 119)10
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THE SOUL OF PHILOSOPHY IN A SOULLESS AGE

DAVID SKRBINA

Abstract: In its original Greek conception, philosophy was intended to promote both wisdom and virtue
among society; in this sense, the teaching, or presenting, of philosophy is central to its essence. Socrates and
Plato famously grappled with the question of how to impart wisdom and virtue to the learner, with mixed
results. One of the standard methods—reading and writing—was argued to be misleading and even deceptive,
because it deals with static, ‘dead’ words and ideas rather than with the “living discourse” of one person
speaking directly to another. This general critique of certain ‘technologies’ of learning is even more relevant
today, in our technological age, where the presenting of philosophy often involves computers, laptops, and
the Internet. Such things come to function as addictive drugs—much like the pharmakon that Plato warned
of. Philosophy would thus be better served by less use of mediating technologies and by a return to live,
interactive, living dialogue between student and teacher.
Keywords: philosophy; presentation; teaching; pharmakon; technology.

Every academic discipline has an essence—something intrinsic that makes it unique and
distinct from other fields of inquiry. This essence may be hard to define and hard to analyze,
but it is there nonetheless. If nothing else, we have an intuitive grasp of such things, as illformed and fuzzy as they may be. This essence comprises the backdrop to all who practice
a given discipline, unifying them into a semi-coherent community of like-minded thinkers.
Philosophy, too, has an essence, an essential nature, though—being good philosophers—
we likely would all disagree on what exactly it is. On the one hand, philosophy is essentially
about wisdom, of course; one can scarcely contemplate philosophos without the sophos. It
is also about examining wisdom in a systematic, disciplined, rational manner—the logos of
sophos, as it were.
If we hold true to its Greek origins, philosophy also has a pragmatic component. It is
about a certain way to live: a good way, the best way. The Greeks placed highest value on
excellence in life, in this life, and they understood that random, unplanned, unreflective
modes of living were unlikely to produce such excellence. They furthermore understood that
a good life, the best life, is that life which is most rooted in reality—in real reality, the real
world, the world as it really is.1 Hence the need for metaphysics: one must explore the nature
of reality in order to live the best possible life.
1

The whole notion of ‘reality as it really is’ is, of course, a hugely problematic issue, but I set
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I would further argue that philosophy, as originally practiced, is essentially about
society, about one’s community of fellow individuals. For the Greeks, an excellent
individual life could only be conducted within the confines of an excellent society. We see
this in the reverence that Socrates and Plato held for the polis, and we see it in Aristotle’s
extensive political and ethical writings. Thus it came to be that teaching, communicating,
and expressing philosophy emerged as part of the essence of philosophy. And if teaching
philosophy—that is, teaching wisdom, and teaching virtue—is part of the essence of
philosophy, then we ought to examine the process by which philosophy is presented. Indeed,
it can scarcely be avoided.
On the teaching of virtue
Plato famously examines the teaching or presenting of wisdom in Meno, where
Socrates grapples with the apparent inability to teach virtue. Even the terms themselves
are problematic; ‘wisdom’ (sophos), ‘virtue’ (arete), ‘knowledge’ (episteme), and
‘understanding’ (phronesis) are, at times, treated synonymously, and at other times
distinguished from each other. Mid-dialogue, Socrates informs us that “virtue…must be a
kind of wisdom” (88d), and again, “virtue then, as a whole or in part, is wisdom” (89a)—
though later he will identify a crucial distinction between them.
But the key question is: Can these things be taught at all? No one disputes that there are
such things, and that there are people with these qualities. But how did they come to be?
How can one ‘present’ them to others, in order to instill them in the soul? Clearly people
are not born with virtue or wisdom, otherwise we would see it in children (89b). Hence they
must acquire it. But when, and how?
The obvious answer is by teaching: by a learned elder, himself wise and virtuous, who
presents the nature of virtue to the eager student. But this option is fraught with difficulty—
most notably, that we cannot, in fact, find actual teachers of virtue. The best men of Athens
could not even teach their own sons, as Socrates shows by many examples. All we have
are ‘fake teachers,’ the sophists, who teach rhetoric, not virtue (95b-c). Lacking effective
teachers, we have no empirical reason to believe that virtue can actually be taught; the mode
of presentation here seems irrelevant.
And indeed, the problem appears endemic to the subject matter. Knowledge or wisdom
is, by definition, that which can be rationally justified; it can be “tied down” (97e), as
Socrates says. Consequently, it can be taught. But virtue, as shown earlier, cannot be taught;
therefore, it cannot be the same as knowledge or wisdom, which can be taught. Hence
the teacher of philosophy should stick to things which are, in fact, teachable—namely,
knowledge and wisdom—and leave aside the teaching of virtue. Yet, virtue is arguably the
most important characteristic; and it is truly acquired, at least by some people. How? It
seems almost miraculous. And indeed, astonishingly, Socrates makes this very claim, that it
is something of a miracle, a divine blessing, by which some individuals become profoundly
virtuous. “Virtue,” he says, “comes to those who possess it as a gift from the gods (theia
that aside for now. Those interested might start by reviewing The Participatory Mind, by Henryk
Skolimowski.
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moira)” (99e); and again: “virtue appears to be present, in those of us who may possess it,
as a gift from the gods” (100b). The lesson is clear: Philosophers should focus on knowledge
and wisdom; leave virtue to the gods.
The classic mode of presentation
Regarding the teaching of knowledge and wisdom, Socrates and Plato have more to say, of
course. The traditional mode, at least for the elite of society, was via reading and writing—
techniques that had been in existence for over two millennia at that point. As simple
technologies, such things were self-evidently essential to an educated class of people. But as
always, things are not what they seem.
In Phaedrus, Socrates famously recounts the story of the mythical Thamus, King of
Egypt. Thamus has a chance meeting with a leading divinity, Theuth (or Thoth), who was the
god of mathematics, games, and writing. Of all of Theuth’s gifts to humanity, writing was
the purest; it was an unmixed blessing—or so he claimed. “O King, here is something that
will make the Egyptians wiser and will improve their memory; I have discovered an elixir
(pharmakon) for memory and wisdom” (274e). It is fascinating in itself that Plato would
describe reading and writing as pharmakon—literally, as a drug; but I leave that aside for the
moment. As the story goes, the wise king pushes back against the god:
You describe [your invention’s] effects as the opposite of what they really are. In fact, it will
introduce forgetfulness into the soul of those who learn it: they will not practice using their
memory because they will put their trust in writing, which is external and depends on signs
that belong to others, instead of trying to remember from the inside, completely on their
own. You have discovered a potion not for remembering, but for reminding; you provide your
students with the appearance of wisdom, not with its reality. […] And they will be difficult
to get along with, since they will merely appear to be wise instead of really being so. (275a;
italics added)

Written words are little more than ideas ‘painted’ on paper, much like a bird is painted
on a canvas. But no one mistakes the painted bird for a real bird; the painted bird is dead,
fixed, lifeless. So why, asks Socrates, do we mistake ‘painted ideas’—written words—for
real, living ideas? Who would accept dead, written thoughts in place of real, actual, living
ones? Hence the surprising message from Socrates (and presumably Plato as well): reading
and writing are not helpful tools in the teaching, the presenting, of philosophy. Even more:
they are positively deceptive. They give only the appearance of knowledge and wisdom, not
the real thing. Only a “naïve and truly ignorant person,” says Socrates, could believe that
“writing can yield clear or certain results” (275c).
The only “legitimate” form of discourse, then, is “the living, breathing discourse”
of an informed speaker, of one who knows, of one who can question and be questioned
in turn. The living, dynamic, interpersonal dialogue is the only valid way to present
philosophy, and thus to impart knowledge and wisdom. The wise teacher first “chooses a
proper soul”—that is, a receptive student—and then, like a good farmer, verbally plants
the seed of wisdom within it. This seed of wisdom grows, produces new seeds, which in
turn yield new forms of knowledge. In this way, and this way only, philosophical discourse
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is “forever immortal” (277a), rendering the fortunate recipient as happy and wise as is
humanly possible.
It is easy to overlook how truly radical this conclusion is, especially in a modern era
where reading and writing are taken as virtual human rights, and where they are seen as
absolute essentials to an educated and enlightened life. Socrates and Plato beg to differ; even
these simplest of ‘technologies,’ these elemental scribblings of ink on paper, are defective
and deficient. They mislead. They tend to hubris. They take the place of real learning.
Writing, they say, is little better than a game—a literal amusement, something to entertain,
or at best to remind oneself of what one already knows. As Phaedrus concludes, Socrates
adamantly reiterates his point: Anyone believing that a written document “embodies clear
knowledge of lasting importance [ought to be] reproached” (277d). The wise man realizes
that “a written discourse on any subject can only be a great amusement,” nothing more.
Further, “no discourse worth serious attention has ever been written in verse or prose”—an
astonishing statement, in truth. Thus we can understand why Socrates wrote nothing.2
Presenting philosophy in the technological age
Let me jump, now, to the present day, bearing in mind these lessons of the past. Here I draw
from my own extensive teaching experience, over some 30 years. As a passably effective
instructor—judging from student feedback—I have some feel for what works, and what does
not, in the presenting of philosophical ideas.
Philosophy, when taught in modern society, occurs almost exclusively at the college
level. It consists of extensive reading and extensive writing. Fortunately, there are few
other required technologies—no laboratories, no measurements, no experimentation, no
prototypes. Yes, the students in class often use laptops as their recording devices rather
than pen and paper, but this is not a requirement (and in fact it can often be detrimental,
because typing requires less mental processing than writing, and thus is less retentive) (May,
2014). In most of my philosophy courses, however, students are prohibited from using cell
phones, laptops, or tablets at all; I prefer their undivided attention, along with short, select
handwriting of notes—parallel to my writing on the chalkboard—as the optimal pedagogical
practice.
The central point is that my presentation of philosophy requires dynamic interaction
between myself and at least some of the students. It requires a “living discourse.” Our
illustrious experts in the textbook offer fixed, static views on the questions at hand; they
cannot respond to our modern-day queries. In many cases I, as the instructor, will attempt to
take their place, providing what I believe would be their replies to our various questions and
comments. I am a poor substitute, but I can give at least a flavor of the discourse that they
might wish to conduct with us, were they here themselves.
Yet, I can certainly sympathize with Plato: the text itself, the written word, can indeed
feel like a drug at times. We cannot live without our texts. Our memories alone seem too
meager, our minds are too stretched and distracted by other issues, other classes, other
2
Plato, of course, did write; evidently he was not completely convinced by Socrates’ argument. But
this does not mean that he didn’t see something deficient, and perhaps even deceptive, about writing.
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pressing matters. The very format of a modern university course—meeting two or three
times per week, for an hour or two—demands that much reading and writing be conducted
out of class. Try as we might, living discourse alone does not meet the requirements of the
modern university.
And, in recent years, it is yet worse than this. Much of reading, and all of writing, are
now conducted on technological media. E-books, online articles, videos, Wikipedia, and
SparkNotes all compete for students’ attention. Technology provides vast access but it also
offers vast temptations and shortcuts. The motivated few will take advantage of the access,
and the less-than-motivated majority will take the shortcuts. In the pre-Internet days—say,
before 1995—students were more or less compelled to attend class, to pay attention, and to
take decent notes; there were few alternatives, and plowing through a primary reading on
your own was not fun. Now, however, with the many available shortcuts, including many
options for plagiarism, undisciplined students find many easy ways out. Class attendance
seems less necessary than ever, and even a sleepy attendance will often suffice.
The net effect is that the living discourse is irreparably harmed. Students are increasingly
reliant on static technological media rather than a living dialogue with an actual professor.
A vibrant, productive dialogue can only occur where each party perceives, and responds
to, subtle verbal and bodily clues—a raised eyebrow, a slight smile, a wave of the hand, or
a tonal inflection can all convey important insights into a person’s thinking process. Such
things require live, in-person, face-to-face interaction between like-minded investigators.
Overreliance on texts, videos, or online sources are all pale substitutes, at best, for a true,
living dialogue.
Life in times of Covid
And then along comes an evil god, Pandemic. An already-depleted learning environment
becomes even more dysfunctional, in an instant. Governments and universities lurch into
crisis mode, doing something, anything, to at least appear to respond. The now-familiar
devices are quickly rolled out: masks, distancing, plexiglass shields, reduced hours, cancelled
events, and most disconcerting of all—remote learning. In-person classrooms are now
viewed as a health risk, given that students are generally untrustworthy when it comes to
stringent health measures that reign during a pandemic. Teaching must go on—after all, vast
tuition dollars are at stake—and therefore the only option is to use yet more technology, and
to further cripple the living discourse, in order to carry on the mission of the university.
Several ironies present themselves in such a situation. First, few seem to acknowledge
that a pandemic itself is, almost by definition, a technological crisis. Pandemics can only
occur in large populations, living in relatively dense conditions, and rapidly moving about.
That Covid-19 should have emerged, apparently, in one of the world’s most populous
nations, China, is somehow appropriate. Large populations and population centers have only
existed in the past few hundred years, thanks in large part to the Industrial Revolution; new
agricultural technologies, new energy technologies, and new medical technologies allowed
human numbers to explode. Total world population in 1600 was about 600 million; currently
it is pressing against 8 billion. Today, transportation technologies allow thousands of people
to move around the planet in a flash, spreading any pathogens far and wide, before anyone
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can even identify them. In the past, dangerous germs were localized and confined to a small
tribe or village; today, they fly around the world at 500 miles per hour.
The standard solution to this technological problem is, of course, more technology:
disinfectants, respirators, and ultimately, new, high-tech vaccines. Transportation and
personal interaction were inhibited, but since the flow of commerce, information, and
capital must proceed, many modes of interaction shifted to advanced technology—hence
the ubiquitous Zoom call. Weeks and months of “lockdown” and virtual home confinement
meant countless hours of digital gaming and Netflix binging. In-person shopping was
problematic, and so a massive shift to high-tech, on-line shopping. Amazon, and Big Tech
generally, surely cried few tears over the pandemic.
The net result of a technology-driven pandemic was, then, a technology boom. Strange
how the culprit is the very one to benefit. And we all nod in compliance; after all, we have
no choice. Education must continue and business must continue, therefore technology must
be advanced, and its reach must penetrate even further into the hearts and minds of human
beings. Students from college level down to preschool must spend hours a day in online
learning, which only adds to the existing hours of gaming, web-surfing, and video-watching.
The technology-pandemic has surely intensified our mass addiction to the technology
pharmakon.
If Plato was the first to see the simplest of instructional technologies—reading and
writing—as drugs, as pharmakon, then he wasn’t the last. Writing in 1750, Rousseau
recognized this very point, in principle if not literally. The arts and sciences, he said, are
functionally addictive:
So long as government and law provide for the security and well-being of men in their
common life, the arts, literature, and the sciences, less despotic though perhaps more powerful,
fling garlands of flowers over the chains which weigh them down. They stifle in men’s breasts
that sense of original liberty, for which they seem to have been born; cause them to love their
own slavery, and so make of them what is called a civilized people (Rousseau, 1750, p. 147).

Modern technologies weigh us down, confine us, restrict us—and yet we “love” them,
and cannot do without them; so powerful is their addiction that we surrender, in no small
part, our very liberty. A century later, Samuel Butler made a similar observation. He could
see, even then, that the evolution of machinery was on a track to make humanity the inferior
being on this planet. How, he asked, would humans ever allow such an obviously deleterious
situation to come about?
This question is easily answered. For firstly, man is committed hopelessly to the machines.
He cannot stop. If he would continue to marry as early as he does, and bring up his children
with a fair prospect of their thriving, he must go on improving the machines; these objects are
far dearer to him than the remote subjugation of his race. It will not be in our time, and ten
thousand years hence may be left to take care of itself (Butler, 1865/2020, p. 152).

Sadly, the “ten thousand years hence” is about to dawn upon us, sooner than we like.
The connection between machinery—technology—and addiction was made explicit
in 1937 by George Orwell, in his brilliant but little-known nonfiction work The Road to
Wigan Pier. The entirety of Chapter 12 is a prescient and entertaining critique of the modern
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machine-society and its homogenizing, over-socializing effects. Thinking people hate the
machine, he says, but they realize that we have little choice:
The sensitive person’s hostility to the machine is in one sense unrealistic, because of the
obvious fact that the machine has come to stay. But as an attitude of mind, there is a great deal
to be said for it. The machine has got to be accepted, but it is probably better to accept it rather
as one accepts a drug—that is, grudgingly and suspiciously. Like a drug, the machine is useful,
dangerous, and habit-forming. The oftener one surrenders to it, the tighter its grip becomes.
You have only to look about you at this moment to realize with what sinister speed the machine
is getting us into its power (Orwell, 1937, p. 140).

We can only imagine Orwell’s thoughts about the present day.3
Now, well into the 21 st century, we must deal with literal pharmakon—literal
technological addiction. Even that “learning tool” called television has long been known to
promote compulsive viewing. Researchers in Scientific American argued that “television
addiction is no mere metaphor,” citing a number of parallel behaviors with drug addiction
(Kubey & Czikszentmihalyi, 2002). A few years later, Elias Aboujaoude conducted the first
large-scale random sample survey of adult Internet usage, finding that roughly 12% exhibited
at least one sign of problematic use. Warning signs included “relationships suffered” (5.9%),
“concealed use from other” (8.7%), “used longer than intended” (12.4), and “hard to stay
away” (13.7%) (Aboujaoude et al., 2006). By 2007, some in the business community were
worried that employees addicted to smart phones supplied by their employer could have
grounds for lawsuits.
Meanwhile, recognition has been growing globally that Internet Addiction (IA) is a
major social problem, especially for students and youth. A 2009 study of 2,293 Taiwanese
middle schoolers found that nearly 11% had developed an addiction, and that this was linked
to greater occurrence of ADHD, hostility, depression, and social phobia (Ko et al., 2009).
The following year it was reported that roughly 30% of Korean adults were addicted to
Internet gaming.
Other scientists sought physiological effects of IA. Some found decreased grey matter
and microstructure brain abnormalities in addicted adolescents (eg. Zhou et al., 2011). By
this time, other researchers began dedicating entire chapters and even complete anthologies
to IA (eg. Young, 2011). The phenomenon began to spread—one British doctor warned
that children as young as age four were being treated for IA (Keating, 2013). Overall
prevalence in the US and Europe is estimated to range between 1.5% and 8.2%, with certain
subpopulations as high as 38% (Cash et al., 2012).
In the past few years, it has emerged that tech companies have been deliberately
designing their products to be maximally addictive.4 Online games like Fortnite have been
shown to be particularly problematic.5 Meanwhile it has been demonstrated that screen

3
For a thorough collection of technology-critical readings from history, see my compilation
Confronting Technology (2020).
4
How tech companies are addressing screen addiction. (2018, 6 Nov). CNN..
5
Parents losing battle with Fortnite as children forced into rehab for video game addiction. (2018, 3
Dec). The Independent (UK).
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time can literally change the brain structure of preschoolers, leading to lower cognitive
development (Hutton et al., 2020).6 The technological pharmakon is a cruel master.
Presenting philosophy: An outlook
All this bodes ill for the presentation of all academic fields, not least philosophy. As the
nominal study of wisdom, philosophy has a special obligation to critically examine threats
to rational thinking, and none appear greater than the increasingly technological mode of
learning that students of all ages must confront today. It is an urgent and pressing problem,
one that worsens by the day.
Perhaps this calls for a profound re-conception and re-envisioning of the very process of
education. Perhaps our many sophisticated tools, as clever as they are, interfere with and even
undermine the process of learning. Perhaps in the realm of so-called educational technology,
less is more. Perhaps, as Socrates said, a simple and elemental “living dialogue” is our best
guide for imparting wisdom. And then, perhaps, the gods will find favor with us, and bestow
upon us that rarest of qualities: true virtue.
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WAYS OF LIFE AS MODES OF PRESENTATION
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Abstract: Books and journal articles have become the dominant modes of presentation in contemporary
philosophy. This historically contingent paradigm prioritises textual expression and assumes a distinction
between philosophical practice and its presented product. Using Socrates and Diogenes as exemplars,
we challenge the presumed supremacy of the text and defend the importance of ways of life as modes of
practiced presentation. We argue that text cannot capture the embodied activity of philosophy without
remainder, and is therefore limited and incomplete. In particular, we contend that (1) a static text is
essentially alienated from our practices of philosophising, (2) words cannot unambiguously represent
lives, and (3) practiced presentation enriches our understanding beyond words alone. After discussing
some pedagogical implications, we conclude with a plea for a pluralistic approach that recognises lives as
legitimate and valuable modes of philosophical presentation.
Keywords: philosophical presentation; philosophy as a way of life; practiced presentation; ancient
philosophy; Socrates; Diogenes; metaphilosophy; teaching philosophy.

Introduction
“It sometimes seems to me that writing prevents one from living, and that one can express
oneself better by acts than by words.” (Andre Gide, The Counterfeiters)

A cursory historical survey reveals that philosophical presentation has taken a bewildering
variety of forms; discussion, dramatic dialogue, theatre, novels, satire, letters, aphorisms,
poetry, private notebooks, prayer, sermon, meditation, and much else besides. Compared
with this rich history, today’s paradigm is strikingly narrow. While tolerating a limited range
of penumbral cases, contemporary academic philosophy has settled on books and journal
articles as the dominant modes of presentation. Formal and apparently rigorous, these
modes of philosophical expression typically prize clarity, present arguments in a structured,
systematic manner, and aim for objectivity removed from the individual’s life.1 This article
is an example of such work, and we predict that most contributions to the current issue will
conform to these standards. Still, the approach is limited and limiting in certain ways. In
particular, we shall argue that the standard model neglects philosophy as a way of life, which
1

See further Trakakis (2012) and Sharpe (2016).
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is a valuable mode of presentation that cannot be fully and adequately expressed in the form
of an academic book or article.
The standard academic model
Two notable features of the contemporary approach set it apart from much historical
precedent: (1) it assumes a clear distinction between the activity of philosophy and its
presented product, and (2) it prioritises a local and historically contingent textual form of
presentation. According to the standard academic model, philosophy involves a two-step
process: we first engage in the multifaceted process of doing philosophy and formulating
our arguments, and then we present our ideas as rigorously as possible in formal writing.
Philosophical practice and philosophical presentation are thus viewed as separate and
discrete categories. Within the university, the latter category, which is near-exclusively
identified with the textual product (and more specifically, the book or journal article), is
typically privileged as the most important part of philosophy. Let us call this approach
textual supremacism. The activity of philosophising, on this view, has far less prestige.
Instrumentalised as a mere means to the end of producing writings, practice languishes in the
shadows, institutionally underappreciated and frequently unrecognised as a legitimate mode
of philosophical expression. The professional philosopher’s merit and success (as reflected
by appointments, promotions, grants, and so on …) is mainly determined by publications.
Indeed, according to a certain mindset, an absence of publications entails an absence of
philosophy tout court. After setting out an alternative in the next two sections, we shall go on
to offer several arguments against this curiously narrow vision.
Philosophy as a way of life
Despite the familiar and entrenched nature of the contemporary model, philosophical
presentation has not always been understood in this way. Historically, embodied activity has
been a legitimate and even crucial mode of presentation. In particular, many ancient Greeks
and Romans conceived of philosophy as a way of life. Philosophers including Socrates,
Stoics, Epicureans, Sceptics, and Cynics, viewed philosophy not as purely theoretical
discourse expressed by the written word. Rather, as Hadot (1995) puts it, philosophy was
“a mode of existing-in-the-world, which had to be practiced at each instant, and the goal
of which was to transform the whole of the individual’s life” (p. 265). The same is true of
Eastern traditions such as Buddhism, Taoism, and Confucianism. Moreover, this mode of
philosophising had the ultimate therapeutic purpose of aiding the individual to live well –
its aim was to alter not only beliefs, but also action, feeling, and the self, permeating and
shaping one’s entire existence (see Nussbaum, 2009). Philosophy was therefore, at its core,
something done by an embodied human.
On this model, philosophy involved what Hadot (2002) calls “spiritual exercises” and
Foucault (1982) terms “technologies of the self”.2 Recognising that discourse alone was
2

While the categories of exercices spirituelles and techniques du soi are relevantly similar for present
purposes, there are also deep metaphysical differences. See further Flynn (2005) and Sellars (2020).
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often insufficient, these exercises went beyond our purely rational and cognitive faculties to
engage the emotional and bodily for the purpose of self-transformation. Activities included
meditation, visualisation, memorisation, intersubjective dialogue, counselling, exhortation,
ascetic living, and physical endurance. The Epicureans, for instance, trained with incantatory
recitation of mantras, such as the tetrapharmakos, with the purpose of internalising
philosophical theory and benefiting from its full therapeutic force (DL, 10.35-6). Marcus
Aurelius partook in regular meditations and exercises of mental detachment to gain mastery
over his passions. And Diogenes purportedly rolled around in blistering hot sand in summer
and embraced icy statues in winter to accustom his body and mind to hardship (DL, 6.23).
These exercises were not merely peripheral or auxiliary, but partly constitutive of doing
philosophy.3
Given the current primacy of the text, it is striking (and perhaps faintly embarrassing)
that arguably the most influential philosopher in the Western canon did not write anything
at all, but rather presented philosophy through practice. As Shusterman (1997) notes,
with Socrates, “philosophy began not with a paradigm text, but with an exemplary life, a
dramatic model of living – and of dying” (p. 17). One crucial component of the Socratic
way of life was continuous philosophical discussion. The self-professed “gadfly of Athens”
dedicated his existence to relentless engagement in conversation, inviting passers-by to
reason with him about how to live. He identified the “care of the soul” or self-cultivation as
among philosophy’s primary tasks (Apology 30a-b), and held that personal transformation
was attained through philosophical activity in the form of dialogue. Through this
interactive, critical (and often playfully ironic) question and answer process, Socrates and
his interlocutors challenged their assumptions, discarded unjustified beliefs, and made
philosophical progress together. Frank and fearless public speech was also an important
mode of presentation for Cynics whose way of life involved “going from town to town in
the philosopher’s garb, stopping people, holding discourses, conducting diatribes, teaching,
[and] shaking the philosophical inertia of the public” (Foucault 1982, p. 139). A staunch
advocate of free speech (parrhesia) as “the most beautiful thing in the world” (DL 6.69),
Diogenes was known for provocations such as ordering Alexander the Great to stand out of
his sunlight (DL 6.38).4 In this context, saying was a form of doing.
Beyond words alone
For Socrates and the Cynics, it was imperative that philosophy went beyond mere words.
As Cooper stresses, the Socratic pursuit of wisdom entailed “the constant practice of
just, and temperate, and courageous, and pious, and all other virtuous actions in all the
varied circumstances of daily life” (2012, p. 57). Embodying his beliefs in concrete action,
Socrates purportedly prided himself on his frugal lifestyle and wandered the city in bare
feet (DL 2.27). He not only lived, but also famously died, according to his philosophical
3

Grimm and Cohoe (2020, pp. 238–244) persuasively make this case in some detail. But see also
Cooper’s (2012) more intellectualist vision of philosophy as a way of life.
4
See Flynn (1989) and Shea (2010, pp. 169–192) for more on the Foucauldian view of Diogenes as
parrhesiast.
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commitments, accepting his death sentence for “corrupting the youth of Athens” in the
belief that doing so complied with the demands of justice. Diogenes, too, was notoriously
dedicated to expressing his ideas in behaviour.5 Rejecting the value of material possessions,
he resided in a barrel and dressed in rags. He performed “the works of Demeter and of
Aphrodite alike” (DL 6.69) in the marketplace, shamelessly violating custom (nomos) to
express natural bodily functions (physis). Through such theatrical acts, Diogenes “designated
his entire life as a performance of philosophy” (McEvilley, 1983; cf. Tuncel, 2020).
It was their philosophical lives for which Socrates and Diogenes were admired as sages.
By contrast, those who presented philosophy in word alone were often regarded as proper
subjects of ridicule or suspicion. Cynics chided philosophers who were enchanted by the
mist (typhos) of puffed-up theoretical discourse at the expense of the clear-eyed lucidity
(atyphia) needed for a life well lived (see Navia, 1996, pp. 138–141), and Polemon, a head of
the old Academy, similarly cautioned that “we must not be like those who can astonish their
onlookers by their skill in syllogistic argumentation, but who, when it comes to their own
lives, contradict their own teachings” (DL 4.18). Proclamation without action constituted
a failing qua philosopher. Indeed, such individuals were often not considered as real
philosophers at all. Plato, for instance, dismissed those whose actions did not reflect their
words as merely sophists, rhetoricians, or grammarians – purveyors of empty logos who
knew how to argue but lacked wisdom.
Nowadays, we caution students against the ad hominem fallacy of conflating people with
their arguments.6 There is an assumption that theory is detachable from theorist, and can
be fully analysed on its own. Contemporary philosophy, especially in the analytic tradition,
strives for “products of a bodiless or fleshless mind” (Trakakis, 2012, p. 931), which impart
ideas without the distortions of personal histories, feelings, and experiences. Perhaps,
however, this is just a local, regulative ideal. If philosophy is presented not only through
words, but through action too, then ideas cannot be neatly separated from a person’s life,
written up and scrutinised. This link between doctrine and deed in the ancient world explains
the importance of biography as philosophical presentation, as, for example, in Diogenes
Laertius’ or Plutarch’s Lives. It once seemed obvious that Socrates’ and Diogenes’ lives were
inextricable parts of their philosophical “arguments”.
Today, the university has largely abandoned this tradition of philosophy as a way of life,
at least as part of its official, professional practice.7 In Shusterman’s (1997) words: “the idea
of philosophy as a deliberative life-practice that brings lives of beauty and happiness to its
practitioners is as foreign to professional philosophy today as astrology is to astrophysics”
(p. 3). But reflection on philosophy as a way of life exposes the dominant contemporary
approach as comparatively narrow. It also poses a definite challenge to the two assumptions
mentioned above: (1) the distinction between philosophical practice and its presentation,
and (2) the superiority of the written word. When philosophy is understood as a mode of
living—as embodied self-transformation, expressed in thought, word, feeling and action—
5

See Schutijser (2017) for further discussion of Cynicism as a way of life.
See, however, Leibowitz (2016) for a recent, highly qualified defence of ad hominem arguments.
7
This remains true despite a recent uptick in interest. See Grimm and Cohoe (2020, p. 249, fn. 2) for
some institutional examples.
6
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the presupposed supremacy of textual presentation is undermined. Indeed, for philosophers
like Socrates and Diogenes, the assumed division between philosophy qua activity and
philosophy qua presented product evaporates. In such cases, activity is philosophy’s
presented product – the philosopher’s life becomes a mode of practiced presentation as
theory is expressed through action. As Nietzsche (1995) aptly declares, “the product of the
philosopher is his life (first, before his works). That is his work of art” (p. 311).
The value of philosophical practice and limitations of text
We have set out a model of philosophy as practiced presentation and mentioned some
of its attractions. The standard academic model, by contrast, seems to presuppose that
philosophical practice is a mere precursor to the real thing, i.e., the published paper. On this
view, whichever aspects of practice have distinctively philosophical value can be written
up and presented objectively. Everything else can be discarded without loss. In this section,
we argue to the contrary that the objective, depersonalised text fails to capture the activity
of philosophy without remainder, and is therefore limited and incomplete. In particular, we
shall stress the importance of practiced presentation by contending that (1) a static text is
essentially alienated from our practices of philosophising, (2) words cannot unambiguously
represent lives, and (3) practiced presentation enriches our understanding beyond words
alone. These arguments give us reason to reject textual supremacism, i.e., the exclusive value
and priority of written modes of presentation. We shall unpack each in turn.
First, let us note the familiar fact that much of the best and most interesting
philosophising involves not only writing and reading, but also impassioned practice and
interaction with the world. We engage with philosophy through enthused conversations in
the classroom and the coffeeshop, grappling with pressing existential questions, developing
our character, and living out our philosophical commitments. As we re-orientate our beliefs,
behaviour, and feelings, our axiological and metaphysical understanding finds concrete
realisation in the structure of our lives. At its best, this embodied process is characterised
by distinctive forms of passion: joy, excitement, and wonder as ideas ricochet back and forth
within one’s own mind or in collaboration with others. This is the incandescent experience
which Solomon (1999) considers “a kind of magic – dazzling and disturbing insights
and visions, ideas that make our heads spin” (p. 4). We are reminded that philosophy is
etymologically and practically bound to the love of wisdom, both practical and theoretical,
its significance fully realised in thought, feeling, and action. This embodied, deeply (inter-)
personal process captures the hearts and minds of academics and laypeople alike, drawing
many into the profession and even more into philosophical lives which flourish entirely
outside the boundaries of academia. And rightly so – philosophy, we insist, would be
impoverished without it.
Despite its familiarity, very little of the above is revealed by the typical monograph or
journal article which remains “fixed on the intellectual plane, cut off from other, equally
significant aspects of life, thus creating a style of philosophising that is one dimensional”
(Trakakis, 2012, p. 932). And, indeed, it is difficult to see how the book or article could
fully represent our lived philosophy. As an inanimate object separate from us, the textual
product is essentially alienated from those aspects of philosophy which can only be realised
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by an embodied subject. There is an apparently unbridgeable gap between static (and alltoo-often sterile) words, and the dynamic practice sketched above. In Sartrean terms, this
might be described in terms of the difference between the facticity of being-in-itself and
the transcendence of being-for-itself. Text can present a theory, or even a description of
a philosophical life, but it cannot think, feel, act, or live in the world. Plato stresses this
limitation (and even the metaphysical inferiority) of textual discourse in the Phaedrus,
arguing that writing is by nature a lifeless shadow or “image” of our active philosophising,
removed from “the living and breathing word of him who knows” (276a). Our thoughts,
passions, and practices – as vital aspects unique to our lived philosophising – are therefore
lost in translation, or at best remain only as pale reflections.
Another reason to think that text cannot fully capture ways of life, and is therefore limited
as a mode of philosophical presentation, is the many-many relation between word and action.
A particular description is consistent with many actions, and a particular action can be
correctly understood as falling under innumerable descriptions. Anscombe (2000) makes this
point during her well-known discussion of the nature of intentional action as she denies that
there is “any description which is the description of an intentional action” (p. 37). Take, for
instance, Socrates’ final act of drinking hemlock – he is acting in line with his philosophical
beliefs, complying with the law, making a political statement, committing suicide, ingesting
poison, moving the muscles in his body a certain way, disturbing the dust particles
surrounding him, and much else. No particular description is either uniquely privileged or
exhaustive. Equally, it is doubtful whether any action is the action described or prescribed by a
principle. Consider, for example, the notorious difficulty involved in applying the categorical
imperative to the case of the murderer at the door. Despite Kant’s own infamous verdict,
scholars have come to a variety of (mutually contradictory) conclusions (see, e.g., Korsgaard,
1986). Because of the many-many relation between action and description, there is no uniquely
privileged description of a philosophical life that can replace it without loss or ambiguity.
The more general problem, as Beauvoir (2004) explains, is that “reality goes beyond any
description that can be attempted of it” (p. 210). If this is right, discursive descriptions or
principles cannot uniquely specify action, no matter how precisely they are stated. We can
neither read a life off from a text, nor a theory from a life. This is obviously true in the case
of Hellenistic approaches that make no pretence of providing an algorithmic guide to action.
The Socratic injunction to care for oneself, the Cynic exhortation to live in accordance
with nature (kata physin), the Epicurean directive to seek mental tranquility (ataraxia), and
the Stoic imperative to act according to reason, are consistent with many ways of living
depending on the particulars of situation and individual character. One might think, for
instance, of the contrast between Crates “to whom all doors fly open” in welcome (DL,
6.86) and the abrasive character of Diogenes as rival exemplars of Cynic principles played
out in practice. Abstract principles are neither fully determinate nor can they be adequately
understood except in their concrete instantiation. It is by presenting philosophy through
living that individuals create and establish themselves as concrete manifestations of doctrine,
giving it solidity and determinacy in the world.
So far, we have argued that a dynamic, embodied way of life cannot be fully represented
by a static text, and that there is no uniquely privileged description of a practice such that the
former can represent the latter without loss. A third consideration in favour of lives as modes
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of presentation is the epistemic advantage of living out one’s philosophy. The strongest form
of this argument, with which we have some sympathy, is that certain forms of knowledge are
necessarily embodied and cannot be fully expressed in propositional form. More modestly, it
is clear that we improve our knowledge and understanding of practical principles as we try
to live them out, or witness others attempting to do so. What exactly does it take to live out
a philosophy, for this person, in these circumstances, given these choices, in concrete detail,
in practice? We deepen our understanding of the implications of philosophical ways of life
as we observe the challenges, successes, and failures of individuals acting in situations that
cannot be fully anticipated in advance. We learn more still, perhaps, when we are the actor
and not merely the observer. For finite, fallible beings such as ourselves, embodied examples
of philosophical ways of life are independent sources of understanding.
Teaching and assessment
Within universities, the standard pedagogical model tends to reflect a preference for text and
the assumed divorce between philosophical activity and presentation. The prestige of the
journal article has an obvious analogue with the priority of essays and exams in determining
students’ grades and influencing their future prospects. Although most students will not
become professional philosophers, teachers focus much of their pedagogical effort on the
art of producing what might be harshly described as pseudo-articles. Moreover, the standard
lecture format tends to reinforce the notion that philosophy’s product is words alone, as much
of the broader activity of philosophising occurs behind the scenes and “content” is then
presented in person or online. It is entirely predictable, then, that many students understand
the process of learning philosophy in instrumental terms – content is to be learnt and
repeated for the purpose of producing scholarly prose and passing courses.
Philosophical education in the ancient world was far broader, including not only
discourse and study, but embodied practices. Cognitive, affective, and physical exercises
existed as pedagogical strategies in all of the ancient schools. Crates required his
student Zeno to carry a pot full of lentil soup through the streets of Athens as part of his
philosophical education (DL, 7.3), and Diogenes similarly ordered a prospective student to
transport some cheese through the marketplace as an exercise in acting according to reason
rather than custom (DL, 6. 36-37). Recognising that practice can sometimes communicate
more than words, philosophers taught not only through abstract theory, but concrete example.
As Diogenes Laertius reports, Zeno “exhorting to virtue and temperance those of the youth
who come to him to be taught… afford[ed] to all in his own conduct a pattern for imitation
in perfect consistency with his teaching” (DL, 7.10-11). Socrates, by wandering the streets
conversing with strangers, and Diogenes, by living in a barrel, presented themselves as the
flesh-and-blood embodiments of a theory for students to emulate. The embodied process of
doing philosophy was thus a method of both teaching and assessment.
In our view, the practice of philosophy needs room for interaction and dialogue, and
for teachers and students to present philosophy through action as well as words.8 The
8
For examples of how this might be put into practice see the resources assembled by the Mellon
Philosophy as a Way of Life Network, available online here: https://philife.nd.edu
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current system typically does too little to emphasise the potential transformative power of
philosophy. Rather, it stokes the lamentable yet commonplace impression of philosophy
as a mere intellectual exercise to be discarded when one goes about the business of “real
life”, which in turn fosters cynicism about the value and relevance of philosophy. A student
who regurgitates partially digested lecture content may receive a passing grade, but they
are not thereby en route to becoming a philosopher, and they often suspect as much.9 Hein
emphasises the radical difference between a lecture about philosophy and the personal
experience of philosophising itself. “Here”, he proclaims, “the qualitative difference between
knowledge by description and knowledge by acquaintance is about as great as that between
a lecture on love and being in love” (1972, p. 181). A pedagogical vision singularly focused
on the relatively passive repetition of content in essays and exams is similarly impoverished.
Conclusion
We do not doubt the scholarly merit of most published philosophy, and we recognise the
importance of theoretical discourse. Indeed, reading, writing, speaking, and thinking are
valuable means of self-transformation and crucial parts of living philosophically. According
to many within the tradition we have been emphasising, the philosopher’s way of life is one
of embodied logos, firmly rooted in its regard for truth and justified by rational argument. So,
while we reject the idea that philosophy is an exclusively theoretical discipline of study, we
don’t intend to imply that philosophy is essentially practice. As Nehamas (1998, p. 102) points
out, to insist either is “really” philosophy at the exclusion of the other would be to confuse one
of philosophy’s contingent historical phases with its nature. Both are important and today’s
lopsided vision of philosophy as a discipline presented solely through formal text does not
paint the full picture of our perennial love of wisdom. Forsaking the lived component of
philosophical presentation comes at a considerable loss, both practical and theoretical.
Our conclusion, then, is relatively modest. Academic articles, like this one, have their
place, but as part of a broader practice which is all too often downplayed in favour of a
particular, historically local and contingent mode of presentation that is either mistaken for
the totality of the practice or the part with the greatest value. Our contemporary prioritisation
of formal text neglects a rich and diverse tradition. Canonical figures such as Socrates and
Diogenes understood philosophy as a transformative practice essentially done, not merely
studied, and expressed not only in writing, but also through action. We defend the continued
importance of this mode of presentation and have argued that discourse alone (from articles
and essays to formal lectures) cannot fully capture much that is paradigmatic philosophical
practice. Among the products of philosophy, we should include not only texts, but also lives.
Philosophical presentation confined to writing, divorced from everyday life and gathering
dust and cobwebs in the recesses of digital journal archives, is limited and incomplete at best.
9
Similar observations apply to the handers-out of passing grades. As Cohoe and Grimm observe:
“Many academics are quite competent teachers of what the Epicureans or Stoics thought without that
affecting their choices and lives in any ultimately significant way.” (2020, p. 399). Indeed, Hadot
(2005) laments that nowadays there are no philosophers at all, only professors of philosophy who fail to
embody philosophy in their lives.
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PRESENTING PHILOSOPHY –
WHAT SCIENCE HAS TAUGHT ME ABOUT IT

MASSIMO PIGLIUCCI

Abstract: Presenting philosophy properly, in a way that is clear and accessible to our target audience,
is of paramount importance. In this essay I draw on my dual experience as a scientist and a philosopher (as
well as science and philosophy communicator) to arrive at some general recommendations for good practice.
Specifically, I discuss why presentation matters, whether a bad presentation style is a valid criticism of a
philosopher’s work, how we may adapt our message to the variety of communication media available today,
and what, if any, is the relationship between how we present and how we conceive of philosophy itself.
Keywords: Aristotle’s rhetoric; blogging; podcasting; social media; philosophy as inquiry; philosophy as
a way of life

Science and philosophy are two areas of human endeavor that currently have, shall we say,
a complex relationship. Arguably, the scientific approach to understanding the world was
invented by the Pre-Socratic philosophers — folks like Thales, Anaximander, Heraclitus,
Parmenides, and the others — when they took the crucial step of rejecting mythical
“explanations” of phenomena and realized that true understanding begins only when we
look for natural causality (Waterfield, 2009). So was born natural philosophy, a branch of
philosophy separate from metaphysics, ethics, logic, aesthetics, and so forth.
Jump forward to the Scientific Revolution of the 17th and 18th centuries (Shapin,
2018) and we begin to discern clear elements of what we nowadays refer to as science,
fundamentally distinct from philosophy. Even though the word “scientist” wasn’t introduced
until 1833 by philosopher and historian of science William Whewell (Cahan, 2003), and
even though Galileo, Newton, and Boyle considered themselves natural philosophers, the
irreversible divergence of science from philosophy had clearly started. It continued with a
series of new scientific fields sequentially spinning off natural philosophy: physics, with
Galileo and Newton; chemistry, with Boyle; biology, with Darwin; and psychology, with
James. The process is still ongoing, with the classic field of philosophy of mind (Heil, 2019)
increasingly turning into cognitive and neuro-science (Bermúdez, 2020).
One might think that this continuous history of, shall we say, mother-child relationship
between philosophy and science would be something to celebrate for both philosophers and
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scientists alike. One would be sorely mistaken. I began my academic career as a biologist,
interested in empirical questions related to gene-environment interactions and how they shape
the appearance and behavior of living organisms. However, I eventually found myself drawn
to increasingly conceptual questions within evolutionary biology, and gradually shifted toward
what could be more accurately characterized as philosophy of science. Since I didn’t want
to be a scientist who played philosopher during the weekend, I took the time to enroll in a
graduate program in philosophy, began to publish in my new field, and eventually completely
shifted to the other side of campus, from the science building to the humanities one.
Naively, as it turned out, I thought that I would be welcomed by my new colleagues as
a scientist who actually took their field seriously enough to go back to the basics before
embarking on it. I also thought my old colleagues would consider what I had to say to them
as a philosopher, since I had an established record in the sciences. With some exceptions,
often quite the opposite happened: I was still too much of a scientist for the philosophers,
and had become too much of a philosopher for the scientists. Oh well. But I learned a
number of things pertinent to the topic of this special issue of Human Affairs, since I have
also engaged—from very early on in my career —in public speaking and writing, in both
science and philosophy. I therefore learned approaches as a science communicator that
turned out to be useful as a philosophy communicator, as well as a number of things that
don’t quite translate from one field to the other, or from one audience to the other.
In this essay I’m going to summarize some of what my experience has taught me,
with the lessons organized around a number of crucial questions that any philosophy
communicator ought to ask themselves in order to be more effective at what they do.
Does presentation matter in philosophy?
Presentation matters in any context, because the goal is not just to convey information, but
to maximize the chances that one’s audience understands that information, and often to
persuade people that it is at least worth taking the speaker’s arguments seriously.
My first lesson in this department came decades ago, when I was an assistant professor
of biology at the University of Tennessee and agreed to debate a creationist regarding
the scientific nature of the theory of evolution. Naively, I assumed this was going to be a
cakewalk, since I was the biologist, while my opponent was a preacher, and surely I had the
facts and reason on my side. Imagine my surprise when the individual in question began
with a comment on the local football team and their quarterback. I thought, why is this guy
wasting precious time chitchatting with the audience, rather than plunging straight into his
arguments?
Because the preacher in question had a better intuitive understanding of rhetoric
than I did. In fact, this is one area where philosophers can teach scientists a thing or two.
Specifically Aristotle, whose treatise on rhetoric is still deservedly studied today (Bartlett,
2021). In chapter II of book I of his work, Aristotle distinguishes three parts to the art of
persuasion: ethos, pathos, and logos.
The logos deals with the validity and soundness of your arguments. You want to make
sure that your reasoning is correct (validity) and that your factual information is true
(soundness). In both respects, I was far better off than my opponent at the debate.
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Ethos has to do with one’s credibility. Here I thought that my PhD in biology and my
career as a published academic would put me far ahead of my opponent, but Aristotle teaches
us that ethos is a broad concept. The preacher’s credibility didn’t stem from academic merits,
but from the fact that he was projecting the image of a man of faith who was concerned not
just about mere facts and theories, but about the souls of the people who came to listen to the
debate. It was hard for me, an avowed atheist, to even begin to compete with that.
Pathos refers to the emotional connection with one’s audience, particularly in the sense
of making the audience care about what you are saying, because it is relevant to them. There
my opponent completely outclassed me. As a trained scientist I was actually consciously
staying away from anything that might smell of psychological or emotional manipulation,
while he dove right into it, immediately making the debate one about religion, not science.
I eventually learned how to conduct myself a little better during public debates, but a lot
of scientists and philosophers still make the same mistake I made, and for the same reasons
Aristotle pointed out: we focus on the logos at almost complete detriment of the ethos,
and especially of the pathos. That said, there is a distinction to be made within philosophy
that may shed some light on how to improve the situation. Modern philosophy is roughly,
very roughly, divided into analytic (Martinich & Sosa, 2011) and continental (Kearney &
Rainwater, 1995). While the divide is less sharp and more porous than it is often presented
to be, it is there nevertheless, both in style and in content. Broadly speaking, analytic
philosophers communicate in ways similar to scientists, which is no surprise, since Bertrand
Russell, one of the inspirations for the analytical approach, very much wished to model
philosophy— somewhat anti-historically—after science. The result is a strict emphasis
on the logos and a natural instinct to recoil from the pathos. Continental philosophers, by
contrast (think Foucault, for instance), while sometimes perhaps a bit unpolished in the logos
department, make a point of showing why the audience should very much care about the
issues they focus on, which often have to do with social and political life.
Here, therefore, is my suggestion for how to present philosophy effectively: let us relearn from Aristotle, and let us try to bridge the analytic-continental divide in the most
constructive way possible, by making sure that our logos is rigorous, our ethos such that
people think we are worth listening to, and our pathos of the kind that allows our audience to
clearly see why they should care about matters philosophical.
Can it ever be a valid objection to a philosopher that they are boring?
It should follow from (1) above that being boring can be very much a valid objection against
a philosopher. Not, of course, to the content of her arguments, but to her effectiveness in
communicating. Ever since I began my academic career I noticed a strange, and entirely
empirically unfounded, assumption that is often taken for granted in our circles: the notion
that a good scholar is ipso facto a good teacher, and hence a good communicator.
There is, of course, no logically necessary link between those two sets of skills, and
if we are honest we all know someone who is a good scholar but a mediocre teacher, or
someone who is an excellent teacher but whose scholarship leaves much to be desired. And
of course we all think of ourselves — usually without independent evidence — as excellent
scholars and communicators (90% of surveyed college professors say they are better than
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average teachers, which is mathematically impossible) (Cross, 1977). The fourth logical
box, corresponding to someone who is both a bad scholar and a bad teacher, presumably is
eliminated by hiring procedures and subsequent pre-tenure administrative selection.
Just because the two sets of skills are logically independent, of course, it doesn’t mean
that they might not turn out to be somewhat correlated in practice. More importantly, there is
no reason at all why someone who is proficient in one set could not significantly improve, if
not excel, also in the other set, with proper training.
And therein lies the rub. The typical academic gets his training in terms of research
and scholarship largely during his PhD. We can think of a modern doctoral program as
equivalent to the Renaissance schools of apprenticeship. You want to become a good painter
or sculptor? Go to work, for little or nothing, with the local Giotto or Michelangelo, and
you’ll learn the trade. If you are really good, you may in time become better than the master,
but even if not, at the very least you’ll be likely to get some commissions. The same goes for
PhD programs, which is why one’s choice of advisor is so crucial, more so than the general
quality of the graduate program at any given university.
The problem is, most aspiring academics are not taught the other set of skills:
communication. Which presumably accounts for the relative high frequency of bad teachers
and boring speakers at professional meetings. This is a problem because, again, we are not
just in the business of doing scholarship. We are also in the business of communicating
such scholarship, both at a professional level to our peers, and at a more general level when
we address the public. It should be unacceptable when a philosopher (or a scientist, for that
matter) is bad at that part of his job. The solution, I think, is to begin adding serious training
in communication and teaching to our graduate programs (or augmenting it, in those few
cases where this already happens), as well as to truly consider that aspect of our job when
we make decisions about promotion and tenure, as opposed to the lip service so often paid to
teaching, especially in research universities.
Are certain media more (or less) apt for the presentation of philosophy than others?
Contra Marshall McLuhan, I don’t believe that the medium is the message. But my
experience as a communicator in both science and philosophy has taught me that different
media are more (or less) effective at communicating specific content, or in addressing
specific audiences.
Take, to begin with, the difference between lecturing and engaging in an interactive
discussion, as in the Socratic method (Trepanier, 2017). Generally speaking, lectures are
a good format to convey a large amount of information in a short period of time to a large
number of people. This works well, for instance, in many introductory science classes,
where the balance between factual information and conceptual issues is often very much
skewed toward the former (with some exceptions, such as in physics courses). It does
not, by contrast, work well at all in introductory philosophy courses, because that ratio is
exactly reversed: we don’t really care about whether students come to know new facts about
historical philosophical figures, say, but we do care very much whether they understand what
those philosophers were saying. Philosophy, as I tell my students at the beginning of the
semester, is a participatory sport, it cannot be done while sitting back and eating the popcorn.
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Teaching philosophy, even at an introductory level, is more akin to teaching math or
logic, or science experiments: the student needs to be actively involved, with the difference
that while exercises in math, logic, or science have predetermined outcomes, philosophical
discussions don’t. Accordingly, they require an ability on the part of the teacher to be
sensitive to where the conversation is going and to intuit whether it is worth pursuing or it is
time to redirect the students somewhere else in order to avoid a possible rabbit hole.
One of my most rewarding experiences over the years has been a Socratic-style group
that (before the pandemic, and hopefully after) meets in person in New York City to discuss
philosophical topics of interest to the general public. I started the group back in 2007, and it
now counts over 4,600 members, a figure I never tire to bring up when some administrator at
my university tells me that it is difficult to get people interested in philosophy. Each meeting
is often limited to 15-20 individuals, which is already a large number in order to effectively
practice the Socratic method. I could, of course, reach many more people if I were to switch
to a lecture format, but in that case the medium would change the meaning of the word
“reach.” Sure, many more people would listen to my lectures, but it is doubtful that they
would gain as much from the experience as participants to my smaller discussion groups do.
Some things just don’t scale up.
The Socratic meeting format, incidentally, is one that works better for philosophy than
for science, unless science discussions are designed to build on reading background material
distributed ahead of time. This is because of the same difference between public philosophy
and science that I pointed out before: in order to meaningfully discuss science topics one has
to have mastered a certain amount of factual information, without which the discussion is
empty. Broad philosophical issues, by contrast, can be meaningfully discussed, up to a point,
without any background knowledge or preparation, just as Socrates did in the Athenian agora
almost two and a half millennia ago.
The current frontier in philosophy communication is provided by the new media,
particularly in the form of blogs, videos, podcasts, and social networks. I will briefly
comment on each in turn, stressing their respective advantages and disadvantages. I have had
a long experience with each form, and it has been instructive to learn the differences and how
each medium, in its own way, lends itself to effective philosophical outreach. In many cases,
the path has been first charted by science communicators, who still have a large footprint
on the new media. But philosophers have caught up quickly, and once again exploited
the ease with which it is possible to engage even an entirely naive audience in productive
philosophical discussions.
Blogs have been around since the late 1990s, the successors to earlier platforms,
such as email lists and electronic bulletin boards. While a large number of blogs are still
single-author, it has become increasingly popular to aggregate various contributors on
the same blog, as well as to use shared platforms like Medium to publish one’s posts in
an environment already characterized by a robust readership. There is a large number of
philosophy blogs out there (Agarwal, 2021), covering the whole gamut of the discipline, with
a sizable number of entries equaling or exceeding the length of a typical newspaper op-ed
(~6-700 words), and a significant number of “long reads” (often exceeding 1,500 words).
A blog allows a philosopher to write to a potentially large audience, with essentially
unlimited space to express one’s thoughts (though posts much longer than 2,000 words are
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not recommended). Blogs also typically build a community of regular readers, who then are
invited to comment on the main posts. If the author engages in conversations, there can be a
meaningful exchange that certainly augments what both authors and readers get out of the
experience. Of course, one potential problem is the danger for an author to get so caught up
into dialoging that the blog becomes a significant time drain, especially since a successful
blog has to provide a steady diet of posts, often two or three times weekly. Hence the recent
trend toward multi-authored blogs, where the burden is shared.
Philosophy videos come in a variety of formats, and tend to be published on YouTube,
Vimeo, or similar platforms. Videos from some well-established outlets, like The School of
Life, or PBS’ Crash Course Philosophy, can reach millions of views. Some videos — like the
two series just mentioned — are mini-lectures, often animated or integrated with animations.
Others consist of long conversations between two or more hosts, or between a host and
a variety of guests, as is the case of the popular bloggingheads.tv, established in 2005.
Bloggingheads was started by two journalists, Robert Wright and Mickey Kaus, but now
counts over one thousand individual contributors, several of whom are philosophers.
Both dominant video formats — mini-lectures and open ended conversations — can be
highly effective at communicating even complex philosophical ideas, though I have recently
been experimenting with live shows made possible by close, invite-only, platforms like
Zoom, which have some interesting features. In the case of two monthly shows I co-host, the
Philosophy Book Club and the Stoa Nova Conversations (dedicated to Stoic philosophy), the
dialogue is watched live by dozens, sometimes hundreds of people, who can ask questions
to the host and guest either via chat or video call. The entire thing is then saved, lightly
edited, and posted on YouTube so that a broader, asynchronous, audience can benefit from
it later on. This secondary audience can still contribute to the discussion by way of posting
comments, which the host and/or guest can answer at leisure.
Podcasts have been increasing in audience over the past few years, and have become
a ubiquitous, if not dominant, type of new media. Philosophers have entered the fray with
gusto (https://truesciphi.org/phipod_series.html), producing highly effective and very
popular shows, including Nigel Warburton’s Philosophy Bites and Peter Adamson’s History
of Philosophy Without Any Gaps. The typical formats are similar to those of the video
productions just discussed, with episode lengths ranging from a few minutes to over an hour.
Podcasts tend to be less interactive than videos, simply because few of them are broadcasted
live, though of course listeners frequently contribute comments after publication.
Last but not least, social networks. Philosophers have a strong individual presence on
Twitter (https://truesciphi.org/phicasters.html), while Facebook hosts a large number of
philosophy discussion groups, some of which have tens of thousands of members. These
two platforms differ significantly in format, and therefore in the sort of interactions they lend
themselves to. My experience is that Twitter is best used as a broadcasting system, where a
philosopher (or scientist) publishes links to her own work or to external resources she thinks
her followers would find interesting. Discussions are possible, but not advisable, given the
strict limit on the number of characters per tweet and the difficulty to follow threads.
Facebook, conversely, is not very good as a broadcasting system, but allows members
of a group or community to have meaningful, in-depth interactions about any given post
over a period of days or weeks. This can be an invaluable channel of communication for
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philosophers, but it requires a significant investment of time and a good amount of patience
and self-control. The frequency of trolls, or simply of people who don’t take a given topic
seriously, is often very high, so my recommendation is to make the group private (i.e.,
people have to apply to be allowed in) and to moderate discussions. Used this way, Facebook
becomes a powerful tool indeed.
Does presentation reflect the individual philosopher’s conception of what philosophy
is, and what it is good for?
The last question I am going to address here is one of those that more clearly differentiates
how philosophy and science are presented, for the simple reason that few, if any, scientists
bother to pause and reflect on the nature of their own discipline, while for philosophers this
sort of questioning comes with the territory and seems to be pretty much inevitable.
For instance, there are at least two very distinct conceptions of philosophy, going back all
the way—within the Western tradition—to the Pre-Socratics. On the one hand, philosophy
understood as a kind of inquiry into a number of specific areas, such as logic, epistemology,
ethics, metaphysics, or aesthetics. On the other hand, philosophy as “the art of living”
(Hadot, 1995), an approach that Cicero (Brittain, 2006) attributed to Socrates:
Socrates appears to me, and indeed it is the universal opinion, to have been the first person
who drew philosophy away from matters of an abstruse character, which had been shrouded in
mystery by nature herself, and in which all the philosophers before his time had been wholly
occupied, and to have diverted it to the objects of ordinary life (Academica, I.4).

These two conceptions of philosophy have evolved in parallel throughout the ancient
world, during the Middle Ages, and into the Renaissance and Enlightenment. However,
throughout much of 20th century philosophy turned academic and technical, with the
practical philosophy strand not only neglected, but positively seen with suspicion or disdain.
Things have begun to change again in the late 20th century and during the first couple of
decades of the 21st, with the increasing popularity of Socratic cafes and of philosophical
movements like Modern Stoicism (Pigliucci, 2017).
How one presents philosophy is, therefore, markedly affected by whether we are
concerned with the academic discipline or the practice. Academic philosophy is no different
from any other technical-academic field, including science. It has its published corpus, its
technical vocabulary, its system of peer review, its journals, its conferences, and its graduate
training programs. Academic philosophers are often accused of using obfuscatory language,
and even of committing “epistemic injustice” because such language automatically excludes
lay readers. But, again, this is no different from what goes on in other fields, where we find
both some unnecessary obfuscation and a lot of very necessary technical jargon.
By contrast, if someone is attempting to communicate practical philosophy, the approach
is entirely different. For one thing, by definition practical philosophy is meant for everyone,
shifting the very definition of “philosopher” from someone who writes technical articles or
books to someone who attempts to live in a particular manner. Second, the emphasis is on
practical, despite the fact that to contemporary audiences the term “practical philosophy”
may sound rather oxymoronic.
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Take, for instance, my experience communicating about Stoicism. It takes pretty much all
the forms discussed above: Socratic-style discussions, social media, blog posts, videos, etc..
And it is composed of a theoretical component, dealing with the basics of Stoic philosophy
and its history, and a — much larger — practical component, guiding people in carrying out
a number of exercises and meditations, as well as discussing specific real life problems and
how they might be approached from a Stoic perspective.
It is important to emphasize that these two conceptions of philosophy are not mutually
exclusive or antagonistic, but rather complementary, as demonstrated by the Stoics
themselves. Chrysippus of Soli, the third head of the Stoa, who lived c. 279 – c. 206
BCE, was considered one of the foremost logicians of the ancient world, and therefore a
“technical” philosopher. But his teachings were also very much aimed at improving people’s
everyday life, by sharpening their ability to engage in practical reason about whatever they
were facing. The fact that most contemporary academic philosophers disdain practical
philosophy is a parochial attitude that is to the detriment of the discipline, not the result of
some sort of logical incompatibility between theoretical and practical philosophy.
Philosophy, science, and the art of presentation
Effectively presenting complex material is an art form, and there is no particular reason to
think that philosophers are better trained in it than any other professional academic. Still,
we can learn from how it is done in other fields, for example in the sciences, adapting media
and techniques to our specific aims and audiences. In this essay I have pursued four specific
questions related to presenting philosophy, proposing some answers.
Yes, presentation very much matters in philosophy, and it would be useful to keep in
mind Aristotle’s lesson about the three components of effective persuasion of an audience:
the logos, the ethos, and the pathos.
Yes, it may be a valid objection to a philosopher that he is boring. Not in terms of the
specific content of his ideas, of course, but because one has a duty to engage rather than
simply communicate. The major problem here is that academics are still, by and large,
simply not trained in not being boring, and some of us even consider their dense and opaque
language a mark of distinction.
Yes, some media are more or less apt to the presentation of certain content, and modern
philosophers ought to familiarize themselves in particular with the new media, including
blogging, podcasting, and interactive aspects of social media.
Finally, how a philosopher conceives of the discipline itself very much affects how she
presents it, an obvious example being the sharp difference between theoretical and practical
philosophy, which diverge markedly in scope, aims, and target audiences.
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MAKING PHILOSOPHICAL THOUGHT DANGEROUS AGAIN:
HEIDEGGER’S ATTACK ON JOURNALISTIC WRITING
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Abstract: When it comes to questions about alternative visions for philosophical engagement,
Heidegger’s work makes for an interesting case study, especially if we focus on his texts from the turbulent
1930s. As a shortcut into this contested territory, it is instructive to examine Heidegger’s anti-journalistic
gestures, centered on the question whether this animosity is bound to drive a wedge between, or rather
prompt a re-approximation of, philosophy and public scholarship. To render this programmatic concern more
specific, the present essay aims to reassess Heidegger’s profile by considering his account of language as
the “most dangerous of goods” bestowed on humans. This theme can serve as an expedient starting point
for scrutinizing philosophers’ self-understanding as daring explorers in pursuit of profound insights into the
human condition, and their (in)ability to balance excitement and sobriety.
Keywords: philosophical style; poetic prophecy; authoritarianism; historical attunement; journalism;
feuilleton; fascist discourse; political affect.

To make itself understandable is suicide for philosophy. The idolizers of
“facts” never realize that their idols shine only in a borrowed light.
Heidegger, Contributions to Philosophy (1936-1938)1

Introduction
Heidegger’s legacy remains controversial in contemporary philosophy. To a large degree, this
is due to his various political missteps especially during the time of the Weimar Republic’s
unraveling when intellectuals inside and outside German academia had to choose a stance
toward the mercurial rise of National Socialism (Feldman, 2005; Morat, 2007; Mehring,
1
Heidegger (GA65, p. 435 / CP, p. 344). Here and below, “GA” refers to the Gesamtausgabe
(Collected Works) followed by numerals to indicate the volume before the page number. On occasion,
an additional abbreviation is provided for the title of the English translation (e.g., CP for Contributions
to Philosophy, HH for Hölderlin’s Hymns “Germania” and “The Rhine”, and LEL for Logic as the
Question Concerning the Essence of Language).
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2018; cf. Herf 1986). Heidegger’s affiliation with the Hitler regime went through different
phases ranging from endorsement to resignation, without ever renouncing Nazism tout court
(Duff, 2015; Fried, 2000; Wolin, 1993). Moreover, the longstanding debate over Heidegger’s
imbroglio with Nazi politics has been rekindled as well as complicated by the publication of
the Black Notebooks, a massive philosophical diary (with the first three published volumes
covering the years 1931–1941)2 which testifies to an anti-Semitic sentiment in Heidegger’s
thought that strikes some commentators as even more pervasive than they previously
assumed.3
According to Richard Brody (2014), the underlying question that can be gleaned from
this textual situation is the following: “Why does this philosophical strain,” namely, the
one represented by Heidegger’s work, “seem strangely central to the conception of modern
criticism, even as it recedes in influence?” In other words, why do Heidegger’s texts
continue to be oddly attractive and repulsive, at the same time, to a broad group of readers?
As a tentative answer Brody submits: “Heidegger happens to have been—a blessing and
a curse—a brilliant writer, whose serpentine, spellbinding prose was both an argument
against the traditional authority of logical reasoning and a performative undermining of
that authority.” Brody’s point is well taken, for it signals three key features of Heidegger’s
philosophical writing style:
1. the paradoxical effort of presenting arguments against the utility of arguments
2. the performative aspect of undermining the accustomed forms of philosophical writing
through textual gestures at “freeing” language from logic and rationalist constraints
3. the authoritative mannerism with which the authority of the Western philosophical
tradition is unseated in the name of a new authority whose source and scope remains to
be clarified
What makes Heidegger’s prose “serpentine” is that these signature traits are all
intertwined in the textual persona that he creates for himself, and the way he moves and
shifts the emphasis among these three aspects can be seen as both seductive and elusive
(Mehring, 1992). Still, by focusing on the nexus of paradox, performativity, and authority,
we can begin to illuminate how the 1930s Heidegger re-envisioned the relation between
philosophical thought and its modes of delivery, at a clear distance from any ready-made
distinction of form and content. Inspecting the different facets of Heidegger’s initiative
remains an important exercise in our current situation where authoritarianism has (re)
emerged as a powerful political currency around the globe, making inroads even in countries
like the United States whose democratic tradition no longer appears impervious to taking an
unabashedly illiberal turn (Brown et al., 2018; Illing, 2017).

2
A fourth volume contains further entries by Heidegger written from 1942 to 1948. For editorial
details and publication dates, see Nelson (2016, p. 484).
3
For a good overview of the different positions on this topic, see Heinz & Kellerer (2016) next to
Mitchell & Trawny (2017); cf. Homolka & Heidegger (2016), the Preface in Wolin (2016), and Fried &
Polt (2018).
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Paradox: Climbing the “Ladder” of Language
On a preparatory note, we can say that Heidegger was certainly not the only one who looked
for philosophical alternatives along unorthodox lines. The paradoxical quality of his style,
in particular, connects Heidegger’s project to thinkers as different as Søren Kierkegaard
(Carlisle, 2013) and Ludwig Wittgenstein (Egan et al., 2013; Eilenberger, 2020). Other
important differences notwithstanding, one thing these thinkers all have in common is a
pronounced sensitivity to the limitations of language in capturing the experiential richness of
human existence. In this regard, commentators often point to Wittgenstein’s famous “ladder”
metaphor to illustrate the philosophical challenge that is posed by humans’ dependence on
language (Perloff, 1996; Ware, 2015). Crucially, language is viewed as a revelatory power
(rather than a medium) which cannot be instrumentalized for the purpose of spelling out
transparently and without residue what’s going on in our own minds, in the world, or in
between people and the environment they share. Thus Wittgenstein (1974, p. 74) wrote in a
famous passage at the end of his Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus:
My propositions serve as elucidations in the following way: anyone who understands me
eventually recognizes them as nonsensical, when he has used them—as steps—to climb up
beyond them. (He must, so to speak, throw away the ladder after he has climbed up it.) He must
transcend these propositions, and then he will see the world aright.

This dictum implies that human language use and the constitution of ultimate reality
are not a match made in heaven, that is, they will never mirror each other in direct or
unproblematic ways. At the same time, the image of climbing and then kicking away a
ladder conveys a sense of hope that language can provide indirect access or a jump-off point
to what’s really real, and this is where Heidegger puts his special twist on the issue. While
the phrase “what’s really real” may sound redundant, it intimates a philosophical distinction
which in German is conveyed through the terms Realität and Wirklichkeit.4 The former term
is most frequently used in scientific contexts where someone aims to offer a comprehensive
account of the cosmos as a blueprint for physical reality and its dynamic structure; the
latter term is more phenomenological in character, insofar as it is used to describe how
certain phenomena show up and affect us within the historical horizon of our experience
and practical involvements. For example, in his 1934 lecture on “Logic as the Question
Concerning the Essence of Language,” Heidegger distinguishes between the physical object
of an airplane propeller and its rotation, on the one hand, and an airplane carrying the
Führer, i.e., Adolf Hitler, from Munich to Venice for a meeting with the leader of fascist
Italy, Benito Mussolini, on the other hand (GA38, 82-83; cf. GA38A, 81-82). In this case,
the rotating propeller represents a physical object in motion which belongs to Realität and its
4
In the late 1920s Heidegger had already touched on the “problem of reality” in ¶ 43 in Being
and Time (1962, pp. 244-256), yet without clearly laying out the philosophical pedigree of this
problem, which can be traced from Kant’s Critique of Judgment and the critical response by “Hegel
and the whole generation of Naturphilosophen [philosophers of nature] in the 1790s” (Beiser,
2005, pp. 95–107; present quote from p. 100) up to Wilhelm Dilthey’s (2002 [1910]) conception
of Wirkungszusammenhang (nexus of influence, productive system) and Ernst Cassirer’s further
development thereof (1996, pp. 153–167).
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mechanical processes, whereas Hitler’s flight to Mussolini marks a historical event which is
of special significance to the German and the Italian peoples and so belongs to the unfolding
of a politically charged Wirklichkeit.
Poetic Prophecy: Performativity and Authority
Under the heading “The Free Use of the National,” Miguel de Beistegui (1998) has proffered
some keen observations concerning Heidegger’s philosophical merger of political initiative
and a people’s historical self-understanding, and this brings us to the performative as well as
the authority-demanding aspects of his writing style. As Beistegui notes, the year 1934 marks
Heidegger’s entry into a protracted engagement with the poet Friedrich Hölderlin whose
work he heralds as an epochal occasion for the Germans to either heed their true calling and
find their place in history, or miss their chance and slip into historical self-forgetfulness.
“The poetry of Hölderlin reveals Germany’s situation to itself: abandoned by the gods, the
country sinks ever deeper into the prosaism of its busy everydayness, and no longer has an
eye for what is essential” (Beistegui, 1998, p. 88). This approach culminates in Heidegger’s
central claim that “Poetry is the primordial language of a people” (HH, p. 67) [translation
modified].5 In this manner, Heidegger presents Hölderlin as a poet-prophet whose texts
convey a unique message to the German people, if only they are willing to receive it.
Heidegger insists that such featuring of Hölderlin must not be confused with OldTestament-style prophecy (GA4, p. 114). He is at pains to emphasize that the spiritual
authority he claims for the body of Hölderlin’s writings retains a certain resemblance
to religious prophecy broadly conceived, without being reducible to the familiar forms
of (mono)theism. Rather, what Heidegger is after is a piety that comes after organized
religion—a new unchurched, national faith devoted to Germany’s historical destiny (Wolfe,
2019; Weidler 2020). In terms of performativity, then, what we find in his texts is a layered
mode of messaging, as Heidegger strikes the pose of a hermeneutical trailblazer riding on the
coattails of a poetic trailblazer, namely, Hölderlin (Wolfe, 2014, p. 144; cf. Gethmann-Siefert,
1989). At the same time, Heidegger wants to ensure that neither his philosophical voice
nor Hölderlin’s poetic voice be mistaken for enunciating anything close to theological or
quasi-theological dogma, since poems are no “papal documents” (GA39, p. 19 / HH, p. 21).
Instead, what Heidegger’s German target audience is supposed to gain from engaging with
Hölderlin’s oeuvre is a special sensibility to the risks of the historical present, associated
with the dual threat of godforsakenness and everyday prosaism. Heidegger unpacks this
threat in terms of language as the “most dangerous of goods” (GA39, pp. 61-62 / HH, pp. 5758) granted to humanity.
The dangerousness of language is thus essentially double, and each of these dangers is
fundamentally different: On the one hand, there is the danger of supreme proximity to the gods
and thereby to being annihilated by their excessive character; at the same time, however, there
5

The original reads: “Dichtung ist die Ursprache eines Volkes” (GA39, 74). In HH, the translators
render Dichtung as “poetizing” to reflect how Heidegger sets his approach to Hölderlin’s poetic work
apart from poetry in its ordinary sense or as treated in literary studies. However, “poetizing” sounds
more stilted in English than Dichtung does in German. Cf. the Translators’ Foreword (HH, p. xv).
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is the danger of the most shallow turning away and of becoming entangled in worn-out idle
talk and the semblance that goes with it. (GA39, pp. 63-64 / HH, p. 59)

This passage is key because it announces the spiritual stakes of Heidegger’s vision for
a new national faith. According to the last block quote, the main challenge is to achieve the
difficult midway position between a self-destructive posture of over-proximity to the gods,
and a decadent posture of “shallow” distancing from them. We already observed that the
authority Heidegger ascribes to Hölderlin is conceived as independent of any familiar (mono)
theistic creed. Hence, Heidegger’s mentioning of “the gods” may seem like an unexpected
foray into polytheism. However, throughout his long career, Heidegger’s diction keeps sliding
between numerically fuzzy references to “a god,” “the gods,” and “the godhead” (Wolfe,
2014, pp. 139–142; Weidler, 2018, pp. 28–69). Since Heidegger’s noncommittal attitude
in this regard is so pervasive throughout his texts, it is sensible to assume that he intends
his philosophical commentary on the new Hölderlin-guided piety to be so fundamental
that traditional distinctions between polytheism and monotheism become secondary or
irrelevant (McGrath, 2008, pp. 102–103, 116–117). As Heidegger puts it in Contributions
to Philosophy: “The multiplicity of gods is not subject to enumeration but, instead, to the
inner richness of the grounds and abysses in the site of the moment for the lighting up and
concealment of the intimation of the last god. The last god is not the end; the last god is the
other beginning of the immeasurable possibilities of our history” (GA65, p. 411 / CP, p. 326).
Accordingly, for Heidegger, every people faces the epochal challenge to redraw the
contours of the divine vis-à-vis the human anew. In confronting the spiritual currents of
their respective age, some peoples will opt for a monotheistic perspective, while others
will embrace a polytheistic outlook, and still others will acknowledge traces of the holy in
their surroundings without specifying any god-figure.6 What’s decisive in all this is not the
number of gods, but whether a people’s construal of the relation between the human and the
divine is properly attuned to the “moment” or Augenblick (blink of an eye; instant; moment
of vision) in all its historical, future-pregnant significance.7
Historical Attunement: In the Mood for Destiny
Heidegger weaves an intricate terminological web by linking Bestimmung (determination,
stipulation, destiny) and Stimmung (mood, atmosphere, attunement), using the expression
Bestimmtheit (determinateness; definiteness) as a bridge term between the two.
6
For Heidegger’s complex conception of the holy, see Sikka (1998), Young (2001, pp. 42–46, 107–
111), Weidler (2018, pp. 129, 164).
7
For an early and incisive criticism of Heidegger’s religiously inflected rendering of the present
moment, see Cassirer (1996, pp. 200-211). On page 211, Cassirer quotes a telling passage from
Heidegger’s opus magnum: “But if fate constitutes the primordial historicality of Dasein, then history
has its essential importance neither in what is past nor in the ‘today’ and its ‘connection’ with what
is past, but in that authentic historizing of existence which arises from Dasein’s future” (Heidegger,
1962, p. 438). For Heidegger’s express comments on the “moment of vision,” see (ibid., pp. 437–
438). Heidegger deploys Dasein (lit. “being-there”) as a flexible term of art to describe how human
existence, individually and collectively, is subjected to historical trends and events that exceed our
efforts at planning and controlling things. For further details, see Bambach (1995, p. 230).
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The present as determinateness [Bestimmtheit] of the determination [Bestimmung] is only as
crossing from beenness into the future. As crossing, it shows itself in the execution, that is, in
the moment. That becomes clearer, insofar as we experience time out of our determination in
an original sense: as determination in mandate and mission. (GA38, 128-129 / LEL, 107)
Moods [Stimmungen] are no mere infusion in our mental life, but are fundamental events of the
power of time in which our Dasein is original. (GA38, 130 / LEL, 108)

The battle over such destined attunement unfolds in and through language, starting
with interpretive clashes over the very meaning of the word Bestimmung. At this juncture
in the discussion, journalistic writing becomes one of Heidegger’s chief targets. In
preparation for this central criticism, he now goes so far as to assert that his philosophical
account of a people’s historicality aims at “a completely different understanding of time
in its temporality/temporalizing,” which “goes beyond that which is moral and religious”
and which can never be grounded in a “merely verbal understanding” (GA38, 125 / LEL,
104). Here, the reader (or the listener of the original lecture) may already worry that this
philosophical version of poetic prophecy is on the brink of morphing into free-floating
oracular intuition, but Heidegger’s diction becomes even more disconcerting when he
comments on the violent side of philosophy:
We want to give the word “determination” [“Bestimmung”] a fuller, more original sense.
The word can be applied at will in everyday usage. We rape [vergewaltigen] it. However,
this violence [Gewaltsamkeit] with which philosophy uses words and determines words
belongs to its essence. Only in the eyes of the philistine [Spießbürger] and columnist is
word-determination arbitrariness and violence. One does not see that precisely the veiling
of language and the random use of words is a much greater violence than a regulation of
the meaning of a word arising from inner necessity. (GA38, 127 / LEL, 106). [translation
modified]8

This statement is symptomatic of Heidegger’s effort to vest philosophy with renewed
authority. In crass phraseology, he gives philosophy license to exercise violence through
and upon language, even to the point of “raping” words like Bestimmung.9 Rhetorically,
Heidegger carries out a preemptive strike against any potential critic who would reject
his way of fitting this term into a nationalist agenda of German destiny as an arbitrary
8
Here, the translators render the third sentence “We violate it” instead of “We rape it.” This can
be justified as a means to reproduce the similar appearance of the verb vergewaltigen and the noun
Gewaltsamkeit used in the next sentence. However, this rendering omits the connotation of rape which
the verb vergewaltigen is bound to have for German readers or listeners.
9 Note that this abrasive formulation is taken from a probable oral addition on Heidegger’s part, based
on student notes and brought forward in the 1998 edition (GA38, 127), but which is not contained
in the 2020 edition, based on the original manuscript (cf. GA38A, 125). The 2020 edition leaves my
previous observations about Heidegger’s exposition of Bestimmung, Stimmung, and Bestimmtheit fully
intact. See (GA38A, 126-128). Also, in Introduction to Metaphysics (1935), Heidegger confirms his
commitment to “violence-doing” [Gewalt-tätigkeit] as keyed to “poetic projection” and the “inception
of history” in ways that remain troubling (Heidegger, 2000, pp. 160-179). For astute comments on
this segment, see Fried (2000, pp. 141–146). Heidegger’s damning verdict of the press is repeated in
Contributions to Philosophy (GA65, esp. pp. 153, 158) and other texts from the 1930s and beyond. For
further examples, see the reference to David Dwan and Lutz Hachmeister, below.
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usurpation, a willful exercise in politicized semantics. Turning the tables on this anticipated
objection, Heidegger suggests that it is not his philosophical language use that is capricious.
Instead, it is the shallow common-sense perspective of the Spießbürger (a derogatory label
for parochial middle-class citizens) and of newspaper scribblers that “veils” the true meaning
of words and thus papers over the “inner necessity” which propels Heidegger’s Hölderlininspired account of national belonging within history.
Philosophical Journalism: Writing in the “Small Form”
While this unfiltered criticism of the press recurs in many of Heidegger’s texts throughout
his career (Dwan, 2003; Hachmeister, 2014, pp. 52-60), his sweeping dismissal of
journalistic writing in the 1930s is of special importance, for it can be seen as a frontal
attack on “Weimar criticism” which included a newly emerging genre of public literary
engagement, namely, the art of writing in the “small form” tailored to the feuilleton as its
medium. As Michael Jennings (2013, p. 208) explains:
The feuilleton had been introduced in French political journals and newspapers in the
nineteenth century. Although the feuilleton was in some ways the forerunner of the arts and
leisure sections of today’s newspapers, there were significant differences: … it consisted
mainly of cultural criticism and of serial publications of longer literary texts, but also included
significant quantities of other material, including gossip, fashion commentary, and a variety
of short forms—aphorisms, epigrams, quick takes on cultural objects and issues—often
referred to as “glosses.” In the course of the 1920s, a number of prominent writers shaped their
writing practice in order to accommodate it to the feuilleton; the “kleine Form” or “little form”
that resulted came rapidly to be identified as the primary mode of cultural commentary and
criticism in the Weimar Republic.

Among Heidegger’s contemporaries, two notable representatives of this new brand of
philosophical journalism, as we might call it, were Siegfried Kracauer and Walter Benjamin
both of whom owed a great deal to the pioneering work of Georg Simmel. In contrast with
Heidegger’s grand gestures at Germany’s national destiny as exposed to the “power of time”
(LEL, p. 108; cited above), these writers sought to open up the present historical moment
through a critical examination of social settings animated by novel cultural practices that
altered the “inner rhythmic” (Simmel, 1996, p. 196) of people’s life. By tracking trends that
grew out of the aftermath of the Great War, from the “roaring” 1920s into the economically
unstable 1930s, these writers experimented with different techniques of witty provocation to
alert the reading public to the ideological undertow of an ongoing societal transformation
whose breathtaking speed appeared to defy scrutiny. Exemplary in this regard are Simmel’s
essay “The Philosophy of Fashion” which was later included in the anthology Philosophical
Culture, Kracauer’s pieces “Travel and Dance,” “The Mass Ornament,” and “Cult of
Distraction,” alongside the essays collected in Benjamin’s One-Way Street as well as select
passages from his unfinished Arcades project.10
10

As Jennings notes: “Many of the pieces in One Way Street [published in 1928] first appeared in the
feuilleton section of newspapers and magazines” (2013, p. 208). For Benjamin’s Arcades, see Susan
Buck-Morss’ study The Dialectics of Seeing, including her comments on Benjamin’s take on the “task
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In his commentary on “travel addiction” as a social craze, Simmel (1996) diagnosed
modern life as beset by an “‘impatient’ pace” that engendered novel forms of desire and
pleasure manifest, for example, in people enjoying the transitory moments of departure and
arrival more than the actual stay at their travel destination (p. 197).11 The motif of accelerated
movement punctuated by abrupt stops or sudden turns was picked up by Benjamin who
emphasized, in Uwe Steiner’s (2010) words, that “[s]peed alters not only perception but
also the function and self-understanding of the writer” (p. 83). This leads to Benjamin’s
programmatic statement that “literary effectiveness can come into being only in a strict
alternation between action and writing” for which “the inconspicuous forms” are better
suited than “the pretentious, universal gesture of the book.” Besides the feuilleton, such
unassuming forms could include “leaflets, brochures, articles, and placards” (Benjamin,
1996, p. 444). In this place, Benjamin’s hint at an “alternation between action and writing”
can be clarified as a plea for the writer’s going back and forth between phenomenological
immersion and critical extraction. As Steiner (2010) notes, this amounts to a risky “balancing
act between consent and criticism” (p. 83), since to a certain degree such an approach will
fight fire with fire, that is, it will embrace the speed of the new media while trying not to get
swept along unreservedly.
In this sense, philosophical journalists cannot help but get implicated in the cultural
and political currents of social change, even as they try to stem the tides of ideologically
charged desires and dangerous political affects as they see them. Such readiness to include
oneself in the phenomenological target area of one’s criticism became the signature trait of
Benjamin’s conception of “the critic” as “the strategist in the literary struggle” (Benjamin,
1996, p. 460). The latter puts his work in the vicinity of similarly strategic writers like the
Viennese counter-journalist Karl Kraus and the essayist Alfred Polgar, who emerged as
masters of the small form in their own right, with special emphasis on the subversive capacity
of political satire (Linden, 2013; McBride, 2020; Timms, 2005). Heidegger, I submit, was
also a very strategic writer, but his stylistic strategy is diametrically opposed to the small
form championed by Benjamin, Kracauer, and company. Some of Kracauer’s formulations,
in particular, effectively capture the moral stakes of this opposition. For Kracauer as for
Benjamin, immersion in the fast-paced cultural currents of modern life does not work through
psychological introspection; it is not focused on the thought contents of an individual.
Instead, it is a matter of bringing about an honest confrontation of particular audiences
and the displays enticing them, in specific artistic milieus and within the materiality of a
historical constellation (Arens, 2007, p. 48). In “Cult of Distraction,” Kracauer (1995, p. 326)
thus comments on the “surface glamor of the stars, films, revues, and spectacular shows”
with which audiences in metropolitan Berlin were showered in the 1920s:
Here, in pure externality, the audience encounters itself; its own reality is revealed in the
fragmented sequence of splendid sense impressions. Were this reality to remain hidden from
the viewers, they could neither attack nor change it; its disclosure in distraction is therefore of
moral significance. … This emphasis on the external has the advantage of being sincere.
of the politically committed intellectual” and his endorsement of a “frank style” (1991, p. 291).
11
For details and illustrations pertaining to Simmel’s insights into the ““impatient” pace” of modern
life, in relation to Heidegger’s work, see Weidler (2012, pp. 499–504).
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However, this statement does not amount to the flat-footed suggestion that philosophical
journalists qua strategic writers can simply “act” by taking a group of people to a dance
revue featuring the Tiller Girls, for example, and then comment laconically: See, all this
sexually charged commotion of synchronized limbs on stage is but a reflection of your
collective social nervousness and disorientation. Not only would this put the critic in the
position of prematurely claiming the moral high ground by telling everyone around them
to wake up from their hedonistic misgivings; it’s also not clear what the recipients of such
potentially patronizing advice are supposed to wake up to. Accordingly, strategic literary
criticism via small-form writing cannot just present people with a snapshot from social
life and hold it up like a mirror to effect some sort of moral catharsis. Rather, any critical
effect of “disclosure in distraction” can only be stimulated by twisting certain perceptual
tendencies in a different direction, so that in witnessing their own resistance toward any such
change in perspective people can become aware of their previous investments and passional
attachments, to begin with.
Conclusion: Fascist Discourse and Political Affect
To illustrate this pivotal point, let us conclude by revisiting Heidegger’s literary use of the
image of an airplane carrying Hitler to Mussolini. While this image was presented as a
phenomenon indicative of historical reality as imbued with a summoning of the German
people to meet their destiny, it is also fairly cliché. In the context of the crisis-ridden
1930s, the observation that the meeting of two state leaders may have significant political
consequences appears both vague and trivial. But then, what is it that makes Heidegger’s
prose “spell-binding” as Brody suggested? In this instance, the answer would have to be:
Heidegger’s invocation of German aviation as a theme complex that was laced with multiple
symbolic meanings and emotional triggers, which participants in fascist discourse sought to
appropriate as the Weimar Republic was about to give way to Nazism.12 In one of the best
commentaries on the subject, Fernando Esposito observes: “What conservative-revolutionary
intellectuals such as Martin Heidegger, Ernst Jünger and Carl Schmitt shared with the
fascists was a rejection of liberal progress and a longing for a stable, definitive order with a
suprahistorical basis” (Esposito, 2015, p. 38). In this context,
the airplane and the aviator served them [the fascists] as a symbol of the aspiration to an
eternal order, which highlighted the dynamism of their movements. Airplanes aroused
admiration and surrounded those who flew them with a bold, vital and youthful aura of
impetuosity [Aura des Aufbruchs]. (Esposito, 2015, p. 2) [translation modified]13

The traumatizing experiences of the First World War followed by different stages of
social upheaval and disintegration during the Weimar Republic created an atmosphere
12

For different attempts at discerning the constitutive features and organizing principles of fascism
construed variously as an ideological construct, discursive practice, or social movement see Griffin
(1995), (2002); and Stefan Breuer (2008).
13
It is worth noting that the German term Aufbruch generally refers to a sudden departure in the
context of traveling where people embark on a journey, or in the context of epochal change where a
new age is opening up or “breaking forth.”
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of permanent crisis and an implicit public demand for new ways of coping with the
semi-chaotic conditions that pervaded people’s everyday life, especially during the years
surrounding the Wall Street Crash of 1929 (Balderston, 2002; Evans 2004, pp. 109–117,
264–265). This crisis consciousness spawned an array of desires for order in the face of
contingency. Kracauer (1971 [orig. 1922]) aptly summarized this situation by noting how
it congealed into a felt need “to lead a cast-out humanity back into the new-old spheres
of God-filled reality” (quoted from Esposito, 2015, p. 357). In his 1930s texts Heidegger
acknowledged as much. Yet, as a poetic-prophetic commentator and self-declared enemy
of journalistic writing, Heidegger’s stratagem rides on allusion to the divine as opposed to
Benjamin’s and Kracauer’s stratagem of illumination through the profane. So considered,
Heidegger’s writing style works analogously to Leni Riefenstahl’s cinematic style, especially
in her movie Triumph of the Will (1935) featuring Hitler as a savior descending by plane onto
the Nazi party rally at Nuremberg in 1934 (Kracauer, 2004, pp. 257-259, 290; Sontag, 1975;
Schickel, 2007; Ebert, 2008). Thus, Heidegger is at his most serpentine when he mobilizes
political affect (including the adventurous flair of aviation) without the sincerity that
Kracauer expected from responsibly conducted “disclosure in distraction.”14 And that’s what
makes Heidegger’s philosophically framed presentation of language as the “most dangerous
of goods” dangerous in itself.
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Abstract: This essay examines the relationship between academic and public philosophy through the
lens of Heidegger studies. Specifically, this essay: shows how Heidegger uses technical terminology within
the context of the academy to break new philosophical ground; explains how suitably clarified technical
terminology can be used to introduce people to Heidegger’s philosophy and to apply Heidegger’s ideas to
current affairs; and illustrates how the application of Heidegger’s ideas to contemporary issues results in
new forms of academic research. Ultimately, this essay argues that there is a dialectical relationship between
academic and public philosophy: i.e., public philosophy translates esoteric ideas developed in the academy
into publicly accessible prose and then applies those ideas to daily life; but in doing so, public philosophy
inspires new lines of academic inquiry.
Key words: knowledge; expertise, technical terminology; education; current affairs; Heidegger; metaphilosophy.

In a famous essay published in the early-1930s, Rudolf Carnap accused Martin Heidegger
of producing a great deal of nonsense, and any lay person who picks up Heidegger’s books
today is likely to perceive Heidegger’s work in much the same way.1 Of course, Heidegger
bears some responsibility for this perception. His writings presuppose a reader who is
familiar with subtle and difficult debates in the history of philosophy, and Heidegger only
makes matters worse through his willingness to use old words in new ways and through
his penchant for coining a new phrase. With that said, I begin this essay by illustrating
the philosophical utility of Heidegger’s so-called ‘nonsense’. Specifically, I explain how
Heidegger’s unorthodox use of ‘Dasein’ and his invention of new terms like ‘Gestell’
and ‘Bestand’ enable him to break new philosophical ground. I then go on to indicate the
pedagogical and practical value of translating Heidegger’s arcane writing into publicly
accessible prose by showing how suitably clarified technical terminology can be used to
both share philosophical insight with non-specialists and elucidate current affairs. Finally,
I highlight the dialectical relation between academic expertise and public philosophy.
1
To be fair, Carnap’s technical account of ‘nonsense’ as a violation of logical syntax would likely
strike the lay person as nonsense, too. See Carnap (1978, pp. 23–34).
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Particularly, I show how using academic understanding to analyze current events can inspire
new forms of academic research.
The Technical Terminology of Academic Philosophy
Heidegger’s stated aim in Being and Time is to “work out the question of the meaning of
Being.” (Heidegger, 1962, p. 19, §1). He does so through a detailed analysis of Dasein.
‘Dasein’ is an ordinary German word that means ‘existence’. Yet in Being and Time,
Heidegger uses ‘Dasein’ as a technical term for ‘human being’ to make a series of subtle
philosophical points. First, Heidegger uses ‘Dasein’ for ‘human being’ to indicate the
connection between being (Sein) and human being (Dasein). In doing so, he paves the way
for his claim that the being of an entity, say, that and what a hammer is, is determined by a
distinctly human way of being, in this case, carpentry. Second, the link between ‘Dasein’
and ‘existence’ allows Heidegger (1962) to push back against notions of a fixed human
nature and assert that “the ‘essence’ of Dasein lies in its existence” (p. 67, §42). This means
who and what we are is tied to a contingent set of circumstances and we are always free to
change our identity from, say, being a carpenter to serving as a teacher. Lastly, Heidegger
exploits the literal meaning of ‘Da-sein’ as ‘there-being’ to question the modern account of
humans as self-sufficient subjects that stand over and against independent objects and instead
suggests that the identity of humans is bound up with their surroundings. Being a carpenter,
for instance, requires using a certain set of tools and immersing oneself in the practices
and rules that characterize a carpenter’s work-environment. Taken together, Heidegger’s
unorthodox use of ‘Dasein’ as a technical term for ‘human being’ allows him to circumvent
misunderstandings that come when words like ‘essence’ and ‘subject’ are applied to humans,
and it helps him demonstrate that the being of entities is determined by the various ways
humans exist in the world around them.2
In The Question Concerning Technology, Heidegger offers a socio-historical account of
being that both broadens and deepens the interpretation of being he developed in Being and
Time. Specifically, that and what a hammer is is not simply determined by the activity of
a carpenter in a particular work-environment but depends upon a background ‘destining of
being’ that sets a general standard for the way entities appear in a given epoch (Heidegger,
1977, p. 26). Briefly, humans have different background assumptions about the fundamental
nature of reality at different points in history, and Hubert Dreyfus illustrates the way these
disparate assumptions affect the appearance of entities when he writes:
The Greeks encountered things in their beauty and power, and people as poets, statesman,
and heroes; the Christians encountered creatures to be catalogued and used appropriately and
people as saints and sinners; and we moderns encounter objects to be controlled and organized
by subjects in order to satisfy their desires. (Dreyfus, 1991, p. 338)

Since a ‘destining of being’ is the background that enables entities to appear in the
foreground, it is difficult to describe using the language we typically apply to entities. So,
Heidegger coins two new words to articulate the assumptions that determine the way entities
2

For a detailed account of Heidegger’s technical use of ‘Dasein’, see Carman (2003, pp. 35–43).
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are presented in the modern world: ‘Gestell’ and ‘Bestand’. Gestell is often translated as
‘enframing’ or ‘positionality’, whereas Bestand is rendered as ‘stock’ or ‘resource’. And
Heidegger uses these technical terms to show how our current techno-scientific assumptions
frame, position, and ultimately enable us to see the world as a stock of resources. In sum,
Heidegger develops an account of ‘Dasein’ in Being and Time to illustrate that the ‘being’
of a hammer is determined by the activity of carpentry. But in The Question Concerning
Technology, Heidegger writes about ‘Gestell’ and ‘Bestand’ to demonstrate that the activity
of carpentry is itself based on a deeper and broader ‘destining of being’ that presents our
surroundings as resources to be used for production and consumption.3
Although Heidegger’s use of Dasein, Gestell, and Bestand may make little sense to nonspecialists, these technical terms serve a philosophical purpose. As we’ve seen, Heidegger
uses ‘Dasein’ to indicate the connection between ‘being’ and ‘human being’, show that
the essence of ‘human beings’ lies in their ‘existence’, and highlight the fact that ‘human
beings’ are ‘there-being’, i.e., that they cannot be separated from their surroundings. In each
case, Heidegger employs ‘Dasein’ to overcome certain problems built into earlier technical
terminology, say, the skepticism that follows from characterizing humans as ‘subjects’ who
are separated from ‘objects’.4 And by addressing these philosophical issues, Heidegger
offers a clearer and more accurate picture of what it means to be a human being. Similarly,
Heidegger breaks new philosophical ground by using ‘Gestell’ and ‘Bestand’ to tease out
the background assumptions that guide our modern technological way of life. And like all
academic jargon, Heidegger’s seemingly nonsensical use of Dasein, Gestell, and Bestand
is designed to provide specialists with a deeper understanding of the phenomenon they are
studying.
Academic Philosophy and Public Accessibility
Heidegger’s academic work breaks new ground by building on and responding to the
writings of key figures in the history of philosophy, including Plato, Aristotle, Kant,
Kierkegaard, Nietzsche, and Husserl. In fact, it is Heidegger’s mastery of the fine
distinctions, detailed argumentation, and abstruse jargon of previous academic philosophy
that allows him to use Dasein, Gestell, and Bestand in innovative ways to enhance our
understanding in metaphysics, epistemology, existentialism, and phenomenology. Yet the
awareness Heidegger achieves via his critical engagement with the history of philosophy
and novel vocabulary comes at a cost: appreciating his ingenious work requires a great deal
of philosophical expertise. And if Heidegger’s insight into the existence of human beings
and our technologically driven societies is to have an impact beyond the academy, then his
terminology needs to be translated into a language the lay person understands.
The best way to turn academic jargon into publicly accessible prose is by offering
concrete examples of the phenomena under consideration. Take the connection Heidegger
3

For a detailed account of Heidegger’s philosophy of technology, see (Wendland, Merwin, &
Hadjioannou, 2019).
4
For Heidegger’s critique of the subject-object dualism that leads to skepticism about the existence of
the external world, see Heidegger 1962, pp. 246–252, §202–208.
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sees between ‘being’ and ‘human being’ that motivates his use of ‘Dasein’. According to
Heidegger (1962), “being ‘is’ not itself an entity” but “that which determines entities as
entities” (pp. 25–6, §6). Here we have a rather abstract account of the relation between being
and entities. But the idea can be rendered concrete if we focus on a particular entity and the
way being determines its identity. In Being and Time, Heidegger (1962) explains how the
identity of a hammer is defined by its relation to nails, tape-measures, skill-saws, and other
items in a given work-environment. Specifically, the identity of a hammer is determined
by driving nails into suitably measured and skillfully cut pieces of wood in order to build a
house (pp. 95-102, §67–2). This suggests that the being of a hammer, i.e., that and what a
hammer is, is defined by a set of purposive relations between disparate entities in a specific
context. Yet Heidegger (1962) is quick to point out that the purposive relations between
hammers, nails, tape-measures, and skill-saws is relative to a particular human activity:
carpentry. This means: “Only as long as Dasein is […] ‘is there’ Being” (p. 255, §212). So,
the being of a hammer is ultimately defined by the way a carpenter uses it along with other
tools to construct a home. And with this concrete example in place, we see that Heidegger’s
abstract account of the connection between ‘being’ and ‘human being’ indicates the way
particular human activities determine the identity of specific entities.
Describing particular instances of a general theme is also an effective approach to
explicating the technical terms in Heidegger’s philosophy of technology. Recall, Gestell
is Heidegger’s word for the way our techno-scientific assumptions about reality enable
us to treat our surroundings as Bestand: i.e., as a stock of resources for production and
consumption. Heidegger (1999) unpacks this general idea by describing the mathematical
models we use to measure, manipulate, and control our environment to satisfy our ends.
“Calculation,” he claims, aims at “certainty in governing and planning” (p. 98). And
by transforming our surroundings into calculable bits matter, he says, “the earth and its
atmosphere become raw material for self-assertive production.” (Heidegger, 1971, p.
109). Yet we can really see what Heidegger means if we return to the particular case of
carpentry. To carry out the task of building a home, carpenters rely on various resources
and the technical skill required to mine and manufacture them. Foresters convert timber into
plywood, engineers transform rivers into hydroelectricity, and metallurgists and machinists
turn iron ore into hammers, tape-measures, and other such tools. In each instance, the
application of techno-scientific assumptions to the natural world reduces it to a resource
that carpenters can use at their disposal. But Heidegger (1977) is keen to show that we use
mathematical modeling to reduce ourselves to resources, too (pp. 18, 101). Carpenters, after
all, are part of a labor market, and their skills are regularly quantified by economists who
use statistical analysis to try and boost GDP. Here we see the force of Heidegger’s claim
that both the activity of carpentry and the identity of a hammer are determined by a deeper
and broader destining of being that presents our surroundings as a stock of resources. And
after offering tangible examples of Gestell and Bestand, we have a clearer picture of the
background assumptions that direct our techno-scientific way of life.
When we combine Heidegger’s account of the connection between ‘being’ and ‘human
being’ with his analysis of the ‘destining of being’ that governs our technological age,
we are presented with an image of modernity in which purposive human activity reduces
reality to resources for production and consumption. Heidegger develops this image by
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engaging with the history of philosophy and employing a new vocabulary. But the technical
terminology he uses to increase human knowledge within the context of the academy may
seem like nonsense to non-specialists. So, Heidegger’s insight into human existence and
techno-science has to be translated into a language lay people comprehend to ensure it
has an impact on human understanding writ large. This translation is achieved by taking
Heidegger’s abstract discussions of Dasein, Gestell, and Bestand and making them concrete.
Specifically, Heidegger’s jargon can be turned into accessible prose by offering particular
examples of the general phenomena he describes. Dasein indicates the link between ‘being’
and ‘human being’, and we can see this connection if we explain the way the identity of a
hammer is determined by a human activity: carpentry. Likewise, Gestell and Bestand refer
to the way techno-science reduces the world to resources, and this concept is clear enough
if we describe how engineers use mathematical models to turn rivers into hydroelectricity.
In each of these cases, a technical term is extracted from the subtle distinctions and detailed
argumentation required to develop and defend an idea in the academy. It is then translated
into ordinary language by illustrating the key idea through a tangible example. And once
a technical term is converted into a conventional idiom, a novel academic idea can be
shared with non-specialists. In short, turning Heidegger’s arcane academic writing into
publicly accessible text serves a pedagogical purpose by allowing Heidegger’s insights to be
introduced to everyone.
Public Accessibility and Applied Philosophy
After Heidegger’s ideas have been translated from the technical terminology of the academy
into publicly accessible text, they can be used to clarify and analyze current events. Doing
this requires academic expertise and the ability to turn jargon into a common vocabulary.
But it also demands paying close attention to public debate as well as a willingness to
engage with people beyond the university. Heidegger, for his part, thought the power of
modern techno-science created a crisis for humanity. In fact, he believed reducing the world
to resources to satisfy our ends led to a loss of the sacred, the violation of nature, and the
destruction of our home. And he argued that we need to break free from our self-serving use
of technology to overcome the crisis of modernity.5 Of course, Heidegger did not live to see
the melting sea ice, mass extinctions, and plastic contamination of the 21st Century. However,
his account of Gestell and Bestand can help us understand the climate crisis.6 Grasping
the depth of Dasein’s freedom is equally key to confronting the climate emergency. And
connecting Heidegger’s views on modern technology and human freedom with the climate
crisis will enable us to see the practical value of turning Heidegger’s jargon into ordinary
language and then applying it to current affairs.
According to Heidegger, our modern technological destining of being emerged with
the scientific revolution in the 17th Century, and its background assumptions are embodied
in Descartes’ belief that advances in mathematics will make us “masters and possessors of
nature” (Descartes, 1998, p. 35). Heidegger (1977) acknowledges the material benefits we
5
6

For a detailed defense of this reading of Heidegger’s philosophy of technology, see Young (2002).
See, for example, Wendland (2019a).
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have acquired through modern science, but he thinks our self-serving use of science and
technology leads to the sacrilege, violence, and destruction that characterize modernity and
thus our current climate emergency (pp. 3–35). Briefly, Heidegger sees the life-sustaining
power of nature as worthy of respect and thus a check on our self-assertion.7 Yet our modern
attempt to manipulate and control the world means we have lost our sense of a sacred natural
order. Ironically, violating the natural order by turning the world into desire-satisfying
resources results in the destruction of our home. When we engage in factory farming, clearcutting, or dam-building, we violate the natural state of pheasants, fir trees, and estuaries.
And when we reduce nature to resources in this way, we effectively destroy the ecosystems
upon which human life depends. Although environmental degradation and the destruction
of our habitat are clearly concerning, Heidegger is also worried about the impact of technoscience on human freedom. In fact, Heidegger (1977) believes we have become so enthralled
with the apparent success of science and technology that we have a hard time imagining
an alternative way of living (p. 27). This suggests responding to the climate emergency
involves twisting ourselves free from our self-serving and uncritical use of technology.
And if Heidegger’s description of Gestell and Bestand can help us see the techno-scientific
source of our climate crisis, his depiction of Dasein’s freedom paves the way for a different
destining of being.
As noted above, ‘Dasein’ is an ordinary German word that means ‘existence’, but
Heidegger uses it as a technical term for ‘human being’ to indicate that the essence of human
beings lies in their existence. This means who and what we are is tied to a contingent a set
of circumstances and we are always free to change our identity. In the 21st Century, human
identities are calculated to fit within a broader system of production and consumption.
Professionally, our skills are seen as resources to be used by employers and policy makers,
and our ability to be carpenters, teachers, or engineers is subject to the dictates of the market.
Personally, our news, entertainment, friendships, and familial duties are increasingly driven
by algorithms that collect our data and sell it to companies seeking to bolster their bottom
line. And even our recreational time has been quantified to the point that it is unclear if we
are running for our well-being or the Strava app. Here we see human identities shaped by
the techno-scientific mastery that has led to our climate emergency. Yet the fact that our
identities are contingent and open to change suggests that we can free ourselves from our
technological destining of being. Heidegger (2010) believes this freedom is achieved via a
form of ‘willful non-willing’ that releases us from our self-assertive activities and puts us in
a position to interact with nature in a sustainable way (pp. 33–43). Of course, ‘willful nonwilling’ sounds contradictory, but the basic idea is clear: we need to resist our tendency to
reduce the natural world to a resource we use to satisfy our own ends. And this resistance
is exemplified by Greta Thunberg’s school strikes as well as the various protests led by
Extinction Rebellion, Green Peace, and other environmental groups. In sum, the fact that
“the ‘essence’ of Dasein lies in its existence” (Heidegger, 1962, p. 67, §42) implies that we
are free to change our identity and using this freedom to adopt an alternative way of life is
crucial to confronting the climate crisis.

7

See Heidegger’s account of poiesis at Heidegger (1977, pp. 15–16).
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Drawing on Gestell and Bestand to analyze our climate emergency illustrates the
extent to which our attempt to quantify and control our surroundings leads to a loss of the
sacred, the violation of nature, and the destruction of our home. Discussing Dasein also
shows that we are free to change our identity and therefore open to interacting with nature
in a sustainable way. And applying Heidegger’s account of modern technology and human
freedom to the climate crisis is a valuable addition to public discourse insofar as it points to
the self-assertive source of environmental degradation and suggests we need to check our
desire to master the natural world. Here we see the practical benefit of turning Heidegger’s
technical terminology into a common vocabulary and then applying it to current affairs: it
allows us makes sense of our contemporary predicament and it provides us with the insight
we need to make educated decisions. Of course, contributing to public discourse on climate
change is likely to raise questions and provoke replies from citizens across the political
spectrum. This means applying Heidegger’s ideas to current issues requires academic
expertise, a penchant for public writing, and a willingness to engage with a wide variety of
people. Ideally, this public debate will put Heidegger’s philosophy of technology to the test
and simultaneously result in an informed citizenry. And ultimately, employing Heidegger’s
depictions of Gestell, Bestand, and Dasein to analyze the climate crisis is designed to help us
determine the best way to sustain life on this planet.8
Applied Philosophy and the Academy
On a Heideggerian reading, confronting the climate crisis involves cultivating an alternative
to the techno-scientific destining of being that has governed our interaction with nature since
the 17th Century. The first step in this process is resisting our tendency to reduce the world to
resources. Yet this resistance is just the beginning, and real creative work needs to be done to
imagine a different way of living. At the very least, a viable alternative to our self-assertive
and technologically driven societies will have to protect the integrity of our life-sustaining
ecosystems. Heidegger (1992) accordingly speaks of ‘letting things be’ and he asks us to
shift our mindset from ‘masters and possessors of nature’ to ‘shepherds of being’ (p. 234).
The notion of shepherding suggests we need to both preserve the natural world and ensure
our own well-being. But figuring out how to strike this balance will demand a great deal of
research in nearly every area of human inquiry. To date, Heidegger scholars have used his
work to develop deep ecology and ecofeminism.9 And just as Heidegger utilized ‘Dasein’,
‘Gestell’, and ‘Bestand’ to break new philosophical ground, environmental ethicists employ
technical terms like ‘biocentrism’, ‘de-growth’, and ‘sentientism’ to challenge existent
anthropocentric moral theories and to increase our understanding of the world, generally.10
Now whether ecofeminism or biocentrism will result in a new destining of being is an open

8

For readers who have doubts about the practical value of Heidegger’s philosophy due to his decision
to join the Nazis, see Wendland (2019b).
9
For an overview of Heidegger’s influence on the deep ecology movement, see Zimmerman (2019).
For an example of Heidegger’s applicability to ecofeminism, see Claxton (2017).
10
For an overview of key terms in the growing sub-discipline of environmental ethics, see Attfield
(2018).
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question. But one thing is clear: translating Heidegger’s academic jargon into publicly
accessible text and then applying it to our current climate emergency has inspired new forms
of academic research.
And with that, we have come full circle. Heidegger uses Dasein, Gestell, and Bestand
as technical terms in his academic writing to make a series of subtle philosophical points
and ultimately advance our understanding in metaphysics, epistemology, existentialism,
and phenomenology. Yet Heidegger’s ability to push the boundaries of human inquiry
presupposes a certain mastery of the fine distinctions, detailed argumentation, and arcane
jargon of previous academic philosophy. This means appreciating Heidegger’s insight into
human existence and our techno-scientific societies requires a great deal of philosophical
expertise. And if Heidegger’s ideas are to have any influence beyond the academy, his
vocabulary needs to be translated into a language the lay person comprehends. This
is achieved by offering examples that illustrate ideas unearthed via words like Dasein,
Gestell, and Bestand. And once technical terms are converted into a common idiom, novel
academic ideas can be shared with non-specialists and used to analyze current affairs.
This suggests there is pedagogical and practical value to be had by turning Heidegger’s
academic ‘nonsense’ into publicly accessible text. Specifically, suitably translated technical
terminology can be used to both introduce curious people to philosophy and contribute
to public debate over the most pressing issues of our time. That said, there is a dialectical
relation between academic and public philosophy insofar as the application of academic
ideas to current issues elicits questions that require new forms of research. And in the
end, academic and public philosophy prove their worth through the impact they have on
education, human understanding, and how we lead our lives.
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Abstract: Philosophy is presented in a wide range of forms, none of which can be convincingly claimed
to be the “genuine” one. Historically speaking, there is not one “proper” way of doing philosophy, evidencing
what may be called the social contingency of philosophy. This paper aims to provide a “critical” philosophy
of today, in the Kantian sense of a philosophy that reflects on the conditions of its possibility, and thereby
acknowledges the limitations they impose. Conceptually, our approach is grounded in Niklas Luhmann’s
social systems theory, in which “functional differentiation” and “second-order observation” are two crucial
characteristics of modern society. The paper discusses how presentations of philosophy align themselves
with the second-order observation mechanisms of the specific social systems in which they are “hosted.”
This paper deals in particular with two such systems: academics and social (or mass) media. These forms of
presenting philosophy produce two different kinds of philosophy presenters: the expert and the influencer.
Keywords: academic system; peer review; social media; YouTube; second-order observation; Niklas
Luhmann.

Introduction
In a survey of modes of philosophizing throughout the history of Western thought, Werner
Stegmaier (2021) discusses fifty different forms in which philosophy has been presented.
The list of forms (which is not meant to be complete) includes, for instance: poetry, dialogue,
and proverbial sayings in ancient times; prayer and commentary in the middle ages; essay
and philosophical system in early modernity; manifesto and lecture in the 19th and 20th
centuries; and academic journal papers and online publications today. The list could easily be
expanded much further, especially if Non-Western philosophy were to be included.
Reflections on the historical diversity of forms of philosophizing are useful. They
show clearly that there is, in actuality, no such thing as a standard method of philosophy.
Philosophy has been presented in multiple forms and, given the sheer diversity, none of
them can be convincingly claimed to be the “genuine” one—although there is no shortage of
such claims. That, historically speaking, there is not one “proper” way of doing philosophy
shows what may be called the social contingency of philosophy. Philosophy is not, as Martin
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Heidegger somewhat conceitedly presumed, in any privileged relationship with language.
It is certainly not, as he (in)famously claimed, in such a relationship with the Greek and
German languages (Heidegger, 1994, pp. 50–51). Like all other ways of thinking, speaking,
and writing, philosophizing is contingent upon existing modes of communication. It operates
within historically evolving social structures and makes use of available linguistic and
communicational means.
Different forms of philosophizing correspond to different audiences of philosophy. Just
as there is no standard method of philosophy, no one particular style in which it needs to
be presented, and no specific language that “naturally” lends itself to philosophizing better
than others; there is also no one particular community or readership that it exclusively
addresses. The audience of a philosophical work, like its form, is contingent upon the social
and historical context within which such a work is written or spoken. This contingency also
indicates that philosophical communication, like any other type of communication, never
speaks simply to “everyone.” While there is no one exclusive realm where philosophy has
its native home, there does always need to be some concrete social framework within which
it is communicated. This necessity contradicts the implicit or explicit assumption found, for
instance, in the works of Kant or Habermas, that philosophy gives voice to a supposedly
universal reason or rationality in an unspecified “public sphere” (Öffentlichkeit)—consisting,
in principle, of all humankind or all rational beings. While philosophical works may often
claim to express generally valid truths that everyone ought to heed, their respective forms
limit their reach and significance to the respective social contexts within which they are
produced and presented. Here, we will focus on two contemporary forms of philosophy
listed by Stegmaier—papers in academic journals and online publications—and discuss
how they align themselves with the operations of the specific social systems that “host”
them, namely the academic and the (mass or social) media system. These different forms of
presenting philosophy produce two different kinds of philosophy presenters: the expert and
the influencer.
Conceptually, our approach is grounded in Niklas Luhmann’s social systems theory.
According to Luhmann, modern society consists of numerous communication systems—
such as politics, law, the economy, academics,1 the mass media, and education—each of
which fulfils a specific function in society, operates with specific codes, and develops many
more system-specific features distinguishing it from other systems in its social environment
(Luhmann, 2012–2013). Luhmann calls this “functional differentiation” and regards it as a
defining characteristic of modern society. The historical shift toward modernity, for him,
consisted in the transition from “stratified differentiation”, i.e., a social structure based on
the division between different strata (which very roughly correspond to what in Marxist
language is called “classes”), to functional differentiation, i.e., a social structure based on the
division between different function systems such as those just named.
1
“Academics,” “academia,” and “academic system” refer to what Luhmann calls in German
Wissenschaftssystem. The German word Wissenschaft is often translated as “science.” However, this
translation can cause misunderstandings since the English word “science” primarily refers to the
natural sciences whereas the German word Wissenschaft refers equally to all academic disciplines,
including arts and humanities.
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Philosophy is neither a function system in its own right nor confined to just one system.
Philosophy is communicated (or presented) in various systems; not only in academia and the
media, but also, for instance, in the education system. However, as mentioned, in this paper
we will only deal with the presentation of philosophy in academics and social media.
Besides functional differentiation, “second-order observation” is another crucial
characteristic of modern society for Luhmann. Social systems are, for him, observing
systems. The economic system, for instance, observes its environment in economic terms
and communicates accordingly; similarly the legal system observes its environment in legal
terms and communicates accordingly. In modernity, the observations of social systems have
become increasingly complex. As Luhmann argues, virtually all systems now operate in the
mode of second-order observation. In contrast to first-order observation, that is the mere
observation of something, second-order observation not only observes something but it also
observes observations. Something is not just seen, but seen in terms of how it observes and/
or how it is being observed. In the economy, for instance, value is not constructed by simply
observing companies or commodities, but by observing how companies and commodities
observe and/or are being observed “on the market.”
The pervasiveness of second-order observation throughout all social systems today
inevitably effects the observation of philosophy—both in the active sense of how philosophy
observes (i.e., how it presents itself and its contents) and in the passive sense of how it is
being observed (i.e., how its presentation becomes visible). The specific aim of this paper
is to reflect on how conditions of second-order observation in academics and social media
guide the presentation of philosophy in these two systems. Thereby, the paper is, in a
sense, “post-Kantian.” While, for Kant, philosophy needed first and foremost to reflect on
(transcendental) cognitive conditions which enabled it to operate, we take a Luhmannian
route and instead reflect on (empirical) social conditions facilitating philosophical
presentations.
The presentation of philosophy in the academic system
For Luhmann, the emergence of the modern academic system consists in the formation
of an “autopoietic”, or self-reproducing, discourse on the symbolically generalized
communication medium “truth” (Wahrheit). This discourse became systemic by generating
its own code (true/false) and assumed a specific social function, namely the production
of “innovative findings” (neue Erkenntnisse) that it makes available to society (Luhmann,
1992). Within this social system, a profession with specific institutions, publications, and
career opportunities emerged. During the present Covid-19 crisis, for instance; politics, the
media, the law, and other social systems tend to appeal to the academic system—typically
represented by academic professionals who are regarded as “experts”—to establish the
“truth” about the pandemic and to generate new findings. That contemporary society
tries to make sense of and deal with the crisis by using terms provided by scientists (e.g.,
“virus,” “pandemic,” “Covid-19,” and “vaccination”) and hesitates to give priority to
alternative terminologies suggested by non-academic sources (e.g., “China Virus” or “divine
punishment”) illustrates the functioning and the function of the academic system in modern
society.
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While the academic system is “structurally coupled” with other social systems—for
instance by providing input on political decisions and information for media reports during
the current pandemic—it still remains “operationally closed,” just like all other social
function systems. Its operational closure consists in the fact that academic communication
can only be produced within the academic system. Academic texts are generated in the
academic system by referring to other academic texts referring to other academic texts. These
texts must be published in publication venues within the academic system and be produced
with an academic methodology, otherwise they are not academic. Of course, an academic
can also, for instance, be interviewed in the media, but in this case her statements are clearly
identifiable as media communication and do not constitute “research.” Politicians may well
make decisions based on academic research. However, these decisions are political and
not academic. They are not publicized in the form of academic essays. Politicians cannot
communicate new regulations regarding quarantine measures through a virology journal.
They must go through the proper political channels provided within the political system in
order to be effective.
Philosophy too has found a place within the academic system (although it seems that
it is increasingly pushed toward the fringes). In his lengthy monograph Die Wissenschaft
der Gesellschaft (Society’s Academic System), Niklas Luhmann summarized laconically
what happened to philosophy once it settled within this social realm: “What was once
philosophy degenerates2 in this way to mere expertise in the treatment of philosophical
texts; and philosophers become philosophy experts.”3 (Luhmann, 1992, p. 159) Luhmann’s
point seems to be warranted: In order to get a job as an academic philosopher, one needs
to become an expert by establishing an area of specialization, and one does so precisely by
giving “treatment” to existing philosophical texts by other philosophical experts who became
experts in the exact same way.
In Die Wissenschaft der Gesellschaft, Luhmann (1992) analyzes in great detail the
autopoiesis of the academic system. As in all other contemporary function systems, secondorder observation plays a crucial role in the self-reproducing communication process.
Philosophers become academic experts by observing the observations of other academic
philosophy experts. In this mode of second-order observation, they participate in the
autopoiesis of the academic system. While Luhmann’s monograph is heavy on theoretical
elaborations on processes of second-order observation, it is, however, relatively light
on concrete discussions of how these practically manifest themselves in academia. One
reason for this imbalance is simply that in 1992, when the book was first published, the
institutionalization of academic second-order observation as we know it today was still in its
infancy. In particular, two major institutionalized forms of academic second-order observation,
2
To avoid misunderstandings, it needs to be noted that Luhmann speaks here in an ironical register;
he does not truly lament the emergence of modern academic philosophy as a “degeneration.” To him,
the shift toward modernity and functional differentiation represents an evolutionary increase in social
complexity—though not necessarily “progress.” Philosophy, too, participates in this process. In the
course of this evolutionary development, however, it became “completely impossible” for philosophy
to claim, as it once did, “a leading position” (Spitzenposition) in the production of knowledge. In this
sense it underwent a sort of “degeneration.” (Luhmann, 1992, p. 457.)
3
Translations from German in this essay are ours.
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which also have a great impact on the academic presentation of philosophy, did not yet exist
(at least not in the highly formalized shape they have now taken on): academic (double-blind)
peer review and academic rankings and ratings (of, for instance, journals and universities).
As is the case with the present paper, today’s academic philosophy essays are written
bearing in mind the peer review process through which they must go in order to be published
and count as academic communications. For younger academics at the beginning of their
careers it may be surprising, as Melinda Baldwin has shown, that “it was only in the late
twentieth century that peer review came to be seen as a process central to scientific practice.”
(Baldwin, 2018, p. 538). Baldwin traces the origin of contemporary academic peer review
geographically to the U.S.A. and academically to the natural sciences. It has since extended
globally and to all academic disciplines. It can be safely assumed that when Luhmann
published Die Wissenschaft der Gesellschaft, peer review practice had not been established
by the publisher of his book, the then renowned Suhrkamp Verlag. It can also be safely
assumed that Luhmann would have hardly encountered the peer review process in publishing
his hundreds of journal papers and book chapters.
In her study on the history of academic peer review, Baldwin argues that its standardized
form had its origins in the need to provide scientific legitimacy to funding bodies of the
natural sciences. She explains:
In the 1970s, in the wake of a series of attacks on scientific funding, American scientists faced
a dilemma: there was increasing pressure for science to be accountable to those who funded it,
but scientists wanted to ensure their continuing influence over funding decisions. Scientists and
their supporters cast expert refereeing—or “peer review,” as it was increasingly called—as the
crucial process that ensured the credibility of science as a whole (Baldwin, 2018, p. 538).

While there is no reason to doubt Baldwin’s findings, the funding situation for scientific
research in the U.S.A. in the 1970s on its own can hardly explain the rapid global expansion
of this process which took the whole academic world by storm in the past two decades.
From our point of view, this sudden rise can be explained with reference to second-order
observation: Academic peer review succeeded because it standardized and institutionalized
pre-existing second-order observation practices in the academic system. The logic behind
the now outdated idea that editors individually select the papers to be published in their
journals was based on an emphasis on first-order observation: Editors would personally read
a paper and then judge it in terms of its academic “truth value” and its capacity to present
“innovative findings.” Peer review shifts the emphasis from first-order to second-order
observation. Now editors do not simply read the paper but read it in light of expert reports
on the paper. Instead of only observing the paper, they simultaneously and systematically
observe observations of the paper. Observing the paper in light of how it is observed
within the academic system is more in line with other systemic second-order observation
mechanisms in society (such as establishing economic value not by simply observing a
commodity but by observing how the commodity is observed “on the market”). Due to their
greater degree of complexity, such second-order observation processes guarantee greater
legitimacy and validity than mere first-order observation.
As Luhmann stated, “We no longer need to know what the world is like once we know
how it is being observed and once we are capable of orienting ourselves in the realm of
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second-order observation. […] The observation of observers […] has become the advanced
mode of perceiving the world in modern society.” (Luhmann, 2013, p. 100) This “advanced
mode of perceiving the world” has also become the advanced mode of perceiving academic
philosophy essays. The peer review system has established more or less strictly regulated
norms and procedures allowing all academics—editors, reviewers, and writers (each of
whom frequently switch roles)—to orient themselves with relative ease in the complex
realm of academic second order-observation. The massive amount of autopoietic academic
text production has made it impossible to orient oneself within the system only by means of
first-order observation. There is simply no time to actually read the thousands of publications
one needs to observe to be an academic specialist. Fortunately, we no longer need to read
as much once we have become experts in academic second-order observation. While some
scientists “have argued that peer review could be eliminated with little cost to the scientific
quality of the scientific literature” (Baldwin, 2018, p. 558), such considerations are beside
the point precisely because they assume, at least implicitly, that “scientific quality” can
be measured by first-order observation alone. The academic system has moved on to a
determination of scientific quality by means of second-order observation and it is difficult
to imagine how this movement could be reversed. Who should be able to compare and assess
the quality of all those papers by actually reading them?
A further level of complexity in academic second-order observation has emerged in
the form of rankings and ratings of universities and journals. Numerous such rankings
exist today and it is beyond the scope of this paper to discuss them in any detail. Most if
not all of these rankings are derived from metrical analyses of second-order observation
data such as reputation surveys and citation numbers. Their history is even more recent
than that of the peer review process with which they share an Anglo-American and natural
science background. The influential Times Higher Education World University Rankings,
for instance, originated as late as 2004.4 During the past two decades, journal rankings
developed out of journal article indexing for research purposes and out of the Journal Impact
Factor calculated by Thomson Reuters, which had been “originally created as a tool to
help librarians identify journals to purchase.”5 Today, the primary function of such metrics,
similar to the peer review system, is to provide institutionalized (and commodified) guidance
for second-order observation orientation within the academic system. The academic value
of an academic essay correlates, for instance, with the SCImago Journal Rank of the journal
within which it is published and the reputation of the indices which cover it. Typically, the
website of the publisher of an academic journal—as in the case of Human Affairs6—makes
such data readily available so that potential contributors and purchasers can decide if it is
worth submitting or subscribing to (whether it is worth reading is quite a different issue).
Combined institutionalized academic second-order observation mechanisms, such
as peer review processes and journal rankings, build academic profiles (Moeller &
D’Ambrosio, 2021). A profile is an identity that is constructed under conditions of secondorder observation. Given that they each determine their value and status within the academic
4
5
6

https://www.timeshighereducation.com/world-university-rankings
https://sfdora.org/read/
https://www.degruyter.com/journal/key/HUMAFF/html; http://www.humanaffairs.sk/
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system, academics and journals both need to curate their academic profiles. The presentation
of philosophy in the form of academic journal articles is a central element of academic
profile curation. The profile of an academic “philosophy expert” is promoted by publishing
in highly ranked journals and—vice versa—a philosophy journal can boost its profile by
publishing articles by “high profile” authors, promising more citations and an increase in
reputation.
In short, the presentation of philosophy in academic journals takes place within systemic
profile curation loops based on institutionalized second-order observation processes. This is
also the case for the present essay: Its publication will help us fulfil certain academic profile
requirements stipulated by our employers.7 Ultimately, academic philosophy papers are not
just written with readers (i.e., individual first-order observers) in mind but, and often more
importantly, with how they contribute to an academic profile that emerges only through
second-order observation. Philosophical journal papers are not primarily presented to any
specific individual peers, but to the impersonal “general peer” (Moeller, 2020) who takes
shape in the second-order observation processes of a social system.
The presentation of philosophy on social media
There is a wide variety of forms in which philosophy may be presented online. Among
them are, to name just a few: academically oriented networks for making one’s written
work available, such as Academia.edu; personal blogs by professional and non-professional
philosophers; podcasts presenting interviews or dialogues with philosophers; lectures by
professional philosophers on video sharing platforms; and, also mostly on such platforms,
popular channels introducing individual philosophers and philosophies or discussing various
issues from a philosophical perspective. Each of these forms of presenting philosophy
through social media has its specific characteristics which we cannot outline within the scope
of the present essay. We limit our discussion here to a brief reflection on one aspect of the
social media presentation of philosophy that links it to the preceding reflections on academic
philosophy: second-order observation. We will do so by focusing on one specific social
media platform where we have a presence: YouTube. (We cooperate on a YouTube channel
on Daoist philosophy and we have other channels where we present our own philosophical
musings.)
Second-order observation is central to all communication on social media. On YouTube
it is manifested concretely on the screen. The number of views is shown below each video
along with the number of likes and dislikes. In addition to these numerical data, most
YouTube presentations allow comments. Popular videos often have hundreds or thousands of
comments, many of which are commented on in turn. This results in feedback loops. Viewers
on YouTube (and generally on social media) do not simply watch videos; they also watch
how what they watch is being watched. This is a highly dynamic process: numbers, likes,
and comments change over time—they grow. Videos on YouTube invite fragmented, random,
and non-linear viewing: Most of the time, a video is not watched in full and most comments
7
Universities require publication of a specific number of peer-reviewed essays in Scopus-indexed
journals for contracts to be extended or to be able to graduate.
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remain unread.8 And yet, viewers may well return to a video and watch different segments of
it and read different comments.
Second-order observation operations not only determine how one watches videos on
YouTube, but also what one watches there. Algorithms decide which videos are offered to
the viewer—even if one actively searches for themes. The choices given are generated by
observations of viewing habits which remain quite obscure to the viewers. YouTube explains
only vaguely:
We’re constantly testing, learning, and adjusting to recommend videos that are relevant to you.
We take into account many signals, including your watch and search history (if enabled) as
well as the channels you’ve subscribed to. We also consider your context, such as your country
and time of day.9

When we watch YouTube, we observe ourselves in the mode of second-order
observation. By looking at the selection of videos we are offered, we see our personal
viewer profile emerge. The same is the case when we present videos: Here, too, we see
how our profile takes shape and evolves by observing how our videos are observed as being
observed. Viewers, including ourselves, do not simply see our videos, they also see how
our videos are liked and disliked and commented on. Not unlike citation metrics and peer
reviews in academics, social media feedback mechanisms allow us to establish and curate an
identity that is not constituted through recognition by any particular individual peer, but by
communicating with a trans-personal general peer enabled by a communication system.
The presentation of philosophy on social media, too, is oriented to the general peer. As
in the academic system, individual profiles of philosophers are built through second-order
observation processes. In the academic system these profiles are those of experts. High
profile experts get cited frequently, have an impressive H-index, and are able to publish
in top journals. On social media, high profile philosophy presenters become philosophy
influencers. They reach wide audiences, generate extensive feedback loops, and are seen
as being seen, or known to be known. Philosophy experts may also become philosophy
influencers—Harvard philosopher Michael Sandel is an example—but more often their
success in the academic system is not complemented by equal success in social media. The
converse is also true: high-profile philosophy influencers, like PhilosophyTube host Abigail
Thorn whose channel has close to one million subscribers,10 typically do not even compete
for a high profile in the academic system.
A short conclusion
This brief academic essay aims to show that the presentation of philosophy is conditioned by
the modes of communication of the social systems within which it takes place. There is no
“genuine” way of presenting philosophy, and there is no “philosophy system” as such, but
there is, for instance, academic philosophy and social media philosophy. The presentation
8
9
10

https://uhurunetwork.com/the-50-rule-for-youtube/
https://www.youtube.com/howyoutubeworks/product-features/recommendations/
https://www.youtube.com/user/thephilosophytube
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of philosophy evolves along with the evolution of society. Today’s social systems operate
with increasingly complex, elaborate, organized, institutionalized, commodified, and
metrically assessed second-order observation mechanisms. These mechanisms not only
shape presentations of philosophy but also the identities of the presenters—the profiles
of philosophers. The academic expert and the social media influencer are two profile
types available to contemporary philosophers. A “critical” philosophy of today, in the
Kantian sense of a philosophy that reflects on the conditions of its possibility, can analyse
these conditions and dispassionately acknowledge the limitations they impose on overly
enthusiastic philosophical ambitions.
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THE FORCE OF PRESENTATION:
POLICING MODES OF EXPRESSION AND GATEKEEPING
THE STATUS QUO

ELLY VINTIADIS

Abstract: Today the way philosophical work is presented is very narrowly circumscribed and as a result,
this excludes people who do not want to, or cannot effectively, present their work in a particular manner.
This canonization of the mode of presentation of philosophical work also serves to maintain the status quo
of analytic philosophy as an exclusively academic discipline. In this paper I argue that diversity in how
philosophical thinking is presented should be allowed, and even, encouraged. I argue that it is in philosophy’s
interest to expand the ways that it is presented, because not doing so not only limits who can participate in
philosophy, but it also limits who philosophy attracts and so how far-reaching philosophy can be.
Keywords: canon, metaphilosophy, history of philosophy, diversity

There has been a lot of discussion lately on the philosophical canon which circumscribes
what one must read, teach and write about. Its lack of diversity and the consequences of this
lack are starting to be understood. It is also well-known to the philosophical community that
there is a very specific way in which philosophical work must be presented. In this sense, the
way one should write to communicate one’s philosophical work is also highly canonized,
but this has been given less attention. In fact, the way philosophical work is presented can
be seen as constituting a genre, in the sense that there is a tradition of writing philosophy in
a specific way (Ferell, 2002, p. 6). In this paper I want to draw attention to this canonization
and how it limits philosophy in ways that harm it.
Philosophy, at least in its Anglo-Saxon Western tradition, has been mostly characterized
by dry and scholastic writing. As a result, there has always been tension with people who,
tried to break away from this tradition and offer diverse presentations of their philosophical
thinking. This led to philosophy at different times in its history being presented in the
form of treatises, meditations, summae, commentaries, series of aphorisms, dialogues, and
confessions written in first person. In fact, a number of people who have broken with the
traditional mold we know today as some of the greats of the history of philosophy: Heraclitus,
Plato, Nietzsche, Pascal, Kierkegaard and Wittgenstein. These names come from a time in
which philosophy was not professionalized and institutionalized in the way that it is today
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in modern universities, and many of the philosophers of the past that are included in the
western canon today, including some that remained within the usual mode of presentation
in philosophy, did not hold university positions. This may be one reason that different styles
were open to them; because not only did they not have to fit in a world of professional
philosophy (indeed, one wonders whether the above thinkers would be accepted in academia
today) but also, as Martha Nussbaum (2017) has noted, since they wrote for a public audience
they had to make their content accessible to their readers (p. 219). Nonetheless, despite the fact
that philosophy in its history has been more diverse in terms of its presentation than it is today,
Agnes Heller (2012) is right to point out that its borders, though elastic, still existed (p. 20).
Today, rather exceptionally in the history of philosophy, philosophy is an academic
discipline. In order for philosophers to get a job and advance in their field they need
to adhere by the standards set by the profession. This has led to the presentation of
philosophical work being rigidly formalized. Though there are the occasional philosophers
whose writing style is a pleasure to read, there are strict rules about the format and writing
style that lead to the papers and books that we, in the analytic tradition, know as typical in
philosophy: argumentative, dry, often about minor points in an area of philosophy and often
lacking a broader context. This results in dense and technical papers that are difficult to
follow – and sometimes even boring – to people who are not experts in the particular niche
of the field that these papers or books are addressing. We are, in fact, trained to write this
way and leave behind, either completely or for other endeavours, other ways of presenting
our philosophical thinking. There is a sense in which it is assumed that learning how to write
in this manner gives one a privileged access to philosophical understanding and this is the
only standard that is accepted as counting towards publication, promotion in the field and to,
more generally, being accepted in the philosophical club. So philosophy must be written and
it must be written in a very specific way addressed to our professional in-group.
This style of writing is meant to be more ‘scientific’; more rigorous than other styles
of writing, impersonal, based on explicit argumentation, demonstrative reasoning and
including the dissection of terms and the use of philosophical jargon. Instead of being
modeled on other kinds of expression, the starting point of philosophy lately seems to be
scientific reasoning. This has limited philosophy to academic papers, books (monograms or
anthologies) and lately, though very rarely, posters, with other genres or forms of expression
being ignored, or purposely avoided. Though philosophical ideas and arguments can be
found in films, in fiction, in blogs and other (public) media, there are still people who will
insist that in order to do “serious” philosophy, and to be a philosopher, one must do it in the
form of an academic article, or a longer treatise.
There is nothing inherently wrong with papers written within this traditional presentation
mode, and philosophy is a very difficult and highly technical subject. Since the nature of
philosophy is to explore our foundational assumptions and the limits of our understanding of
reality, technical papers on, say, science, logic, consciousness or mathematics will be part of
philosophy. But precisely because philosophy is about challenging our most deeply rooted
assumptions, philosophy must also be open to challenging its own preconceptions, including
about what is and is not philosophy. That is, it should not dismiss the possibility of different
forms of philosophical presentation from the start but, rather, should be open to finding
philosophical expression wherever it might exist.
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Because philosophy includes so much more than such abstract argumentative thinking,
and because it is not science, nor is it like science, to model it on science is problematic. The
aim of philosophy is not to construct a body of facts about the natural world, as is the aim
of the sciences. Philosophy aims at conceptual clarity and a more general understanding of
things, one that reveals connections – as Sellars (1962) has said, its aim is “to understand
how things in the broadest possible sense of the term hang together in the broadest possible
sense of the term” (p. 1). Philosophy is also distinctive because it exists in the background of
all of our lives, which is why Mary Midgley compared it to plumbing, and it is characterized
by the generality and fundamentality of the question it raises, which do not fall within the
purview of science. Because of its vast subject matter, it is also very heterogeneous, so trying
to put all of it in the same mold cannot do it justice. Midgley (2018) sums it up well when
she writes that philosophy
is all about how to think about difficult cases – how to imagine, how to visualize and conceive
and describe this confusing world, which is partly known by report, in a way that will make it
more intelligible as a whole. It is a set of practical arts, skills far more like the skills involved in
exploring the unknown forest than they are like the search for a single buried treasure called the
Truth. And because of this it is far more concerned with the kind of questions that we should
ask than with how, at any particular time, we should answer them (p. 50).

Martha Nussbaum (2017) notes that philosophy begins with the Socratic commitment
to careful and explicit rational argument and transparency of speech and that it should be
written in a way that is accessible to anyone who makes an effort to understand it – that is,
it should not only be addressed to an elite (pp. 218–222). It is true that philosophers employ
reason in order to wade through philosophical problems, and though philosophy does not
begin with Socrates, contemporary analytic philosophy is largely modeled on Socratic
argumentation – which, as Rónké Òké (2021) has argued, is also the source of the highly
antagonistic and combative culture of professional philosophy (p. 142). But, to fall back on
Midgley (2018) again, reasoning includes many activities beyond just argumentation. One
can suggest ideas, propose them, compare them, ponder, wonder, brood, speculate, doubt
etc. (pp. 156–157) Reasoning, like philosophers and like their audience, comes in many
shapes and forms, and when you aim at the understanding to which philosophy aspires there
is no good reason why philosophical reasoning should be limited in its form of presentation.
And though reason has traditionally been seen as existing in opposition to the emotions and
imagination, there is ample scientific evidence and philosophical work today that shows
that holding on to this dualist paradigm is mistaken (Bortolotti, 2015; Damasio, 1996).
Reason can work with and through different kinds of cognitions and thus can be expressed in
different ways. If we think of philosophy in these terms, circumscribing the allowed modes of
presentation in philosophy goes contrary to the very nature of philosophy which has a very
broad subject matter and does not have a set method of inquiry.
In this sense, constrictions on the allowed forms of presentation of philosophy serve
as gatekeepers of the status quo of philosophy, as does the required use of philosophical
jargon which can be intimidating to people that would otherwise contribute to, or engage
with, philosophy. By strictly circumscribing the mode of presentation of philosophy one
circumscribes how philosophy should be done and, as a result, what counts as philosophy.
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This could be seen as falling within what Kristie Dotson (2012) has called the ‘culture of
justification’ that pervades US professional philosophy (and the analytic tradition of Western
philosophy more generally) that requires that we contribute to, and teach, philosophy in
accordance with the established conception of philosophical engagement (p. 6). It is also a
form of exceptionalism in which certain ways of presenting one’s work are excluded based
on the (historical) privileging of one mode of presentation over others (p. 12).
Of course one can object that this is what is required to do philosophical work, and to
claim otherwise is to question the expertise that is necessary to be a professional philosopher.
This objection does have something to it. To acquire philosophical expertise requires a lot
of hard work and skill. It takes time to acquire the ability to break down claims, identify
and evaluate assumptions, empirical evidence and arguments, to draw distinctions and find
connections and it also takes a lot of time to master the literature. And because it’s the nature
of philosophy to raise questions that are relevant in people’s lives and on which people voice
strong opinions, professional philosophers often feel the need to gatekeep their discipline and
to define what is and what is not philosophy as well as who is and who is not a philosopher.
But from this it doesn’t follow that the format in which such thinking is presented must
be narrowly circumscribed as it is by the way academic philosophy is currently structured.
Taking up philosophical questions and addressing them in a philosophical manner can
take place in many different forms and there is nothing inherent to philosophy that makes
philosophical insight approachable only in one way. In fact, precisely because many of the
questions philosophy takes up have this universal appeal, or are framework questions in
different disciplines, it cannot be ruled out that people taking up these questions in different
ways in a serious and systematic manner may contribute insights to philosophical thinking.
That doesn’t mean that anyone can or will do it, or that anyone taking up such questions
will contribute to the field, but it means that we should not dismiss a priori that this could
be possible. More than this, the present homogeneity in presentation that is the status quo in
philosophy and which is the result of the professionalization of philosophy may be stifling
individual creativity and forms of expression that could produce unimaginable results.
There are many different ways that one can contribute to philosophy – from literature
reviews to raising a new question, from making a distinction that is useful to a problem to
applying a theory to a real life problem and so on. Sometimes one can explicitly argue for
or against a position in the usual established manner but questions about meaning, language,
consciousness etc. can be approached in a variety of styles not limited to the written
medium or to a particular style of presentation.1 One can offer a different perspective, or
explore, study or just present a number of different perspectives in the form of a dialogue.
An insight, like a counterexample to an accepted analysis, can be offered through a cartoon
or a performance, with an argument explicitly put forward, or implied, or one can provide
important criticism to help us think differently regarding a certain position through a
commentary or a review. Such things can serve as illustrations of philosophical ideas, but
1

Contemporary examples of works that cross genres are Hofstadter’s and Dennett’s The Mind’s Eye
and Deborah J. Brown’s detective story “Swampman of La Mancha” (which was actually published in
the Canadian Journal of Philosophy) in which she connects her texts to the philosophical literature in
footnotes.
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they can also be forms through which their creator engages in philosophizing and the product
of this engagement can act, like a traditional paper, as an invitation to a dialogue within
philosophy. Particularly when one wants to offer an entirely new perspective, a new way of
looking at and thinking about a problem rather than just arguing for one position within an
established framework, media that appeal to the imagination can be particularly effective
and useful. But the conformity of style that is imposed on philosophy today (and its related
conformity of content) excludes philosophers who may not want to, or cannot effectively,
present their work in this way, and it also excludes people who may have something to
contribute to philosophy but would rather do so in another way.2
Today we have a number of media that can be used for philosophical purposes with
fascinating results. For instance, philosophy can be done through YouTube videos as Natalie
Wynn does in ContraPoints (even though from what I understand she is not interested in
professional philosophy). Wynn’s video on Pronouns can be an example of philosophy
done in an unconventional medium for philosophy and the fact that she presents it in video
format because, as she has said, she likes “mood lighting and set design,” should not be a
reason to disqualify her contributions as philosophy. Instead of seeing the video format as a
distraction from her philosophical arguments in which the form is more important than the
content, we can see the form, or presentation, as integral to the very compositional logic of
the integrated work. One can bring to mind here other philosophical work in which the form
and the content work together: Nietzsche’s polemical Twilight of the Idols and Kierkegaard’s
imaginative writing are famous instances of works whose form embodies the philosophical
criticism they are making. (Lavery, 2007) So it is not necessarily the case that video media
platforms favour style over substance. In fact, what Natalie Wynn does in her series of
videos is not new – except the medium in which she does it. She makes dialogues (in which
characters represent different philosophical perspectives) or soliloquies to present a position
on a philosophical topic and to argue against a different position which is something which
has been done repeatedly in the history of philosophy.
Bringing together logical rigour with expressive and imaginative creativity can lead
to more complex thinking and to works with multiple levels of meaning that can lead to
new ways of approaching and understanding philosophical topics. In this sense, allowing
for different ways of presenting philosophy is an opportunity to explore different ways
of doing philosophy, and work in different formats and styles can be a legitimate form of
philosophical expression that can even count as impact if original philosophy is being done.
It can also have important impact in societal terms too – for different ways of presenting
philosophy might be more approachable to different people. In fact, if we think in terms of
public philosophy, Wynn’s work is uniquely suited to a younger audience and, indeed, her
influence is perhaps more far-reaching among that audience than that of most academics.
This does not mean that if we broaden the allowed styles that philosophy can be
presented in then anything will be acceptable as (good) philosophy. Just because we allow
different ways of expression doesn’t necessarily mean that superficial work will make it
through any more than sometimes happens now, nor that work that is not philosophical or
2
That is not say that this is the only or the main reason that people are kept away from philosophy
right now (for more on this see Vintiadis, 2021), but it can be a contributing reason.
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is lacking in depth will be considered to be philosophical thus encroaching on our territory.
Criteria can be set for content to be philosophical in the way relevant to the style and medium
presented and each work should be assessed on its own merits based on whether (and what)
it contributes to the philosophical enterprise. In this sense validation can be retained, without
though the constrictive definitions of how one must contribute.3
In the past few years there has been an increase in people’s interest in philosophy and
philosophical ideas4 and there has been a move by some philosophers to communicate
philosophy more broadly, through blogs, popular articles, podcasts and videos. This
is usually seen as an ‘extra’ to serious philosophical work and not taken to be original
contribution (whatever that is taken to be), mostly because it is assumed that only pieces
of public philosophy can be presented in this way. It is also a relatively common practice
to use a variety of texts from different genres when we teach philosophy, and in some
philosophy departments students, mostly undergraduates, are given the opportunity to
explore a philosophical question, in different formats – like podcasts, dialogues, monologues,
films, videos, poems, performances etc. that are then philosophically analyzed by drawing
connections to the literature.5 Yet it is still the case that we primarily train students to
produce work in the standardised argumentative form. This is the case partly because
professionally speaking, for instance in conferences and research activity, going beyond
the usual paper format has not really been allowed other than in the rare journals that allow
submission in a variety of forms, so ultimately students are steered away from such modes of
expression. There have been very rare exceptions however, that show that unless we police
forms of expression and retain a negative attitude towards them, broadening philosophy is
both possible and can lead to surprisingly good results.6
Remaining within the acceptable format is easier in the sense that we do not have to think
about and work in a different format than the one we are used to, because different contexts
need different kinds of thinking and that often requires going beyond one’s comfort zone in
a number of ways. In this sense, the narrowing of the allowed ways that philosophy can be
presented can also lead to intellectual and creative laziness both for the writer and the reader
of philosophy. For, after all, it is easier to work with a ready-made template and be able to
quickly dismiss what does not conform to it than do the extra work that would be needed to
engage with other formats. The current professional writing style of dry argumentation is
meant to be clear and straightforward, at least if you have been rigorously trained in it, while
3

See Dotson (2012) for more on the question of validation beyond a culture of justification.
This can be seen, for instance, in the increase of books about philosophers and their ideas (e.g.,
Steve Pyke’s two books, Philosophers, of photo portraits of philosophers, Gary Gutting’s Talking God:
Philosophers on Belief and Julian Baggini’s New British Philosophers The Interviews), the number of
columns about philosophy in the popular media (like the NYT ’Stone’ blog, and the TLS’s Footnotes
to Plato series) and the increased number and popularity of philosophy podcasts (the most famous one
being Philosophy Bites).
5
Interestingly, this semester, owing to screen overload due to Covid-19, Rani Lill Anjum at the
Norwegian University of Life Sciences, has replaced all of the readings in her introductory philosophy
course with podcasts.
6
Fleur Jongepier pointed out to me (twitter communication) that the Dutch-Flemish Day of
Philosophy that took place in 2017 explicitly invited other formats, like performances, with great
success – it even included a philosophy stand-up.
4
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deciphering what a dialogue, poem, performance, film, fable etc. means is a difficult task,
and one that not everyone is naturally good at – especially when one has not been trained
in it. But once again, this is not a reason to exclude, or consistently discourage, people who
naturally express themselves like that or are by nature good at understanding such writing.
We tend to forget that we spend a lot of time toiling over texts written in the standard writing
style but we do not make the same effort to decipher the reasoning in, or the point of, texts
that are not part of that tradition or form. Yet not everything needs to be spelled out, and
expecting it to be (which it rarely, if ever, is) is a form of laziness as well as exceptionalism.
If, that is, it is indeed easier for everyone to teach and learn to write in the argumentative
style common today, which I doubt is the case for many people.
One might object that characterizing the stylistically homogenous approach to academia
as laziness can be seen as ignoring some of the benefits (in terms of efficiency) of such
homogeneity.7 That is, one could argue that philosophy is already a field in which there is
little consensus about what the correct answer to age-old philosophical questions is, and
allowing for even more formats may add to this confusion while also creating additional
work for already overworked academics who will be required to research a wider variety of
media.
I suspect that being worried about consensus is part of modeling philosophy on science.
But in philosophy where we think about non-empirical, framework questions and we are
required to think through problems in order to get a clear understanding of them, having
different views might actually be a sign of health in the discipline rather than failure. Instead
of efficiency being a reason to dismiss this proposal we should embrace the complexity of
our discipline and allow more ways of expression if there is the possibility of increasing our
understanding, even if it makes things more difficult than they already are. More generally,
growth in a discipline need not come easily – either individually or collectively. The
proposal to expand the acceptable modes of presentation in philosophy requires creativity
and inventiveness and this may make it more difficult for some people to produce good
philosophy in different modes of presentation – after all, doing what Natalie Wynn does and
making a success of it is incredibly hard. But philosophy is very hard to do and there is no
claim being made here that expanding the acceptable modes of presentation will make it any
easier to produce good philosophy. Rather, the claim is that if we allow different modes of
expression then the diversity of philosophy will increase because people who are capable
of producing it but are currently excluded, or discouraged, from doing so will be allowed to
contribute.
It is in philosophy’s interest to expand the ways that it is presented, because not doing
so not only limits who can participate, it also limits who it attracts and so how far-reaching
philosophy can be. This impoverishes philosophy because it can deprive us of insights
and perspectives that could be important and enlightening contributions and it also serves
as an obstacle to bringing philosophy to the general public. Opening up the audience of
philosophy is in philosophy’s interest because, firstly, people are given a chance to learn
from it and about its importance – which could have other effects, like increasing enrollment
in philosophy classes and possibly saving philosophy departments from closing down. In
7

This was pointed out to me by an anonymous reviewer of a previous draft of this paper.
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addition to this though, by increasing the audience of philosophy we increase the possibility
that more people that might have something to contribute will come into philosophy.
Ultimately, we cannot know in advance what kinds of formats can produce (good)
philosophy. We should take inspiration from Mill (1978) and allow for ‘experiments in
presentation’ so that we open philosophy to different perspectives and ways of doing things
(p. 54), thus extending our sense of what possibilities there are for philosophy by considering
the contributions made in different formats. Though such diversity (which should be
understood here as diversity of expression and method to include literary approaches,
different media, public philosophy etc.) may not necessarily guarantee better philosophy,
it opens up possibilities that might be excluded by the stereotypes we have and can make
philosophy more interesting and creative. It is also very important that we become aware of
how contingent historical factors, like the fact that recently philosophy has been confined
to academia, can narrow enquiry and not be trapped in one way of doing things as if that is
the only way in which it can be done. In the current status quo, publication standards have
narrowed the scope of what we do, and I think this comes to the detriment not only of what
philosophy can offer to the world, but also of philosophy itself. Yet the history of philosophy
has not always been like this and it need not be so now. Introducing a more creative element
in the representation of philosophy should be allowed beyond only public philosophy and
should also be allowed to count as ‘serious’ academic work. There are many possibilities that
are not only fun (a word not usually associated with philosophy but that could be) but also
important to explore because they may bring about new ways of thinking.
In a sense, the professionalization of philosophy has made philosophy more
democratic because it has allowed people without independent means to spend their lives
doing philosophy, while prior to the 19th century most of the well-known philosophical
figures were unconnected to academia and could afford to spend their lives engaging in
philosophizing.8 This, however, came at a price because the professionalization of philosophy
in the 20th century has narrowed the scope of philosophy and thus its relevance. In the end
we will have to wait and see, but I suspect that just as opening up philosophy to different
voices expanded the content of philosophy and the questions that were raised (e.g., as the
metaphysics of pregnancy was introduced when women were given more of a voice in
philosophy, and standpoint epistemology was introduced when women and other minorities
were) allowing for a broader way of presenting philosophy could possibly broaden the
questions that are raised – for instance topics that are not related to reason so strictly could be
given more prominence, like humour and art.
There was once a time when fine dining was only French cuisine. When some people
dared to redefine fine dining and started bringing in more diverse elements, styles and
techniques into it, fine dining started to change and as a result it became infinitely more
interesting, colourful and tasty. William James once said that philosophy is the unusually
stubborn attempt to think clearly. If we think of philosophy in terms of fine dining – fine
thinking – it can benefit tremendously from allowing more modes of presentation. Philosophy
is about the world and our being in it, a world that is incredibly complex and variable and
8
I owe this point to James Tartaglia who brought my attention to it in a review of a previous draft of
this paper.
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though philosophy has always had a liberating function and it challenged the status quo,
today it is stagnant, conservative and constricting. In the end, the discussion about the way
philosophy is (allowed to be) presented is tightly connected to the question of the nature and
purpose of philosophy itself. If philosophy requires self-examination and examination of
our assumptions and presuppositions, it constantly needs to be examining itself too. And if
philosophy is about exploration and innovation, if it is about thinking more clearly in order to
do better, then we should not limit the possibilities of how it should be practiced.
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CHINESE PHILOSOPHY:
THE PHILOSOPHER AS ACTIVIST

HENRIQUE SCHNEIDER

Abstract: In contemporary academic philosophy, Chinese Philosophy remains a niche. This has a lot to
do with its presentation, which often creates an impression of alienness and allegory, making its contribution,
especially to analytical questions, not obvious. This paper examines how a change in presentation eases the
inclusion of Chinese Philosophy into the mainstream. On the assumption that there has been an “activist
turn” in the discipline in general, philosophical interest in a tradition that ranges from conceptual analysis,
to ethics and politics, but that is ultimately focused on motivating actions, becomes more relevant and
pressing. Since, in much of Chinese Philosophy, the philosopher is an activist, if the wider discipline is
indeed undergoing an “activist turn”, then there is a connection here that should be made. In this paper, the
connection is explained using two examples, Mozi and Xu Fuguan.
Keywords: presentation; Chinese Philosophy; Mozi; Xu Fuguan; activism.

Introduction: Presentation as problem for Chinese Philosophy
Often, Chinese Philosophy is perceived as something alien to the contemporary academic
discipline. Its ideas seem difficult to grasp. Take, as an example, the Dao, or Way, referring
to a natural structure of the world including language; or the principle of Wu-Wei, or action
in inaction, denoting how something can be well done by not putting any effort into doing it
(for an accessible introduction, see Littlejohn, 2016). These ideas seem difficult to relate to
contemporary issues in North-Atlantic, especially analytic, philosophy. Chinese Philosophy
is further perceived as allegorical, cosmological, with a special fondness for conceptual
brooding as influenced by personal rivalries between masters of yore (the literature on this
perception is vast, refer, for example, to Behuniak, 2021; Sun, 2019).
This (re-) presentation of Chinese Philosophy might be – indeed is – unfair and wrong,
it is, however, an important factor explaining its general relegation to a niche in the NorthAtlantic discipline (see Defoort, 2020). Refer, for example, to the presence of Chinese
Philosophy in the main program of the American Philosophical Association’s (APA)
meetings. In the last decades, if at all, most meetings feature not more than one dedicated
session to it. Defoort (2017) surveys the state of inclusion of Chinese Philosophy in Europe;
and Bruya (2015) in the US. Both deplore the marginal status they infer from the data.
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At the same time, philosophy is arguably undergoing a shift towards activism. A quick
overview of the blog of the APA reveals “activist” issues of concern: the relation between
races and genders, the status of minorities, the (re-)definition of the canon, the police, as well
as, political and moral philosophy at-large. A similar impression is gained when surveying
the APA’s newsletters or its webinars. Additionally, the number of resolutions, petitions,
declarations et al. proposed by philosophy faculty has significantly increased in the last decade.
With this “activist turn”, research areas related to activism such as ethical, social, and political
theory are becoming more prominent inside and outside academic philosophy (for discussions
and data, see Boland, 2018; Massumi, 2017; Spera & Peña-Guzmán, 2019; Thiele et al., 2021).
Whether this shift or turn is one in paradigm, research program, or the result of one or
several biases, and whether it is beneficial or detrimental to the discipline as a whole, are
important research questions. However, they are outside of the scope of this paper. Here, a
different line of inquiry relating to this shift is pursued. Assuming there is an “activist turn”
in academic philosophy, how could it impact the standing of Chinese Philosophy within the
discipline?
This paper claims that the “activist turn” in academic philosophy is an opportunity for
Chinese Philosophy, which could lead to it gaining a more important role in the mainstream
of the discipline. The vector from conceptual analysis to ethics and politics to motivate
actions is central to much of Chinese Philosophy. This vector touches many of the abovementioned issues articulated in “activism.” The presentation of Chinese Philosophy as
something practical, political, in search of sociability, and grounded in ethics, is better
understood in activist terms rather than as a pure analytical program.
This paper uses two examples to present the activist streak in Chinese Philosophy. Mo Di,
or, Mozi (c. 470 – c. 391 BCE) was not only a philosopher, but the leader of a community of
people engaging in thinking, politicizing, and even fighting according to their philosophy.
Their main tenet was indiscriminate care for others. Xu Fuguan (1902/03 – 1982) was a
philosopher taking an active role in intermediating between the two Chinas, and between
them and Japan. He later built up the academic institutions needed to study philosophy in
Taiwan. His main interpretation of Confucianism sees it as a fundamentally humanistic
and democratic philosophy. Both Mozi and Xu can be studied as activists operating within
a spectrum that ranges from analytical conceptualization to ethical and political issues
but which is ultimately focused on motivating them to act and connect with other people,
forming networks of study and action.
Presenting Chinese Philosophers as activists who created communities by inspiring other
people to act in accordance to their philosophical thoughts resonates well with the apparently
shifting paradigm in contemporary philosophy. Also, the philosophical investigations of
these two examples and their practical implications as regards policy advice offer insights
and resources for contemporary discussions in ethics, social, or political philosophy. In this
way, the content of Chinese Philosophy can be presented as something actual, relevant, and
which connects thought with action. In this narrative, the focus shifts away from discussing
“only” ideas and towards embedding them in the activist community. This presentation
can incorporate historical artifacts, photography, film, and websites (in case of Xu), or
experiments (in case of Mozi). This focus also broadens the scope of presentation by
allowing it to incorporate the relation of war and pacifism (in case of Mozi) or tensions
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between China and Taiwan (in case of Xu). This mode of presentation is not about the
biography of some thinkers. It is about showing how actions follow from philosophical
analysis and how philosophy itself can be understood as a call for action.
First Example: Mozi – Impartial Care and Social Organization
Mo Di, (Mozi, “Master Mo,” c. 470 – c. 391 BCE) is the founding figure of Mohism, an
influential philosophical, social, and military movement during the Warring States era (479–
221 BCE) in China. The teachings of Mohism are recorded in the book Mozi. While the book
is attributed to Mo Di, it really is a compilation of his teachings as well as his followers’
interpretations and additions. Core tenets of Mohism are pacifism, state-consequentialism,
and egalitarianism.
Mohist ethics puts the egalitarian concept of jian ai at its center. Jian means together, or
jointly; and ai means love, or care. Jian ai has been translated into English as “universal love”
as well as “impartial care”, the latter being more adequate. It has a special meaning of “equally
distributing,” for example, care, among all members of a society. This meaning is especially
important in the Chinese context. The main adversaries of Mohism were the Confucians who
advocated for a differentiated care. For them, one should care first and more for one’s own
family. In Mohism, care should be indiscriminate and extend to all people equally. The Mohist
reason was consequentialist: if care would be equally extended to all, the whole of society
would profit. There are two central moments to Mohist jian ai (following Fraser, 2016):
First, it is a dispassionate concern about the welfare of others. Some background on how
this definition fits into the overall Mohist perspective further elucidates this meaning of jian
ai: Mohists argue that the cause of the world’s troubles lies in people’s tendency to act out of
a greater regard for their own welfare than that of others, and that of associates over that of
strangers, with the consequence that they often have no qualms about benefiting themselves
or their own associates at the expense of others. The conclusion is that people ought to be
concerned for the welfare of others without making distinctions between self, associates, and
strangers.
Second, it has the connotation of including everyone in society together within a whole.
The Mohist project is a social one. It wants to establish a strong society, which in turn,
works to the advantage of all its members. However, to establish this strong communal
organization, its members must be treated as equals, for example by not distinguishing
between nobility and commoners or between family members and outsiders.
This conception of ethics is closely related to the way of life led and advocated by Mo
Di. Being an activist, he traveled among the various contending states of his time to present
his ideas before their rulers. While he hoped to obtain political employment, he also wanted
to spread his teachings. Jian ai, as an ethical tenet, has political implications, the most
important being pacifism and the rule of law, understood as legal principles being applied
to all people equitably. History tells us that Mo Di was successful in propagating both goals.
However, presenting his ideas via personal contacts with rulers and bureaucrats was only
one part of his work. The other was to connect people. He initiated communities, i.e. local
“cells”, or, groups of people dedicated to living, learning, and acting together. In this part
of his work he was successful, having created several of these communities that lasted, in
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some cases, for two centuries. Because jian ai is an ethical tenet, it also demands concrete
actions by those following it. These communities committed to ten theses ascribed to “Our
Teacher Master Mo” specifying what jian ai is and how to live by it. They not only advanced
the Mohist teachings, but also functioned as a “benevolent society”, and even a “rescue
organization” that dispatched members trained in defensive military techniques to the aid of
small states under threat from military aggressors. For Mohists, as long as pacifism had not
been established, one needed to be able to protect one’s community (Lowe, 1992).
It is revealing to put Mo Di and these Mohist communities in a perspective capturing
both their importance at the time, and also for the contemporary representation of Chinese
Philosophy. It was not unusual for individual philosophers to travel in the Warring States
Period. The philosopher was an enactor of philosophy, trying to persuade rulers, bureaucrats,
and other people of doctrines. Kong Zi (Confucius), Han Feizi, and many others engaged
in the same activities. It was also usual to form communities of like-minded members
living and studying together. Confucians and Daoists, among others, entertained thriving
communities. People would join them for two closely related reasons: first, to learn from
the philosopher-master (paying tuition), and, second, to gain employment in a ruler’s court
(because of the pedigree of having studied under a master) (Feng, 2013; Pines, 2008).
The Mohist communities went a step further by providing help to people in need of
defense in case of a military attack. Members of these communities were not interested in
becoming officers at a court, or bureaucrats; rather, they wanted to live together and act
on the principles of Mohism. In an unsympathetic comment, the book Zhuangzi describes
Mohist communities as follows:
Many of the Mohists of later ages wear furs and rough clothing, clogs and grass slippers, never
resting day or night, taking self-sacrifice as the highest. They say, “One who cannot do this is
not following the way of Yu and doesn’t deserve to be called a Mohist.” […] They press each
other forward in self-sacrifice until there’s no flesh left on their calves or hair on their shins
(Watson, Zhuangzi, 33, “Under Heaven”).

This quote reveals three aspects of Mohists’ lives. First, it claims that they practiced selfsacrifice because of the philosophical principles according to which they lived – something
unusual among other schools of thought. Second, it suggests that living together was more
than merely provisional, but a permanent arrangement for its members who apparently
swapped their familial and other relationships for the Mohist community. Finally, it also
suggests that the aim of the members of the community was to remain there and not to gain
employment in a court. These three elements are peculiar to Mohism.
Mo Di’s jian ai is, at the same time, a philosophical concept, an ethical doctrine, a political
program, and a call for action. Mo Di and his followers understood their philosophy as action
and became activists. Sometimes they dedicated their whole life to their cause. This activism
is the result of a series of policies going back to an ethical concept. Presenting Mohism against
this activist background enables a new access to this and other strands of Chinese Philosophy
as a philosophy in dialogue with society, one which presents a way of living and doing.1
1
While there are not many materials on this presentation of Mohism yet, it is worthwhile mentioning
the movie “A Battle of Wits (2006)”, based on the Japanese historical novel “Bokkō” by Ken‘ichi
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Second Example: Xu Fuguan – New Confucianism and Confucian Democracy
Xu Fuguan (1902/03 – 1982) was a Chinese philosopher and historian who made notable
contributions to Confucian studies. He was a leading figure of New Confucianism. This
intellectual movement advocates for certain Confucian elements of society to be applied in
a contemporary context in synthesis with North-Atlantic philosophies, such as rationalism
and democracy. While there are different types of positions in New Confucianism, its main
tenet is that traditional Confucianism can be brought into a fruitful dialogue with other, nonChinese philosophies (Makeham, 2003). Xu’s type of New Confucianism is an engagement,
in particular, with John Locke, David Hume, and Adam Smith. He was interested in the
combination of moral self-cultivation, and analysis of prosperity and property, which he saw
as a common theme unifying those philosophers with Confucianism (Huang, 2019).
After growing up in a rural village, Xu went to the city of Wuhan, an important staging
area for the 1911 Republican Revolution that ended China’s last dynasty, the Qing. There,
he enlisted in the Republican Army, where he spent 15 years rising through the ranks from
soldier to colonel, and gaining direct access to the leader of the Nationalist Kuomintang
Chiang Kai-shek. In his formative years, he also spent some time in Japan, studying. At
first, he was entrusted with organizing cooperation between the Nationalist and Communists
Republicans – the two main armed factions in the struggle for a Chinese republic. He
then left the army to become a teacher and active politician serving as political advisor to
Chiang Kai-shek, following him to Taiwan with the Nationalist retreat in 1949. While not
an enthusiast of the nationalist policies of the time, he considered them more in tune with
what he considered to be Confucian humanism than others (Sernelji, 2019). He also thought
that the establishment of a Confucian democracy was more likely in the Republic of China
(Taiwan) than in the communist People’s Republic of China (Mainland) – a project he would
see come to fruition, although he would become estranged from Taiwanese politics.
Still with the goal of renewing China in mind, Xu realized that connecting like-minded
agents to form a network of people sharing the core of his outlook was more promising than
working alone. He understood education as the steppingstone for the advancement of his
philosophical ideas and as a place to create and maintain networks. He therefore used his
influence in Taiwan and Hong Kong to build up universities and philosophy departments,
as well as middle schools and other educational institutions. Xu was also a prolific writer of
both academic and popular pieces.
Understanding writing as philosophical activism, he was a driving force behind the 1958
“Manifesto on Chinese Culture” (Harris, 2014) that is viewed by many scholars as a crowning
achievement of New Confucianism. The declaration urges philosophers of all backgrounds to
learn about Chinese culture, claiming that without a proper understanding of it, perceptions
of China would be distorted, and the Chinese would have no future (Elstein, 2021). Xu
also wanted to overcome the rivalries between East Asian nations after World War II. He
Sakemi. Both, the novel and the movie, try to show the before-mentioned spectrum of interests at work.
The special issue of The Philosophical Forum Quarterly (issue 51, 2020) on the philosophy of the Mozi
applies the activist framework for analyzing the political philosophy of Mohism (Harris & Schneider,
2020). In terms of contemporary issues, Mohism adds resources to the discussion of social equality,
public order, the relationship of peace and its armed enforcement, as well as the treatment of minorities.
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continued pursuing a constructive engagement between Communist and National China, as
well as campaigning for the democratization and approximation of China, Taiwan, Korea,
and Japan. The rise of what he perceived as Confucian-inspired democracies in Taiwan,
Japan and South Korea made him hope to see the same happen in China. In Xu’s New
Confucian view, the whole Confucian world would unite around humanism and democracy.
Xu’s educational and political activism came from his understanding of Confucian
philosophy, which he began developing in Wuhan and in the army. Two philosophical
claims comprise the core of Xu’s philosophy, an emphasis on moral self-cultivation and
the possibility of a Confucian democracy. Xu believed that the emphasis on moral selfcultivation in Confucianism is the manifestation of the Chinese humanistic spirit. According
to him, in Chinese Philosophy, people feel responsible for overcoming difficulties by their
own efforts – as individuals as well as communities. Responsibility especially entails a duty
of improving one’s own moral quality to achieve autonomy and freedom. It also requires
putting a premium on education. In contrast to religion, rather than placing the agent’s
sense of responsibility on a deity, ancient Chinese culture stressed the cultivation of the
individual’s heart-mind developing self-reliance, and, as a result, forming ethical and moral
systems. Thus, ancient Chinese virtues stressed the importance of regulating society and
human relations by building on individual and relational virtues, such as jing (reverence),
li (rules of propriety), and ren (human heartedness, mutuality) as a means to focus on real
world issues. Xu wanted to “rescue” these virtues and implement them in the contemporary
world. In Locke, Hume, and Smith he recognized resources to transport ancient Chinese
Philosophy into the contemporary discipline (of his time). According to Xu, they share not
only a similarity in research focus but also inculcate in the philosopher a predisposition to
act, by understanding philosophy as a call for action. One of the main objects of this call is
that of instituting democracy (Huang, 2019; Elstein, 2021).
Xu makes a two-fold argument for the relationship between Confucianism and
democracy: Confucianism by nature has elements of liberal democracy and it has the
possibility of forming and strengthening a liberal-democratic society. Xu relies on the
concept of “the people as foundation”, an idea championed by the Early Confucian, Mengzi
(Mencius), to advocate for human dignity and equality. In addition, Xu urges that one should
not mistake Confucianism as being more consistent with despotism due to the long history
of Confucian imperial rule, and instead, one should view it as having been unable to develop
due to historical factors. Specifically, Xu claims that the emergence of autocracy in the
Qin dynasty2 inhibited the development of democracy in China and devalued the people.
Xu also maintained that democracy should indeed have a rule of law, protect freedom, and
hold elections, while, at the same time, he espoused the Confucian idea of “rule by virtue.”
In his view, Confucian democracy could address some problems of contemporary liberaldemocratic societies, especially the exploitation of laws in attaining one’s selfish gains. Xu
believed that government should be more limited in interfering with morality, as he stated
that moral subjectivity is secondary and cannot replace the “primary value,” or, the value of
human life.
2
Not to be confused with the Qing, mentioned at the beginning of this paper – for more details on how
legalism superseded Confucianism see Schneider (2018).
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In Xu’s view, there is a natural vector leading from individual and communal responsibility,
to individual and transactional virtues, to a democracy in which individuals are morally
empowered to share political power and to decide. This vector is firmly rooted in what he
called Chinese Humanism. This humanism is a body of ideas containing specific ethical and
political ideas motivating agents to engage in the social body. Correspondingly, the philosopher
is called upon to become active within and outside academia, connecting people, advancing
explicit political agendas, and spreading the ideas that change individual actions and society.
Presenting Xu Fuguan to a contemporary audience is facilitated by the continuing
relevance of many of his interests, for example the relationship of Confucianism and
democracy, the People’s Republic of China’s policies towards its neighbors, and competing
definitions of Humanism in philosophy, such as in the philosophy of education. Xu’s
writings, as such, are thereby made more accessible, especially since some of his more
activist papers were written in English. Also, there is much photographic material, oral
history, and many of his friends and followers are still alive. The previously mentioned
“Manifesto” offers a unique insight into the politics of Early Communist and Nationalist
China, as well as into the diversity of Chinese Philosophy in the 20th century.
Conclusion: Activism as a Presentation of Chinese Philosophy
Mo Di and, more than two thousand years after him, Xu Fuguan, understood philosophy
as the combination of analytic discourse, ethics, politics, and calls for action. From their
perspectives, the philosopher is an activist. This is not because of an ideological preference,
but out of philosophical necessity. There is a vector leading from philosophical analysis to
ethics and politics, thereby motivating action, including communal action. The philosopher
does not act alone but connects and creates networks inside and outside academia.
Philosophy is the study of ideas and the actions that follow from them.
This is a common trait of much of Chinese Philosophy from its earlier thinkers to its
contemporary exponents. This aspect has been neglected by the common framework in
which academic philosophy is usually conducted in the North-Atlantic tradition. However,
if this framework is indeed undergoing a turn towards a more activist approach, then –
independently of the question of the desirability or otherwise of this shift – this provides
an opportunity for a fresh presentation of Chinese Philosophy. This presentation stresses
the continuum of analysis, ethics, politics, and action. While reducing, thus, the degree
of foreignness of Chinese Philosophy, this approach also leads to the understanding of
philosophy as a discipline including its practical application of unlocking new resources for
many contemporary issues, especially in ethical, social, and political theory.
Of course, this paper just touched the presentation of Chinese Philosophy in the “activist
turn” using two examples. Much more remains to be said about the presentation itself and
about the philosophies mentioned here. Also several other “activist-sages” could have been
discussed, to name a few, Kongzi (Confucius), Wang Yangming, or Hu Shi. The aim of the
paper is, however, is to offer a presentation of Chinese Philosophy that might resonate with
the changing approach in the discipline at large – assuming that it is changing – which could
lead to strengthening of the standing of Chinese Philosophy. The philosopher as an activist is
an interesting part of a rich tradition of doing philosophy.
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PHILOSOPHY AND THE VISUAL ARTS:
ILLUSTRATION AND PERFORMANCE1

DAN O’BRIEN

Abstract: In this paper I distinguish between illustrative and performative uses of artworks in the
teaching and communication of philosophy, drawing examples from the history of art and my own practice.
The former are where works are used merely to illustrate and communicate a philosophical idea or argument,
the latter are where the artist or teacher philosophizes through the creation of art. I hope to promote future
collaboration between philosophers, art historians and artists, with artworks becoming catalysts for artisticphilosophical investigation, thus revitalizing the idea of universities embodying ongoing and open-ended
conversations.
Keywords: philosophy; history of art; performance; pedagogy; Kant; conceptual art.

The Big Book is the public face of philosophy—think Sartre’s Being and Nothingness or
Kant’s Critique of Pure Reason, both close to 1000 pages of dense, imageless text—and
professional philosophers today spend the majority of their time reading, writing, submitting
and revising peer-reviewed journal articles, the standard form of which is about 8000 words.
This focus on the word, however, contrasts with a prominent visual dimension to the teaching
of philosophy. In the early modern period, students were encouraged to think through
spatial and visual metaphors and analogies in order to articulate philosophical theories.
Susanna Berger’s (2017) recent The Art of Philosophy argues that ‘in early modern Europe
the viewing and creation of imagery functioned as important instruments of philosophical
thought and teaching’ (p. 2).2 Thought experiments are widely used in contemporary analytic
philosophy, particularly in the philosophy of mind and ethics, and they are highly visual. We
imagine Mary leaving the black and white room and encountering a red rose, and the trolley
approaching the fork in the tracks. We attempt to project these images into the heads of our
1

Thanks to seminar audiences at Oxford Brookes and CRESA, San Rafaelle University, Milan, for
feedback on previous drafts.
2
Images were not merely tools for knowledge transmission and pedagogy, but the activities of the mind
themselves were seen in perceptual terms, or at least this was the dominant metaphor for thinking of
the activities of the mind. Locke, for example, held that knowledge is ‘nothing but the perception of the
connexion and agreement, or disagreement and repugnancy of any of our ideas’ (Locke, 689, p. 4.1.2).
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students, and the intuitions they prompt lead to philosophical conclusions concerning, in these
cases, materialist accounts of the mind and the ethical distinction between acts and omissions.
Actually, though, the pages of philosophy are not as imageless as I might have suggested.
There are some memorable images—those that leap off the page, partly because of their rarity,
but also because of how they engage the reader in philosophical thought. Our visual experience
oscillates with the duck-rabbit of Wittgenstein’s Philosophical Investigations, and this teaches
us something about perception. All who have taken Political Philosophy 101 will remember
the frontispiece to Hobbes’ Leviathan. This is no mere decoration: the multi-bodied ‘artificial
person’ provides formal stability for the engraving and political stability for the state. The
image conveys Hobbes’ argument: the populace constitute the body of the state and consent to
be ruled by the monarch, thus preventing ‘war of all against all’ (Hobbes, 1651, p. 1.13).
Here I shall distinguish between illustrative and performative uses of images and
artworks, particularly in the context of teaching philosophy. The former are where images
are used merely to illustrate and communicate a philosophical idea or argument, the latter are
where the artist or teacher philosophizes through the creation of images.
Diagrams are of course visual and these can use spatial and geometric arrangements to
illustrate conceptual relationships. A Venn diagram, for example, may help someone see that
knowledge is justified true belief, with knowledge situated where the three circles overlap.
Schopenhauer (1913) used spatial diagrams for conceptual analysis and Charles Peirce’s
(1992) existential graphs were visual representations of logical notation. Early modern
thesis prints or broadsides visually summarized university philosophy courses, and Chéron
and Gaultier’s Typus contains a particularly pleasing visual representation of Aristotelian
philosophy of mind. A boy picks flowers (representing sensory input), and hands these to
a girl (labelled ‘Apprehension’), who processes this sensory information and passes the
flowers on to a seated woman, who binds them together into a wreath, symbolizing the
combining of concepts into propositions (Berger, 2017, pp. 98–9).
These are images explicitly designed for teaching, but the history of art is also rich
with artworks that illustrate philosophical ideas and many teachers of philosophy attach
jpegs of these to their PowerPoint presentations. Caravaggio’s Supper at Emmaus (1601)
illuminates Hume’s essay on miracles (1772, sct. 10) and related contemporary debates in
the epistemology of testimony. The two disciples believe what the stranger is saying, that he
is the resurrected Christ, but the innkeeper is more circumspect. The painting can be seen as
asking whether we would believe the stranger—and whether we should. In Plato’s Allegory
of the Cave a group of prisoners have been chained to the wall of a cave for as long as they
can remember, watching the shadows of things passing behind them projected onto the cave
wall in front of them. This world of shadows is all they know; they are in total ignorance
of the objects that are casting the shadows they see. Plato’s allegory is strikingly visual,
and it lends itself to artistic representation. Robert Motherwell painted a series of abstract
expressionist paintings of Plato’s Cave in the 1970s, with thick layers of black, white, and
various shades of grey creating a deep space within which—we imagine—the denizens of the
cave are chained, cut off from the colours of the world outside.3 I have painted my own series
3
Orson Welles narrated a wonderful cartoon version from 1973: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=QFi8JUIwu2s.
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of six works that chart Descartes’ Meditations in which he overcomes his sceptical doubts
and comes to acquire certain knowledge of his existence, God and the world around him.4
These have been used in class, providing a visual reminder of the arc of Descartes’ journey
back to knowledge.
There are also artists who have a deeper engagement with philosophical ideas, those
where it could be said that the artist philosophizes through their art—where their artistic
practice is a form of philosophy. Such art does not merely raise philosophical questions or
prompt philosophical reflection, but philosophical ideas or conclusions are, in some sense,
to be found in the artworks themselves or in the acts of creating them. These artists can be
seen as engaged in Performance Philosophy, a movement that explores the philosophical
content of artistic performances in the forms of drama, dance or music, although, as yet,
there has been limited focus on visual art.5 The claim is not merely that ‘painting is a means
of thinking’, as expressed by Motherwell (Flam, 1991, p. 14), but that the creation of visual
art, and our engagement with it, is a form of philosophical thinking.6
One art movement where such an approach to performance is explicit is conceptual
art, where the idea is primary and the visual (aesthetic) element plays a limited role.
Marcel Duchamp’s ‘Fountain’, better seen as a performance than an art object, involved his
entering a latrine into the Society of Independent Artists exhibition in New York in 1917 as
a sculpture. Duchamp did not make the latrine or even choose a specific one based on its
aesthetic properties; he merely signed it ‘R. Mutt’. Any one would have done, and we do
not even need to see this latrine to appreciate its artistic and philosophical value. The art is
the idea, and the idea—or perhaps better, the question—is a philosophical one, concerning
the nature of art and of artworks, and the role played by the gallery space, artists and critics
in conferring that status. To my mind this contribution to the debate is more philosophically
astute and engaging than the ongoing attempts by analytic philosophers to define or provide
necessary and sufficient conditions for something to be a work of art.
However, many of the concepts explored by conceptual artists are of limited
philosophical interest, and some works are too abstruse or enigmatic to be philosophically
illuminating. The meaning of the bride, nine bachelors and several mechanical forms on
the almost 3 metre high glass sheet of Duchamp’s (1923) ‘The Bride Stripped Bare by her
Bachelors, Even’ (aka ‘The Large Glass’) is far from clear, and the accompanying ‘Green
Box’ containing 94 ‘explanatory’ documents and plans does not make things any clearer. The
focus of other works is more obvious. On Kawara’s ‘Today’ series of date paintings consisted
only of meticulously painted dates—just the text and numbers—one a day, most days, from
‘4 Jan 1966’ to just before his death in 2014. They certainly elicit reflection on time and
mortality, although it is not clear what exactly they are saying. This, of course, may not
undermine their artistic value, but here I am only interested in works that can provide clear
and determinate contributions to philosophical debates.
4

See www.lowwintersun.org for these paintings and the other artworks of mine described below.
See Cull & Lagaay (2014).
6
Motherwell’s focus, in contrast, is on the role that painting has in bringing forth creativity and
unconscious thoughts. See Cornish (2011, pp. 11–34) for discussion of the influence of the psychic
automatism of surrealism on Motherwell.
5
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Artists are of course interested in the nature of their own activity and philosophical
questions concerning the nature of representation have arisen at various times in the history
of art. Modernism, for example, is driven by reflection on the nature of perception, and there
is deep engagement with questions concerning how images represent and what distinguishes
visual images from other symbolic systems.7 Semiotic interpretations of cubism, for
example, take cubist pictures not to represent via resemblance, but via conventional signs,
as suggested by Gertrude Stein (1938): ‘From 1914 to 1917 cubism changed to rather flat
surfaces, it was no longer sculptural, it was writing’ (p. 39). Stein’s claim concerns the
second, ‘synthetic’ phase of cubism, and not its first ‘analytic’ flowering. It is to the latter
that I now turn and, in particular, to the works of Picasso and Braque and their relation to the
philosophy of Kant.
Various critics, art historians and philosophers find Kantian themes in art. Clement
Greenberg (1960), for example, cites Kant’s Critique of Judgment (1790) as the source of
what he sees as the teleological direction of modernism towards medium-specificity, that is,
towards sole focus on what is unique to a particular art form. In the case of painting, this is
the flatness of the surface upon which paint is applied to create abstract forms purged of any
perspectival or illusionist elements.8 The painter Maurice Denis gives early expression to this
modernist theme in an essay from 1890: ‘Remember that a picture—before being a battle
horse, a nude woman or some anecdote—is essentially a flat surface covered with colours
arranged in a certain order’ (Denis, 1890). Cubist works are seen as a key stage on the path
towards flatness and abstraction, the destination reached a few years later by Mondrian,
Malevich and others.
Others interpret cubist works in terms of Kant’s Critique of Pure Reason (1781); their
focus not the fleeting appearances which impressionists attempted to capture, but Kant’s
noumena and transcendental things-in-themselves.9 Elsewhere I have suggested a distinct
Kantian interpretation of cubism (O’Brien, 2018). In the ‘Transcendental Aesthetic’, Kant
argues that the mind imposes spatio-temporal order on experience. Space and time are not
things-in-themselves; they are preconditions of experience—necessary, a priori, aspects
of experience through which we must engage with the world; what Kant calls ‘forms of
intuition’. Commentators on cubism gesture towards such an account: ‘The arrangement
of bottle and fishes [in George Braque’s ‘Still Life with Bottle and Fishes’, 1911] is not
embedded in a spatially recognizable background…. Spatial integration of the objects in the
picture develops only in the viewers’ minds’ (Gantefuhrer-Trier, 1996, p. 42). The viewer
fuses multiple perspectives into a single image, reconstructing objects from dislocated facets,
bringing to bear their conceptual understanding of those objects. This chimes with the cubist
sculptor Alexander Archipenko’s description of the constructive role of the mind: ‘One can
say that Cubism had created a new cognitive order in respect of pictures…. [T]he viewer is…
7
For discussion of how early modern still life painting can be seen as a form of philosophical
reflection, see Grootenboer (2020).
8
For criticism of Greenberg’s interpretation of Kant, see Costelloe (2007), although the most striking
critique comes in the form of John Latham’s, ‘Spit and Chew: Art and Culture 1966-1967’ (1966).
Latham and his students chewed the pages of Greenberg’s Art and Culture, spitting out the pulp that
was then collected in a phial, which is now in the collection of MOMA, New York.
9
For this ‘idealist’ reading of cubism, see Cheetham (2001).
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Fig. 1. D. O’Brien. 2020. ‘Blood’

creatively active, and speculates and creates a picture by building upon the plastic character
of those objects that are sketched out as forms’ (Gantefuhrer-Trier, 1996, p. 30). Such a
Kantian account of visual experience can therefore be seen as one of the subjects of these
works.10
What, though, are the jumbled, unresolved painted facets of analytic cubism, those that
have not yet been synthesized in the mind of the viewer? Here, Adrian Piper, the conceptual
artist and philosopher, has been instructive—in, as you will see, an unexpected way. For
her, Kantian ‘unsynthesized intuition[s]’ consist in ‘those collections of representations
that are unified into appearances by the elementary operations of apprehension, but not
further unified and classified into recognizable objects by the advanced operations of
comprehension’. These intuitions are, as it were, the bunches of flowers held by the girl in
the early modern broadside discussed above, before they are passed to the seated woman
to conceptualize. Piper (2016) continues: ‘Although we have sorted these representations
into discrete presences that are situated in space and exist in time, we have not succeeded in
applying to them the higher-order functions of the understanding that enable us to recognize
10

Cf. John Berger: ‘The real subject of a cubist painting is not a bottle or violin, the real subject is the
functioning of sight itself’ (Sperling, 2018, p. 83).
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Fig. 2. D. O’Brien. 2020. ‘The Suburbs’

them as part of the world of objects, events, and states of affairs with which we are familiar’
(p. 86). Piper (2016) argues that we have to be ‘comfortable with unsynthesized intuitions’ if
we wish to engage with contemporary art and ‘the bewildered state of wordless confusion,
anxiety, and conceptual and conative disorientation it effects’ (pp. 91-92). This is the kind
of disorientation with which I am concerned, although in the context of cubism and not
contemporary art. I now see that the visual disorientation of viewing a cubist painting can
be explained by thinking of this visual experience in terms of unsynthesized intuitions. My
discovery of Piper’s (2016) exploration of Kantian synthesis (78–92) and its relevance to
my thoughts on cubism are a pleasing example of one kind of interaction I am suggesting
between art and philosophy. I was—or, rather, I thought I was—having a break from
philosophy, flicking through the exhibition catalogue of Piper’s A Synthesis of Intuitions.
It turned out, though, that Piper’s thoughts on contemporary art have provided me with the
Kantian background to interpret the unresolved, or yet to be resolved, jumble of shattered
facets of cubist works, before the mind plays its constructive role.
Although Picasso and Braque had not read Kant and were evasive when it came to
explaining their work, one can take the act of putting paint on canvas as itself a philosophical
move or ‘statement’. Artists of various stripes can be seen as pursuing philosophy with their
brushes, pencils, glue sticks, and, perhaps, Stanley knives. I am using the latter to create
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Fig. 3. D. O’Brien. 2021. ‘Age’

a series of carvings of Jonathan Miller’s book, The Body in Question. Narrative theorists
argue that our identities are determined by the stories we tell about ourselves, whether
they’re focused on our bodies, our relationships or our achievements. The act of bookcarving reveals how different narratives can be forged from the same ordered set of words
and images and suggests how our lives can be narrated in distinct ways. We can focus on
the life of the body, and in ‘Blood’ the book pulses with corpuscles [fig. 1]. Our idyllic lives
in ‘The Suburbs’—those of romance, house and garden—are threatened by the flea-driven
Plague (parallels of course with today’s pandemic) [fig. 2]. Mortality looms large in ‘Age’.
Rembrandt’s series of aging self-portraits peep through the pillars and naves of an imagined
mausoleum [fig. 3]. The project is ongoing and carving may reveal more stories hidden
within The Body in Question, as perhaps there are identities hidden within us.
The intimate relation between artistic thought and the tools and media that artists use to
create their works is suggestive of the extended mind thesis. Andy Clark and David Chalmers
(1980) introduced this approach with the example of Otto, who habitually uses a notebook to
help him navigate the world; his onboard memory lost to Alzheimer’s. Such a tool is part of
Otto’s mind, if it is coupled closely enough with his thought and action. Perhaps art practice
suggests a wider range of cognitive extensions. Motherwell is again instructive, playing
down our conscious on-board resources and stressing the role of the artists’ materials in
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Fig. 4. D. O’Brien. 2020. ‘The China Brain’

imagination and creativity. Painting ‘is a triadic relation—composed of the artist, the subject
and the medium…. The subject does not pre-exist. It emerges out of the interaction between
the artist and the medium’ (Motherwell, 2007, p. 214).11
All the works I have discussed can and have been used in the teaching of philosophy,
but the last works to which I turn also reflect on teaching itself. Various artists and writers
comment on the beauty of the pristine canvas, and Mallarmé, the symbolist poet, pauses over
the ‘anxious white’ of his page.12 The philosophy teacher can also feel this anxiety before
her blackboard or whiteboard is populated with text, symbols and diagrams. In co-ordinating
a class through the board, one can also perhaps sense one’s extended mind. I find myself
almost involuntarily drawing diagrams—stick figures, billiards tables, train tracks…—to the
point that, without a board, my mind feels stuck, needing the chalk or marker to enable my
thoughts to flow. Blackboards have something of a totemic, sacred place in education and—
rather embarrassingly—I have found myself at the end of a lecture admiring these records…
these traces of thought. That’s not to say that my boardwork is artistic in any conventional
sense. My blackboards are merely filled with scrawled words and diagrams, but at times I
see them as having aesthetic value. Just last week I was pleased to find that I am not alone in
this. A recently published book by Jessica Wynne, Do Not Erase: Mathematicians and their

11

It is also tempting to interpret Emmanuelle Hincelin’s reflections on Picasso’s works on paper in
terms of extended cognition: ‘Paper is not simply a screen on which a sign is placed: it is a material
participant in the writing or artistic process’ (Hincelin, 2020, p. 49). To my knowledge two art
exhibitions have been held with the theme of ‘The Extended Mind’: Arte Luce, Berlin, 2018; Talbot
Rice Gallery, Edinburgh, 2020.
12
See Laraurie (2020, p. 37).
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Fig. 5. D. O’Brien. 2020. ‘Empiricism’

Blackboards (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2021), is a collection of photographs of
visually striking, sometimes beautiful, mathematicians’ blackboards.
Such teaching experiences prompted me to think about a series of ‘Blackboard Works’
that engage with, what one might call, the phenomenology of the classroom or lecture hall.
These also reference artists who have worked with a ‘blackboard aesthetic’, but whose
intentions are distinct in important ways to mine. Cy Twombly’s blackboard paintings consist
of swirling cursive-like loops, doodles and scribbles, drawn with wax crayon on canvas, but
with the appearance of chalk on board, and his ‘50 Days at Iliam’ series (1977–8), based on
Homer’s The Iliad, have the look of whiteboards that are rather the worse for wear. These are
not, though, records of lessons on ancient history; they show, rather, according to Gottfried
Boehm, ‘physical, mental, and intellectual reactions to such realities. They elicit effects,
immediate fascinations that originate from the broad horizon of the Mediterranean landscape
and history’ (Storsve, 2020, p. 100). Twombly’s paintings are referred to as ‘gestural’,
suggesting that something is wordlessly communicated by the traces of his crayon or brush.
It is not clear, though, just what thoughts or emotions are communicated. These paintings
may be atmospheric and mysterious, evocative of childhood, perhaps rhythmic—one may
feel one’s hands or body moving with the looping script—but ultimately they are silent.
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My intention, however, is for works to have aesthetic merit alongside determinate
philosophical content and pedagogical value. ‘The China Brain’ is in some ways a straight
representation of Ned Block’s (1978) thought experiment [fig. 4], but my ‘Empiricism’ series
is—or can be—performative, in that the act of creation communicates the philosophical idea.
Masking the edges of a blackboard, the teacher proceeds to draw triangles of differing sizes
and types (or squares, circles or other shapes). The viewer may focus on a particular triangle
that then becomes obscured by line upon line of chalk. The masking tape is removed and the
chalk-covered board is magically transformed into an object of aesthetic appreciation [fig. 5].
Further, the jumble of lines communicates triangularity, as other boards communicate
squareness or circularity, without there being a particular, unobscured, triangle on which to
focus one’s gaze. The idea of ‘triangle’ transcends the tangle of lines, just as, for empiricists,
abstract ideas of shape emerge from our ongoing experiences of shapes in the world. I find
myself in interesting territory where art and educational life become entwined—on the
borderland between teaching and art, illustration and performance. It is, though, a precarious
position: become too self-conscious of the artistic dimension and teaching could become
distorted. The aim is to communicate a philosophical idea, but also to capture the kind of
aesthetic pulse that one receives as one glances at a chaotic blackboard at the end of a class.13
Philosophy has never been monolithic. It has been presented in many ways throughout
its history, via dialogues, poetry, treatises, journal articles, essays, fiction, science fiction,
and recently through films, podcasts, videos, blogs, and cartoons.14 I hope here to have
promoted the rich resources of art history and contemporary art practice. Instead of the
hackneyed limerick ‘God in the Quad’, Berkeley’s idealism could be introduced with Bruce
Nauman’s ‘Concrete Tape Recorder Piece’ (1968)—a tape recorder encased in concrete with
its power flex emerging from a hole at the side (I like to think of the tape as a recording
of a tree falling in the forest!). The duck-rabbit could be replaced by Jasper Johns’ Flag
(1954), seen as a flag or as a painting of a flag. Significantly, Johns does have an interest in
Wittgenstein, but he only came across his works after he had first explored such ambiguous
images and their importance to perception in his own paintings.15 Future collaboration
between philosophers, art historians and artists should be encouraged, with artworks—from
the history of art, contemporary artists, and perhaps those created by students and teachers—
becoming catalysts for artistic-philosophical investigation, thus revitalizing the idea of
universities embodying ongoing and open-ended conversations.16,17
13

One thinks here of Arte Povera, the Italian movement of the late 1960s and 1970s. The artists of
this movement were searching for ‘unity between life and our art practice’ (Jannis Kounellis, cited in
Christov-Bakargiev, 1999, p. 22). Arte Philosophica could be the movement that this paper inspires!
14
Helen de Cruz has a forthcoming volume of iPad paintings of philosophical thought experiments:
Philosophy Illustrated: 40 Thought Experiments to Broaden your Mind (Oxford: Oxford University
Press).
15
‘What interested me was that you can come to see something through language that you couldn’t
come to see through looking. That and the extent to which knowing things influences seeing. That has
always interested me and continues to’ (Johns, cited in Donovan, 2017, p. 177). Also see Joseph (2016,
p. 143).
16
For a return to this vision of the university, see Clack (2020).
17
This project has also started to provide a bridge, not just between art, art history and philosophy, but,
for me, between continental and analytic philosophy. My Big Book is A Treatise of Human Nature,
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